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Abstract:
The prime objective of this thesis is to show that increased productivity, of a lasting nature, may be
obtained through "Incentive Management," founded on the basic concepts of industrial engineering.
Unless so founded, its application in industry will be accompanied by all the classical disadvantages of
the "trial and error method." The "trial and error method" is effective in only a fraction of the attempted
installations, usually on a short-term basis, accompanied by a need for frequent revision. This results in
serious damage to the productivity of the labor force in a given plant.

The secondary objective of this investigation is to demonstrate why the pertinent techniques of
industrial engineering must be applied to the solution of the general problem of designing an "Incentive
Management System." The procedure or method of investigation used was of a threefold nature: (a) a
review of literature was made, (b) a survey was conducted of the practices of industrial organizations,
labor unions and trade associations with experience in the field of "Incentive Management, (c) the
writer’s experience as an industrial engineer was utilized to supplement the material gathered, Data
thus gathered were analyzed and the resulting elements were employed to construct a generalized
method of approach for establishment of a procedure for design of an "Incentive Management System"
Therefore, this thesis has attempted to outline the first two steps of a four step solution to the problem
of increasing overall productivity of an industrial enterprise through "Incentive Managamgnt." These
four steps being: 1. Investigation and analysis.

2. Establishment of a generalized method.

3. Establishment of the detailed procedure for the design of an "Incentive Management System." 4.
Design and application of an "Incentive Management System” in an industrial enterprise.

Parts 3 and 4 would require adaptation of "Incentive Management" to the requirements and limitations
of a given unit in a particular industry. This was not attempted, as being beyond the scope of the
present study.

The conclusion is that a "rational" design procedure can be created for each specialized industrial
situation In which an "Incentive Management System" can be employed to increase productivity. 
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Abstract

... ....

Tho prime objective of this thesis is to show that 
increased productivity, of a lasting nature, may be obtained 
through HIncentive Management," founded on the basic con
cepts of industrial engineering, Hnloss so founded, its ap
plication in industry will be accompanied by all the classi
cal disadvantages of the "trial and error method," The "trial 
and error method" is effective in only a fraction of the at
tempted installations, usually on a short-term basis, accom
panied by a need for frequent revision, Ihis results in 
serious damage to the productivity of the labor force in a 
given plant.

The secondary objective of this investigation is to 
demonstrate why the pertinent techniques of industrial engi
neering must be applied to the solution of the general prob
lem of designing an "Incentive Management System,"

The procedure or method of investigation used was of a 
threefold nature: (a) a review of literature was made, (b)
a survey was conducted of the practices of industrial organi
zations, labor unions and trade associations with experience 
in the field of "Incentive Management, He) the writer's ex
perience as an industrial engineer was utilised to supplement 
the material gathered.

Data thus gathered were analyzed and the resulting elements 
were employed to construct a generalised method of approach 
for establishment of a procedure for design of an "Incentive 
Management System.,"

Therefore, this thesis has attempted to outline the first 
two steps of a four step solution to the problem of Increasing 
jvoralI productivity of an industrial enterprl: "In
centive Management." These four steps being:

1. Investigation and analysis,
2. Establishment of a generalized method,
3. -Establishment of the detailed procedure for the design 

of an "Incentive Management System*"
U, Design and application of an "Incentive Management 

System" in an industrial enterprise, 
arts 3 and J.j would require adaptation of "Incentive Manage

ment" to the requirements and limitations of a given unit in a 
particular industry. This was not attempted, as being beyond 
the scope of the present study,

Tlie conclusion is that a "rational" design procedure can 
be created for each specialised industrial situation In which 
an "Incentive Management System" can be employed to increase 
productivity*



Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

INCENTIVES AS A TOOL IN INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
The private enterprise system, such as represents the 

bulk of economic endeavor in the United States, rests on a 
foundation of private ownership of Industry, Ttils system 
necessarily requires the investment of private resources, 
chiefly savings from income beyond current needs. The re
quired Investment will take place only if Industry assumes 
certain responsibilities to the investor. Foremost is that 
of supplying the economic incentive in the form of a reason
ably adequate and secure return on the investment. This is 
true whether the enterprise Is a single proprietorship, a 
partnership, or a large corporation. If this were not 
true, the public would have no desire to invest any wealth 
in Industry because of the rl.u. involved.

However, it has in recent years become increasingly 
obvious that in the long range attainment of the profit 
objective Industry must also meet certain responsibilities to 
other interested parties. These additional responsibilities 
are to the public at large, the employees, and the consumers. 
These groups depend upon and are therefore vitally interested 
in the efficiency of the production process. Among many 
things these groups are interested in adequate volume.
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constant quality, low costs, maximum quantity or productivity 
per unit of Investment, lower sales prices, greater real 
income and wages, and maximum employment. Industry's problem 
Is to meet these responsibilities. How Is this to be ac
complished when the public and consumer are clamoring for a 
larger volume of product at a lower price, while the employees 
are asking for an Increase In real wages and the Investors 
for an Increased return on Investment. To answer this 
problem management has naturally turned toward more efficient 
utilization of all factors of production including it's 
investment In plant and equipment. This necessarily means 
that the labor force must also be utilized as efficiently 
as possible. This would minimize the labor cost per unit 
of production. Since the machines and equipment in the 
factories are controlled by the employees, an increase in 
productivity on the part of the employees will result directly 
and indirectly In an Increased productivity per dollar of 
Investment.

It may be said that management has always recognized the 
more or less obvious necessity of obtaining a maximum of 
productivity from the labor force. Since Taylor's early 
work It was generally realised that the labor force as a 
whole does not maintain a rate of production near Its capacity.



V

under the usual ciroumtancoa. By capacity, I moan the 
production that may be maintained by a worker without dan
ger to himself, to his equipment or his fellow workers.
This presence of undei1-capacity workmanship has boon effec

tively proven many times during the last $0 years. Taylor, 

(1911) in his experiments at the Bethlehem Steel Company, 

increased the average productivity of the pig iron gang from 

12* long tons per man per day to tj.7 long tons. This was not 

due entirely to the Increased efforts of the workmen in

volved but was also due to the application of the BPrinciples 

of Scientific Management" to the work under consideration. 

Taylor (1911) lists these principles as follows: first, the

development of a science to replace the old rule-of-thumb 

knowledge of the workman; second, the scientific selection 

and progressive development of the workman; third, the bring

ing together of the science and scientifically selected and 

trained workman; fourth, proper division of the work between 

the worker and management,^ % e  results achieved by Taylor 

showed what could bo accomplished in the way of increased 

productivity. Taylor saw that management could become more 

of a science, and not merely an individual art, and throng 

logical processes unite high wages with low labor cost.

I. Taylor, P. W. 1911. SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT, 
p. 36, Harper and Bros., New York.

5
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This was to bo achieved by:

1. Assigning clearly defined tasks,
2. Maintaining standard conditions.
3. High pay proportional to success.
U. Loss of pay in case of failure.
5. Making task so difficult it could be accomplished only 

by a first-class man.

It is the last condition that has been adopted by Industry, 

although in a considerably modified form, and is the basis 

for an incentive system. Taylor (1911) had a sociological 

concept that only first-class workmen should receive incen

tive wages. Modem wage incentive systems are so designed 

that the "normal worker" may earn incentive payments either 

by working at a "normal pace" or by exceeding his normal 

capacity. However, there is still an upper limit on the 

earnings as advocated by Taylor. That limit of maximum 

oarnings is due to the inherent capacity of the worker, 

Taylor’s system provided no incentive for the "less-than- 

first-class-worker," Modem incentive plans call for in

creased payment for all workers after achieving the "task," 

which is usually the output achieved by a "normal worker" 

working at a "normal pace" although it may vary with the 

individual plants. The difference between the two concepts 

is simply the difference between basing incentive on the 

"quickest time possible" or basing it on the time required 

by a "normal operator" working at a "normal speed." This 

concept of normal is usually obtained by a somewhat subjective



proc ss of "speed and effort rating" as applied by the In

dividual Time Study Engineer who sets the time standard.

It has been verified often by representatives of labor 

that incentives could result in an increase in worker ap

plication as high as fifty per cent, Mr. Solomon Barkln 

(1951)* research director for the Textile Workers Union,

GIO, substantiated this in a recent article by stating that 

this would be true of the usual wage incentive plan.  ̂ We 

may conclude from such figures that if the "incentive spread'1 

or increased exertion over that of a normal operator is 

approximately 20>y to 30 ,̂, then the worker has been working 

at an average minimum of 20# to 30# less than normal. If 

this situation is considered to be typical of contemporary 

Industry, then there remains considerable room for improve

ment in the productivity rate of the individual employee 

while maintaining the same fixed Investment in plant and 

equipment. It is obvious, of course, that any means which 

would be taken to increase the worker’s productivity would 

also result in some increase in other variable factory costs 

regardless of the circumstances. This would be due primar

ily to increases in the supervisory force, industrial engi

neering personnel, accounting costa, and wage administration 

costs. One of the purposes of this thesis is to demonstrate

I. Iiarkin, S. 1951. MAN AGBM11 NTS AT ITUDE TOWARD WAGE INGEN 
TIVE SYSTEMS. Ind♦ - Lab. del. Rev. Vol V, No I, p. 96.
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that the increase in other variable factory cost should bo 

less than the decrease in direct labor costs. Many firms 

still have a notion that any decrease in the above mentioned 

labor costs will somehow, naturally result in an overall 

decrease in product costs. They do not recognize that there 

is an optimum point in almost every case where the additional 

variable factory costs will becomo equal to or will exceed 

the savings duo to the institution of a given incentive plan. 

In the following figures there are illustrated a few of the 

basic relationships that may exist under various plans whose 

object is to increase productivity and lower operating costs.

An analysis of Figure I reveals the relationships that 

exist between productivity and plant capacity. For pur

poses of this Illustration it is assumed that a plant is 

operating at 100$ capacity. Due to sales demands, an in

crease in production is required. Production may be in

creased only through increased productivity of the present 

fixed assets or by additional investment in plant and equip

ment. However, the firm does not have available sufficient 

funds to invest in the necessary expansion program. Manage

ment has elected to use whatever moans available and at its 

disposal to increase the oroductivity of their present in

vestment. (An explanation of the symbols used will be found 

in the Appendix,) At this point a greater than proportional



incroase In variable costs Is required to Increase the pro

ductivity. Assuming fixed charges are to remain constant, 

variable costs must rise If the Increased production Is 
anything but voluntary. Whether this is accomplished through 

increased supervision, better supervision, or incentives is 

!material. Nevertheless, at IOOyo capacity additional vari

able costs are required to obtain the increased productivity. 

With the new variable costs, beyond 100# current capacity, 

wo have a new curve showing the total costs under the new 

set of conditions. The difference between this curve and 

the net sales la obviously the net profit from operations.

In analyzing this difference wo find that at 100# capacity 

wo have decreased the net profit that may be obtained. How

ever, as production is expanded due to the additional pro

ductivity, the net profit increases until we reach a point 

at aporoximately 120# of plant capacity. In this instance it 

is the point of maximum return. If we continue along the 

curve, we find that at 130# the net profit has fallen to 

approximately that obtained at 100# capacity under the old 

circumstances. Ordinarily this will be at peak production, 

Management will produce to this point to satisfy sales demands 

and meet deliveries by competitors, but will ordinarily be 

unwilling to reduce the net profit that goes with further 

increases in production, assuming any further increase to be

9
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possible. Thus, there can be a point on the curve below 
the maximum practicable capacity (e.g. at 120% of capacity) 
at which the returns are maximized.

In Figure 2, wo find a chart similar to that in Figure 

I with somewhat different assumptions. This chart shows the 

relationships existing when labor productivity may be in

creased immediately beyond zero output with resulting savings 

produced above zero output. The variable costs are less in 

this instance than tin ier the conditions assumed in Figure I, 

This would represent the conditions existing under an in

centive plan designed to increase the workers earnings per 

unit of output as compared with a straight hourly pay.

The variable costs under the original conditions are repre

sented by v {q q , We have again represented 100$ capacity 

as the maximum obtainable under the old conditions without 

incentives, *s the variable cost under the now plan

at 100% capacity. In this particular case it is less than 

the previous fI giro. This would mean that management is 

sharing the results of the increased production and all 

does not go to the worker. At nearly 160$ of plant capacity 

wo again find the net profit decreasing at an e ceedlngly 

fast rate.

It Is evident from these two curves that there can be an 

optimum point under many conditions which it Is economically
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Inadvisable to exceed. This will not be the relationship 

necessarily existing under all circumstances of plant design, 

but serves to warn us of the pitfalls arising from unverified 

assumptions. This is further demonstrated by Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the relationship of an increase in sales 

income to an increase in variable costa resulting from in

creased productivity assuming another set of industrial 

circumstances. Under these assumptions, we begin at some 

maximum previous output and show how the increase in sales 

can cause the income increment versus costs ratio increment 

to rise to a maximum and then descend to where the firm is 

operating under conditions as unfavorable as those previously 

existing.

The figures are presented to graphically emphasize the 

fact that increased productivity by the direct labor will 

not necessarily mean either increased profits or decreased 

costs at all levels of plant output. Each company must analyze 

the circumstances under which its plant will be operating 

before it can determine the profitableness of increased 

output. The method used to obtain the increased productivity 

necessarily determines the shape of the cost curve and the 

resulting relationships between total costs, gross sales 

income, and plant capacity. The management must determine 

after an analysis of all available data the added costs

16
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it will be willing to >ear and the profits it expects to 
receive from increased productivity. If thb firm is pro
perly organized and managed and the incentive system is 
properly designed, the result could readily be similar to 
that appearing in Figure k. The relationship shown here 
exists when increased productivity is achieved by two sep
arate methods, both of which are increasingly profitable 
up to maximum capacity. Q" accomplishes its result through 
financial Incentives, Q 1 through investment in equipment and 
machinery with additional capitalization. The advantage of 
Q* over Q 1 is the increased return on investment or decreas
ed loss for any given plant capacity for a varying capital
ization and investment. This is also accompanied by a re
duced break-even point on the operations. (The term break
even point is used as explained in the Appendix.) It is 
exceedingly useful in determining company policies in regards 
to ad ltlmal fixed investment (which raises the 33P, usually) 
or the effect of unavoidable reduction in sales volume on 
profitableness of operations. It can likewise be used to 
show the effect of installing an incentive system in a 
plant. It Is defined as the point below which sales may not 
fall, assuming otherwise constant economic conditions, if 
the firm is to operate Ithout a loss.

In determining the type of incentive system to be adopted
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for a particular Industrial enterprise, the relationship 
oetvaen fixed costs and total costs Is paramount. As fixed 
costs become a larger share of total costs, efforts must 
be directed toward utilising the fixed assets from which 
many of the fixed costs arise as effectively as possible.
A high percentage of fixed coats normally means a higher 
break-even point. This may require the use of Incentives 
to spread fixed costs over more units of production at an 
increase possibly in direct labor costs/) Thus, if we in
crease production by, say, 30 I with less than a directly 
proportional increase in direct labor unit costs, we may 
achieve a lesirable effect upon the break-even point. The 
key lies in the relationship between the total costs curve 
and the sales income curve. Thus, the overall relationships 
are more important than any individual cost increases or 
decreases.

In analysing the causes and characteristics of the total 
cost curve. Figure 5 Is useful in that it shows at a glance 
the components of the total cost curve. The variable costs 
are particularly important because their flexibility makes 
them readily susceptible to measures taken to reduce costs. 
3y varying one or all of the variable components we nay 
affect the total cost curve and consequently the net profit 
on operations. It is lmoortant to note that by Increasing 
the variable overhead component a small amount it may be



possible to decrease the direct labor or the materials com
ponents by more than a directly proportional amount. This 
is especially true when ad ltiohal engineering personnel are 
added by the organization. Engineering is commonly respon
sible for reducing material cost. Through industrial engi
neering we may also reduce the direct labor costs and pro
duction costs considerably. Tills may also be accomplished 
through functional redesign of the product.

Because of the complexity of modem industrial establish
ments, management should accept the responsibility to encour
age or assist employees to raise their level of productivity y - ■ - ., I \
to its -roper place. Tliia increased productivity to be 
lasting should be accompanied by higher real wages for the 
employee, lower operating costs. Increased sales through 
reduced sales prices, and more income for the investors.

It is obvious that production costs could be consider
ably lower if the worker oould be maintained at the same 
time wage while the enterprise enjoyed the fruits of his 
increased production. This, however, is neither lauslble, 
possible, nor fair although It has been tried many times in 
the past by unscrupulous opportunistic managements. Most 
obvious of these measures are the longer working day at the 
same daily pay, larger assignments, and rate cutting. The

19
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last may not be too obvious In somo cases unloss watched 
closely. It Is most generally called the "speed-up* by the 
workers or unions. 'Biese methods are unfair to the worker 
for one all-iimortant reason vrialch Is lost sight of In many 
cases. Tho reason Is that the workers' time wages or pre
vious wages are Implicitly tied to his former productivity 
level. He receives his wage (determined to a large extent 
by trial and error) because of the amount he produces, not 
because of custom; although In somo Instances custom admit
tedly will demand that some workers receive more or less 
than their appropriate share. If a wage reduction is re
quired because of a change In economic conditions it should 
bo the result of collective bargaining or common agreement, 
not through ‘•underhanded” methods. iegaruless of the justice 
of the case, the workers will eventually reduce production 
to their former level of productivity if expected benefits 
of increased productivity are not returned to them. Manage
ment incidentally calls this resistance a “slow-down” in 
certain cases. This is labor's alternative and prerogative 
which though unrecognized by many managers is nevertheless 
utilized by labor daily. As Taylor discovered, the workers' 
opposition to unjust rates may at times take the form of 
violence or strikes, but usually it will be of the passive 
sort just mentioned.
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By raising the productive level of Its employees, the 

individual enterprise would obviously increase the produc
tivity of its fixed investment. Decreased production time 
per unit of product will also be a direct result. This 
decreased unit time of production can mean considerable 
savings to most businesses through distribution of fixed 
costs over more units of production, if sales are increased 
by this, In a competitive situation sales can be Increased 
by passing along part of the savings to the consumer thus 
benefiting another member of the production-consumption- 
investment team. Decreased overhead and decreased operating 
times per piece can mar y times be accompanied by reduced 
scrap, less machine down time, less storage capacity required, 
and flexibility of production capacity to meet changing con
ditions, Management can also undertake to reduce variable 
costs by reducing the labor force if increased sales do not 
result from the increased production. Because of employee 
morale considerations, this is not generally recommended, 
unless accompanied by alleviating circumstances such as a 
scarce labor market, or by assimilation of the excess workers 
into the organization as replacements for vacancies.

In discussing the above problems, it is not meant to be 
inferred that the productive capacity of the hourly produc
tion personnel is the only one that concerns management.
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Oufcrmt and efficiency of all personnel In an enterprise are 
subject to considerable Improvement, especially those below 
the supervisory level. Supervisory positions are in them
selves a considerable non-flnancial Incentive to the occu
pants. What is stressed primarily are the wage incentive 
methods needed for maximum productivity from the hourly 
personnel, who often have the very minimum of non-finaneIal 
incentives. This group of employees represents the largest 
portion of the payroll for most Industries and through them 
the greatest savings can be made. Ilxis Is true not only 
because of the numbers involved but also because of tho ma
chinery and equipment they ordinarily use. Any Increase in 
the productivity of the operators simultaneously increases 
the productivity of the equipment used. This multiplying 
or accelerating effect is especially true in the more hl#ily 
mechanized industries where savings in direct labor costs 
may in many cases be small when compared to the Indirect 
results of increased productivity.

Another Imoortant consideration is the matter of worker 
representation and the presence of collective action. The 
hourly personnel have behind them. In most cases, the force 
of an organized labor group. Management has been forced to 
resort to objective methods of dealing with these groups 
whether the methods are particularly desirable or not.



If the presence of low productivity is so obvious and 
the results of increased productivity so beneficial, many a 
management may ask why hasn't something been accomplished 
toward achieving this objective? In answer to tills question, 
it may be sail that in many individual plants quite a few 
plans have been tried and many of these have boon successful 
in increasing productivity with its resulting benefits. This 
has been accomplished primarily through the use of financial 
Inc ntlves.

The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company of Jes Plaines,
Illinois, has had an Incentive plan in their factory since
October 19k$» According to Mr. Hoyt P. Steele 11953), it
has met with considerable success. He states in a letter of
reply to a questionnaire sent to him that $

"As far as performance is concerned, I can say that we 
are very happy with the reduction in unit costs that have 
occurred since 1946, and most particularly with the ac
ceptance of this carefully engineered incentive plan by 
our employees. Average hourly earnings of our employees 
now exceed #2.30 per hour, and we are certainly manu
facturing our product at relatively low cost in a highly 
competitive industry."^

Thus, the company has been enjoying reduced costs while pay
ing considerably higher wages than the average.

Ttiis situation holds true of yet another company, Oeorge 
A. Horme^ and company of Austin, Minnesota. In a company

I. Steele, Hoyt ?. 1953* Letter to Maurice Burke dated
January 9, 1953* Benjamin Electric Co., Jes rtIaines, 111
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publication, the Hormel Company (19tl3) makes the following 
remarks concerning their Incentive plan: "The rate of pro
duction in all of our departments has been most satisfying,
Ihe main concern of our supervision is to see that the 
employees don’t work so fast in acquiring the gain that the 
quality is n e g l e c t e d . I f  the management must be on guard 
against the workers "speeding-up" on the job to the detriment 
of the quality of work, then the plan appears to be a suc
cess insofar as attaining its objective of increased pro
ductivity. Naturally a successful plan should have adequate 
safeguards through proper inspection and/or other engineer
ing approaches to prevent an excessive percentage of poor 
quality work.

Just as a reminder of the dangers of assuming that an 
incentive plan is inherently good, it may be well to refer 
to another letter received from the manager of the time stand
ards department of a well-known eastern manufacturing firm.p 
In commenting upon the success of various incentive plans 
used by the company, (six different incentive systems were 
in use at various times during the last forty years) he 
states that because of the haphazard basis under which the

1. Hormel, Qeo. A. % Co. 1943. THB HOlMBL ANNUAL WAQE 
INCENTIVE, AND JOINT EARNINGS PLANS.
p. 6, Qoo. A. Hormel ’e Co., Austin, Minnesota.

2. This reference is omitted due to personal comments.



various plans wore operated, potential Incentive earnings 
varied as much as 100!»• Such conditions are obviously not 
promoters of efficiency and increased productivity. If the
rates are permitted to vary to such an extent, the Incentive

' .

is not accomplishing its objective although: management may 
be assuming that operating conditions and productivity are 
at a hlgfr level. The mere presence of a system or plan no 
matter how Imposing does not guarantee efficiency. Tnis 
must be continually stressed under any plan for Increased 
productivity. Data in the form of cost and production re
cords must be kept and compared against standards previously 
determined as representing whet conditions should be. Tils 
will lnsuro through, the principle of exceptions that manage
ment is made aware of the actual results of their policies.

It may be seen from the aoove examples that increased 
productivity through Incentives is attainable but constant 
observation and control must bo maintained over the condi
tions which make this possible.

Labor and labor organizations have beon at times strongly 
opnosed to plans which will increase the productivity of its 
members. In many cases, opposition to or support of such 
Ians has been due to past experience of the union members 

or union officials under apparently similar plans. Tiis 
explains the sometimes wide variations in opinion among

25
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various unions concorning auoh plans• The TMited States 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (19^8), 
found that past experience was a large factor in contri
buting to either acceptance of or opposition to incentive 
plans. Their statement is as follows

"Much of the opposition of workers to incentive plans 
is due to past experience with rate cutting and the 
speed-up. The claim has been made that whenever workers 
become adept at an operation and increased their out
put, and thereby their earnings, management would re
time the job and cut the rate for the operation so 
that workers turned out more with no corresponding 
increase in pay. Piece rates were sometimes lowered 
without clear Justification, or on the ground that 
some adjustment In machinery or process had warranted 
a re-timing of the work, ISven when rate changes were 
justified by some change in operations, workers often 
felt that a more than proportionate reduction In rates 
had been made. Management also would re-time Jobs after 
workers had hit their stride and then set the new, high 
production level as the normal standard for base pay 
resulting In a speod-up.

Other reasons for worker antagonism to wage incen
tives Include t general distrust of the impersonal 
nature of time study methods; fear of loss of jobs result
ing from expanding output per man; dilution of skills 
caused by break-down of crafts into semi-skilled opera
tions; competition among workers and variations in earn
ing, leading to splits and divisions tending to break 
up the cohesiveness of the union, etc."

The pamphlet goes on to state that these are far from being
universal beliefs on the part of the union leaders and that
many press primarily for insertion of arbitrary demands

I, United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, 19U8. COLLECTIVE BARGAINING PROVISIONS, 
INCENTIVE WAGE PROVISIONS; TIME STUDIES AND STDS. OP PRODUCTION.
p. 2, Government Printing Office, Washington, D, C.



chiefly as safeguards In the union contract. These safe
guards are aimed primarily at elimination of the abuses men
tioned. The completeness and stability of bargaining rela
tions in the clothing industries where piece-work Incentives 
are the rule appear to substantiate the latter statement.
Some of the fears are evidently holdovers from the days 
when employers set the rate on the job at the fastest time 
it had been done previously. Without qualification, it may 
be said that the majority of the truly successful enter
prises have abolished these practices in their plants.

It would seam, at first glance, that with all the sub
standard living conditions still existing today that labor 
would only be too glad to help relieve them by increasing 
its productivity. This would appear to be especially worth
while when the workers wages would be increased in propor
tion to their increased productivity. The underlying oppo
sition on the part of the workers and their representatives 
is grounded on the belief that any increase in producti
vity per worker would result in an overall decrease in em
ployment. They generally hold consciously or subconsciously, 
that there is a fixed output which the economy can absorb at 
any >ne tine. Therefore, they feel that if individually they 
are more efficient and receive more money for this efficiency, 
it will be at the expense of another worker or group of
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workers. In other words, unless there Is an increase in 

investment there will be no increase In demand, given a 

relatively fixed propensity to consume; and some workers 

as a natural consequence will be Idle. Labor may be said to 

have adopted to some extent the Keynesian approach to the 

economics of the problem. Management on the other hand 

tends to view the problem of production from the view point 

of Classical Economics. This relies on Says’ Law of Markets 

which Dillard (19U8) states simply as “supply creates its 

own demand.  ̂ Contemporary economists hold that the true 

situation la probably somewhat between these extreme views.

If labor increases its productivity, the people with the 

highest propensity to consume will receive the greatest 

Increase in wages. If the savings Is passed along to the 

public In the form of lower prices, then still more goods 

may be bought. Very little new investment, if any, will 

bo needed in this case to keep up with the new output.

This may be provided by either private capital or govern

ment Investment, if necessary. Furthermore all workers in 

the United States have another strong bulwark to fall back 

on. It is the full emoloymant law passed by Congress which 

directs the Preslient to use his powers of office to maintain

I. Dillard, Dudley. 19)l8. ECONOMIC. OF JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES, 
p. 18, Prentice Hall, New York.
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full employment. This law makes maintenance of full employ

ment a direct responsibility of the President who must use 

all resources at his command to maintain it.

This is cited to make a more convincing case for incen

tives and increased productivity. If at any time increased 

productivity did put people temporarily out of work, either 

natural occurences or governmental action would assure 

them of a job within a relatively short period. Regardless 

of absence or presence of these provisions, decreased produc

tivity would still be harmful to society as a whole. It is 

obviously not a long range solution to unemployment. One 

possible solution upon obtaining increased productivity 

would be to shorten working hours while maintaining the 

same or a greater working force. With the increased wages 

through incentives and greater leisure time the workers 

could maintain or increase their standard of living not

withstanding the reduction in their working hours. Total 

employment could still be maintained or increased.

To a limited extent, the employees also believe that the 

employer will somehow manage to partake of that portion of 

the fruits of the Increased production which they oellevo 

to be peculiarly theirs. This belief is based on the results 

of increased productivity as they have seen them practiced 

by many companies In the past, where the workers were returned
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only a portion of what was due to their efforts. Also, 
many companies in the past reduced the number of employees 
on their payroll simultaneously with the introduction of 
an incentive system or methods improvement. This is obvi
ously an incorrect practice which is avoided by progressive 
companies and capable managements wherever possible. As 
an alternative, they can institute the system gradually, 
in many cases, and either reassign the displaced workers or 
slow down the change over until the increased production 
resulting from passing on of the savings to the consumer 
makes other jobs for thorn. In many cases, displaced workers 
can be used to replace the normal turnover In a company.
If an incentive system is adopted intelligently it need 
cause no harm to the workers through unemployment. In 
any event alert management should always be prepared to 
take advantage of the sales possibilities created through 
the increased productivity of the present investment before 
considering adHtional investment In plant.

In contrast to the feeling on the part of labor that 
increased productivity moans decreased employment are the 
prevailing social values which underlie our present wage 
system. The prevailing attitude of the people of this country 
Is that if a person has achieved financial success he will 
attain prestige. In short, one is the natural accompaniment
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of the other. In fact, many companies have relied and 
are still relying on this belief to achieve Increased pro
ductivity on the part of the workers. Often they have not 
even attempted to help or guide the worker to attain that 
productivity. Taylor (1911) called this management by 
initiative and Incentive. Management of this type rolios 
upon the worker to produce more regardless of working condi
tions and in many oasos in spite of them. It does not 
recognize that increased productivity is a two way street. 
Labor and management are both limited in the amount of joint, 
overall success they may achieve without extensive cooper
ation.

If this spirit of cooperation exists on the part of 
management and on the part of the employees, we may say that 
we are approaching the concept of Scientific Management as 
outlined by Taylor. The same essentials of good management 
have been brought out in the more recent book by James F, 
Lincoln (1951)# president of the Lincoln Electric Go, The 
underlying theme of Incentive Management as advocated by 
Lincoln mirrors Taylor’s Principles of Scientific Management. 
This is Illustrated by the following quotation from Lincoln’s 
book.

"It Is the responsibility of management to find the most
efficient way of doing any job. This is not the respon
sibility of the operator. If the operator is continually
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able to find the more efficient methods of doing the 
manufacturing o ^erationB1 then management is useless and 
should stop aside in favor of the worker who has outper
formed him. If management has no essential function in 
developing the manufacturing methods used, of what use is 
it? It will find difficulty in justifying its existence 
and salary.

When management discharges its responsibility as the 
deviser of more efficient methods for doing the job in 
question, then it is its responsibility to teach these 
methods to the operator

To use the above system of management effectively, Lincoln 
postulates that an essential accompaniment of his system 
is cooperation between management and the workers. Without 
this cooperation, full productivity cannot be obtained and 
necessarily the lowest possible costs of production are not 
reached. This cooperation is to be ootained only over a 
period of time as the workers come to understand and trust 
management and to look upon management as another skilled 
member of the production team, rather than as an overseer. 
Both the Taylor system of Scientific Management and the 
Lincoln system of Incentive Management advocate management 
highly skilled in production methods and capable of bringing 
then to the operator who has been trained properly to do his 
work. This means that there will be a nroper division of 
work between management and the workers, and that the manage
ment will not rely on the workers to levise alone the newer

I. Lincoln, James F. 1951. INCENTIVE MANAdEK INT.
230 pp. Lincoln Electric Oo., Cleveland, Ohio.



and bettor means of production, oven If It were possible In 
this lay of complex technology. Cooperation Is the underly
ing objective of both systems. Ihe typo of management advo
cated by Taylor and Lincoln Is the approach to the problem 
of Incentives In Industry as presented In this thesis.
We are concerned here with several of the many tools of
what Is com only referred to as Scientific or Incentive/
Management; Incentive systems and the various Industrial 
Hinglneerlng methods and techniques necessary for their pro
per operation are among them. When pursuing such a pro
gram the management must also make substantial contributions 
to the oroductlvlty of its employees. It must provide such 
services to the employee as he will need to attain a peak of 
efficiency. As a contrast, management by initiative and 
incentive merely provides the worker with an incentive for 
Increasing his productivity. Tarough ignorance it makes 
little attempt, if any, to alter the working conditions, 
methods and procedures in such a way as to aid the worker.
In a s nse it may be said that this system relies hopefully 
upon the worker to Investigate every means within his command 
and utilize them as efficiently as possible to Increase pro
duction. It must be observed, however, that the worker as 
an individual usually has very little to work with in the way 
of facilities or specialized technical knowledge when compared
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with that wiioh mamyemant may make available by recourse to 
accumulated resources of bhe whole enterprise* ».210 worker 
must, when left to himself, increase productivity primarily 
by his increased exertion* It is admitted that In itsol,-. 
this can be a great contribution, but it Io pitifully snail
when compared to the results possible through Scientific

1
Management. Management has a much greater capacity not only 
because of its access to greater resources but also because 
of its overall approach to the problem. Management must, 
therefore, utilize this inherent capacity to aid its employees, 
if the declared objectives of the free enterprise system 
are to be attained within the democratic structure of con
temporary society.

As an individual at the bottom or near the bottom of the 
chain of conenand in an organization the worker has little 
or no authority to put into effect M s  Ideas or methods.
Ho must usually confine himself almost entirely to his work 
area. If he is working as a part of a gang or crow of em
ployees his chance of effecting Improvement in productivity 
through his own efforts is even smaller. At tne very least, 
he must obtain the cooperation of either management of the 
company or of the group if he is to put into ofiect an 
increased tempo or new methods. The group's informal loaiei 
(1.0. individual of the group who naturally assumes the role



of spokesman or loader of the group by virtue of Ills accep
tance as such by the group) could possibly persuade the group 
to adopt the methods or tempo If they thought It In their 
best Interests to do so. Rven then one Inilvldual can reduce 
the collective effort. The Informal leader must convince 
each and every member of the group that it is to their best 
interests to cooperate. Therefore, wo may conclude that at 
the very best the system of management by "Initiative and 
Incentive" is limited and is used primarily as a substitute 
for able, informed management*

The answer to the problem of increased productivity must 
be obtained by providing the worker with an incentive to do 
better and accompany this incentive with Incentive Management* 
Results obtained by either group working individually is 
very limited in comparison to that obtainable through har
monious action on the part of employees and management. 
Adapting an incentive to meet the various situations is a 
complicated matter. It is complicated further when manage
ment comes to believe that incentives are automatic cost 
savers and as a consequence falls to do it's share to con
tribute to increased productivity. We must conclude then 
that there should be a constant check through measurement of 
any incentive system. Otherwise the workers will eventually 
slip back to their former level of low productivity while
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enjoying the increased rages that went with the increased 
productivity. Pressure for concessions will come about

I
through collective bargaining, through grievance procedures, 
or in a general slackening of incentive standards on the 
part of management. It is not meant to be inferred that 
opposition to concessions is an opposition to increased wages 
to the workers. What is meant, is that when the employees 
need to receive a pay raise it should be accomplished through 
raising their base wage and not by lowering the conditions 
on which the incentive program rests, and thus destroying 
the productivity incentive.

Many Industries could have almost completely automatic 
plants If management so desired and if the costa were not 
prohibitive. Overall control of such a plant would be al
most entirely an engineering function as la control of the 
individual processes of a partially mechanized plant. As men 
tioned previously the most obvious alternative to the use of 
hourly employees in a plant is mechanization. However, 
regardless of this aspect, even when machines are used with
out complete mechanization and automation, tile workers are 
primarily servants or tenders of the machines. Incentives 
atte pt to obtain maximum productivity from the workers, 
yet remain well within the limits of human capacity, in order 
to mini'ilz© the overall costs of production. If this is not
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done the cost of labor may become prohibitive and thereby 
force management to rely on greater mechanization. As the 
cost of labor rises, the advantages of mechanization be
come ever more apparent. This may in itself bo a good thing 
as mechanization usually Increases per capita pro nativity 
which raises the standard of living, as has bean evidenced 
at least during the past century.

We have been speaking of the simplest and usually the 
best form of incentive so far, the individual incentive. 
Another problem presents itself when we consider workers in 
group activities. Sow can we provide the incentive to ob
tain maximum productivity? The answer generally appears in 
the form of a group incentive. This groun incentivo may 
appear in the form of pride of workmanship but will oe greatly 
influenced by wages, in most oases. There are certain points 
to keep in mind re landing an incentive of this tyoe. The 
foremost of these is the principle of keeping the incentive 
group as small as possible. In a small group there appears 
a natural, informal leader (previously mentioned) who under 
incentives attempts to have everyone do their share toward 
the group objective. When the group becomes too large it 
becomes difficult for the natural leader to retain control 
over the group or for the group to exorcise its majority 
rule. It is a problem delegated by management to the foreman
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to see that the group maintains a high rate of productivity, 
but his Job Is lightened to a considerable extent by this 
natural tendency of the group to regulate Itself, assuming 
It has confidence In the Incentive, Incidentally, the group 
will act In entirely the opposite manner if they have no 
confidence in the incentive offered by management or feel 
it to be Insufficient, The result in this case would be 
a general slackening of production and constant guard against 
attempts to achieve greater productivity by management.
This colectlve action, seldom clearly postulated. Is merely 
one of the devices of the workers to protect themselves from 
an unscrupulous management.

Profit-sharing Is a type of financial incentive which 
will be mentioned only briefly in this thesis. It Is pri
marily an administrative function and as such la not an 
engineering activity, Biree major pitfalls of this type 
of Incentive should be mentioned however. First, it usually 
Involves a reward that Is somewhat distant in the future 
an’ psychologically loses much of its value as a consequence. 
Second, while the workers will naturally and willingly par
ticipate in the profits of business, they will not share the 
losses and actually cannot afford to. If losses occur during 
a period of high employment and wages are tied in with profits 
then the workers will seek employment elsewhere. At the very
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least they would probably strike before accepting wage cuts 
in the form of no bonus for increased productivity. Third, 
the workers will eventually tend to regard profit-sharing 
bonuses as their privilege or right and will recent any 
situation or management that takes away what they regard as 
rightfully theirs. They cannot visualize how their indivi
dual production will have any bearing on the company savings. 
Profit-sharing makes the workers wages dependent upon busi
ness success rather than on individual effort and this In 
itself (except under unusual circumstances) gives no spur to 
the productivity of the worker.

Previous to the industrial revolution there were prevalent 
what may be called natural Incentives to produce well. This 
natural Incentive is still present in the small business 
where the worker knows his employer intimately. The journey
man of tho handicraft system had hopes of becoming a master 
some day so his sympathies were naturally on the side of 
management. In many cases the master was the worker’s per
sonal friend. At the very least, workers as a whole did not 
have the collective approach to their problems that has be
come prevalent with modern industry. The work unit was small 
and therefore increased productivity in one shop would not 
materially affect employment in that shop or in another.

It Is no longer practicable to rely on the natural means
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of Inoontivos because of the increasingly impersonal rola- 
tionshi a that exist between management and the employees and 
above all between the outside stockholder-owners of industry 
and the workers in the factories. This roblem is ordinarily 
handled through financial Incentives although non-financial 
Incentives are used. It is not possible to buy everything 
with money but neither is it possible to rely too much on 
non-financial incentives because of the dangers of sliding 
into objectionable paternalism. Paternalism frequently 
arises when management attempts to direct the activities of 
its workers outside of working hours, in effect by retaining 
a part of their salary and snending it on programs manage
ment feels will be to the best interests of the worker. Tay
lor (1911) found long ago that monetary incentives alone, 
however, were not enough* and that in the case of the pig 
iron handlers at dothleham Steel Company approximately 60,» 
over the going wage was the optimum monetary Incentive 
effective at that time.

Today we must design our incentive systems to match the 
complex society and complex organisations of industry. In 
this regard, the Kational Metal Trades Association (19U9)
lias staked "--- , it should be noted that experience indicates
that a now company, industry, or organization which is



rapidly expanding, or one starting the processing of products 
not common to its normal line, should approach the install
ation of Incentive methods of -/age payment carefully.From 
this statement it is possible to draw an Interesting parallel 
between management of production workers and mann ament of 
management. When a factory employe is assigned a new job 
or one with which he is not thoroughly familiar, management 
makes allowance for the lack of familiarity in the produc
tion goals that are set for the worker. Management should 
a ply this insist to its own practices by avoiding early 
Standardization where and when it is not beneficial. With
out a tworough engineering knowledge of the operations and 
products, management should rarely attempt to introduce an 
incentive system oecauso, of necessity, this must be ac
companied by standardization. If standardization is attempt
ed under the foregoing conditions, time standards will soon 
become inaccurate or will be incomplete and thus create a 
situation which will tend to undermine the whole incentive 
program. The NTiTA (19’!.9) states further that standards will 
be hazarded by the following conditions:

“l. Rapid changes in design that necessitate readjust
ment of equipment, netho s, tooling, materials and

1. "ational Metal Trades Association. 19-'9* INDUSTRIAL 
- LATIONS OLICIES AT? ) ROGEDURES BULLETINS 0. 3,
PARTS VI, VII.
o. I, Rational Petal Trades Association, Chicago.

2. Ibid.



oonaeouont changes in basic times.2. Difficulties encountered when emloyees are transfer
red from incentive earning jobs to da:/ vrork having a 
lower take-home pay.

3. The multiplicity of problems involved when standards 
are set too high, as a result of haste and inexper
ience.Ij.. Lack of familiarity of operators with work.”

The above mentioned hazards will only be intensified under 
conditions which are constantly changing. Therefore, intro
duction of an Incentive system under conditions which are 
changing is not to be recommended. Cost of maintaining 
standard conditions will be too expensive in comparison to 
the benefits involved.

The- O ore certain very definite activities which manage
ment must perform to make a financial incentive plan a suc
cess. Several of these such as time and motion study and 
standardization will be covered in detail later in the thesis. 
As only one of the tools of industrial engineering, incen
tives cannot be used alone but must be supplemented and be
come a complement of the other tools.

Time and motion study is an integral part of a financial 
incentive plan because it alone can provide the accurate mea
surement system needed, to determine the payments that will 
be made. It also standardises the workplace, and along with 
"plant layout" it standa dizes the com Iete work area. To 
be fair to the workers as wall as to provide them with an 
accurate basis for determining their increased productivity.



work conditions must often be highly standardized. If not, 
time and motion study will bo Ineffectual, since Its engi
neering utility is predicated on performing tasks of work in 
previously established routines under standardized conditions. 
To determine an increase in worker productivity his current 
production must be measured against the previous rate of 
production under similar standard working conditions.
Lincoln (1951) states this In somewhat the same manner when 
he indirectly refers to time and motion study in the follow
ing statement:

"Incentive Management is becoming of progressively greater 
importance as our mechanization of productive operations 
advances. When a man dug a trench with a spade, any 
boss could toll if he was working and how hard. No boss 
can tell accurately now whether a man operating a ditch 
digging machine is doing his best, trying to limit out
put, or is actually wrecking his machine.

There has been a tremendous Increase in the complexity of
production machines and processes since the advent of the
factory system and mass production. With this increased
complexity has come the realization on managements part that
to accurately determine the production a worker should
achieve a detailed analysis of his work should be made using
time and motion study. Only through this detailed analysis
is it possible to determine the proper unit time of production.

I. Lincoln, James F, 1951, INCENTIVE MANAGrEM NT.
280 pp, Lincoln Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.



Another necessary preliminary to the installation of an 

incentive system is a orogram of job evaluation which deter

mines the requirements of each job and ranks then in order 

of their relative economic value to the enterprise. Job 

ev luation must begin with a job analysis which requires that 

a detailed study be made of every job (or job class) to 

determine the requirements of the job, tho conditions under 

which it is performed, and detailed characteristics of each 

job. Usually some noint system is established which denotes 

the degree of difficulty or presence of a particular char

acteristic such as working conditions, education, training, 

responsibility and authority. These ooints are then aided 

to obtain the relative worth of the Job to the enterprise. 

After this is done to all of the Jobs a classification system 

may be set up which will be that basis for a pay scale 

which will be negotiated betwe rn the union and the company. 

Thus, it may oe seen that this definitely ties In job evalu

ation with an incentive plan. Job evaluation establishes a 

urogram of Job standardization which is built around the 

standardized conditions under which the employee will pro

duce. Job evaluation also ultimately determines the wage 

rate for a particular class of jobs in the factory.

An employees1 suggestion system is also needed if the 

Indivi iual employee is to oe given adenuato reco "nltion for



his contributions which will permanently or even temoorarily 
Improve his work and/or the work of others. A sug estlon 
system is really a reward system for personal inventiveness 
on the part of the worker and is concerned with sug ested 
imnrovementa in methods, processes, and machines of produc
tion. A well set up suggestion system should reward the work
er in some clear cut manner for improved methods and good 
ideas. Many of the present systems fell to give credit to 
the worker for his ideas concerning workplace arrangements, 
etc. The suggestion system can be a very important tool 
for bringing these ideas out of hiding where they would be 
kept by the workers if not rewar ed for them. For example, 
take the case of a worker who doubles the output on his ma
chine by increasing the speed and feed. If he expects no 
r ward for the idea, he will keep quiet about it and reduce 
the expenditure of effort on his part until he is merely 
loafing on the job a good portion of the time an 3 still mak
ing his incentive. He is repaid to the extent that he can 
reduce the effort involved on the job, but management is 
unable to use his idea on other similar work. If the sug- 
gestor is adequately paid for his ideas then they will be 
brought forward for the use of others. Needless to say the 
reward shoul I adequately compensate the worker for his idea 
and not be a mere token of management’s good will.



Production planning and control is also a necessary 

accompaniment of an incentive system. This function is 

responsible for the coordination of work in the plant 
through proper planning and scheduling. It enables an opera

tor to bo working on an incentive basis with a minimum of 

interruption and under standardized conditions. It is the 

responsibility of his "department of coordination” to assign 

the worker to a machine or to machines which are called for 

on the standard instruction sheet and which enable the opera

tor to work under an incentive rate. Conditions which de

viate from standard will often necessitate that the operator 

work on a straight-time basis for the duration of the job. 

Planning should also Insure that the worker is on a job 

long enough for him to get the "feel" of It so that he may 

attain his peak productivity, Gtood production control elimi

nates unnecessary delays for the operator and assures proper 

performance of assigned functions. Plant layout is a necessary 

accompaniment of good production control. Proper layout 

will allow for convenient location of materials, and of the 

various tool, gage, and manufacturing "cries." Systematic 

flow of materials through the process or through the plant 

is another imoortant objective of plant layout. Work place 

arrangement should be made so as to facilitate the flow of 

work rather than to obstruct. Preventive maintenance is 

also necessary. Machines must be kept in proper working



order for the sake of dependability and to enable the plan

ning department to forecast accurately future conditions and 

thereby meet production committal ante.

The adoption and use of wage incentive plans is evi ent 

upon consultation with a table used by Alford and ban a (1949^. 

The table is a compilation of data gathered by the National 

Iniuetrial Conference board. Of 2700 companies contacted,

75 j used wage incentives. The companies that were analysed 

for this ouroose in this chart were 313 of those which fur

nished the most specific information. This analysis shows 

that comp ny size makes no material difference as to the use 

of Incentives. Of the manufacturing companies surveyed, 75 » 
were using wage incentive plans. The survey covered 900 

manufacturing companies in all. An additional fact gather

ed from the studies was tnat at that time no one incentive 

plan or any few nartloular plans showed a ten ancy to sup

plant the many plans presently in use. Thus the e woul 

appear to be no clan devised as yat that would he any whe e 

near applicable to the conditions prevalent in a majority 

of the manufacturing companies. It gives substance to tho 

belief that an incentive plan must be adapted to eacn nlant.

Prom an analysis of the report it would appear that

I. Alford, L. P. and Bangs, J. R* 1949. PRODUCTION
HANDBOOK.
p. 1174, Ronald Press Co., New York.
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Incentives are particularly useful in the manufacturing field 
as Is evidenced by the fact that 75# of the manufacturers 
contacted used incentives. Manufacturing industries have 
utilized industrial engineering as has no other business 
activity and will seemingly continue to do so to an even 
greater extent in the future. Although this use of indus
trial engineering rests in many cases upon the needs of the 
incentive systems it exists without them. Regardless of 
the Industry, however, incentives cannot exist without 
industrial engineering.
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Chapter II
FTTH DAMfSNTALS OF FINANCIAL I SC HNTIVE SYSTEMS 

AS APPLIED TO INDUSTRIAL MANAGE ENT
Wage or financial incentive aystens are a natural out

growth of wage plans in general. In actuality, any part of 
a wage in excess of the bare minimum required to attract a 
man to a job and give him sufficient money to exist on, is 
a wage Incentive. This wage incentive, existing even when 
an employee Is being paid by the hour, is designed to at
tract and hold workers of the required caliber and satisfy 
them sufficiently so they will produce an optimum amount 
on the job. As an outgrowth of straight day-work wages, 
where an employe receives an hourly wage, wage Incentive 
systems have been developed.

Incentive wage systems are designed to compensate a 
worker for more than normal productivity while on tne job. 
Admittedly, given a suitable environment, this could also 
be done by so-called non-finaneial incentives. However, 
many companies have adopted Incentive wages as a supposedly 
satisfactory solution to obtaining increased productivity 
from their workers.

Incentive wages, a; such, were one of the first contri
butions of scientific management as advocated by Taylor (1911). 
Various olans have appeared, each seeking to obtain increased



employee productivity In Its own manner. Generally these 
plans have adopted the name of the originator, thus the 
Ialsoy, Gantt, Rowan, Beleaux, et cotera plans. Industrial 
engine ra, working Independently on their respective plans, 
developed almost Identical systems which b ar different names. 
Insofar as practicable, in this tnesls, differentiation will 
be made only among the basic plans.

To be fully successful any wage payment plan must Include 
certain basic considerations essential to its operation.
Scott, Clothier and Spriegel (1949) have developed the fol
lowing objectives that should be Included in a satisfactory 
plan:.,

"I* The wage should be related to the Individuals pro
ductivity with differentials for various factors such 
as skill, versatility, class of work, working condi
tions, etc.

2. TIie wage plan should be easily understood by the 
employee,

3« The wa o program should be easily related to the bud
get and cost control system.

!i. Tho wage system shoul i facilitate the comparison of 
the efficiencies of the various departments.

5« The wage plan should make adequate provision for 
learners.

6. It Is desirable that the wage program should not 
Involve excessive clerical detail,

7. It Is desirable that the wage program should insure 
the worker a guaranteed minimum wage to protect him 
against conditions over which he Iiaa no control."

Other factors to be considered in the actual process of wage
I. Scott, Walter D.; Clothier, Rooert C.; and Spriegel, 

William R. 1949. PBBSOTffBL MANAOSMiihT♦
P. 351, MeGrew Hill look Co., New York.
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do termination aro numerous. IIowever, most of those not 
llstod above are responsibilities of the collective bargain
ing and job evaluation functions of the organization.

The success of existing Incentive wage pinna has been 
varied depending on the management and the employees.
Yoder (19li8)̂  relates that a study of such plans In 1914-2 
found that median employee earnings ranged from 12.1$ to 
18.2$ higher than day work wage plans. A second survey In 
the same reference found that In several plans analyzed, 
hourly output Increased 38.9» with a reduction In unit labor 
costs of 11*58$ while take-home pay increased 17*56$. Ttie 
National Metal Trades Association (1949) believes that it 
should be possible for a worker to receive 20$ to 30$ above 
his normal base pay when working under an incentive wage 
system. Evidence of above normal earnings is Indicated by 
this excerpt from a letter received from E. J, Walsh (1953) 
of the National Foundry Assooiatlontg

"In reply to your question, I am happy to give you my 
opinions for what they are worth. Foundries having 
established Incentive plans have experienced considerable 
success through these plans. Production in these foun
dries Is up veil over the non-incentive plans and earnings 
as evidenced by the wage and earning resorts we receive 
are considerably higher in the Incentive plans than they 
are In the day work plans*"
1. Yoder, Dale. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND INDUSTRIAL 

RELATIONS, p. 399, Prentice Hall, Inc,, New York.
2. Walsh, E, J, 1953* Letter to ?4* W. Burke dated January 

15, 1953* National Foundry Association, Chicago,



ThG above statistics lllustraie two of the basic reasons 

for having incentive wage plans. The first is to Increase 

the overall olant productivity. The second is to rasa the 

oeneflts of this Increased productivity along to all asso

ciated with the enterprise. This latter reason means pas- 

sin " the savings to the employee for his o&rticioation, to 

the company for its, and to the general public as the final 

recipient of the end product. Some of the advantages inclu

ded In the above have been outlined by the Pittsburgh Plate 

Glass Co. with this statement

wA wage Incentive system, if effectively applied and 
administered, will result in many benefits to both man
agement and labor such as:

1. More equitable earnings through payment of ages 
varying with the productivity of the employees.

2, Greater Job security resulting from increased 
demand for manufactured products through lower
ing of unit costs and/or improvements in quality.

>• Improvements in planning a d  scheduling.
km I creased accuracy in cost estimating.”

Many other advantages are attainable but, it must be empha

sized, not merely through institution of wage incentive plans 

alone. They must be accompanied by whole-hearted management 

participation. .Ven then a pi n must be measured, in terms of 

its overall contribution to manufacturing costs. Lowered 

direct-labor unit costs do not necessarily mean lowered over

all unit costs. Conceivably Indirect costs could rise

I. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. PROCBDURgg & PRACTICES FOR
APPLICATION c ADMINISTRATION OF T IE WACB INC SNTIVE 
SYSTEM, p, I, Pittsburgh late Glass Co., ittsburgh,



sufficiently with the installation of a wage incentive sys
tem so as to negate the effects of increased direct-labor 
productivity.

As will be shown. Incentive wa e plans should be applied 
only where work output can be measured. Tills factor limits 
the application of Incentive systems to )reduction workers 
or production service workers in many plants. Workers with 
such jobs as janitors, elevator operators, and the like are 
usually not included in the plans. Through proper methods, 
it is possible to measure their work efficiency, but to 
date utilization of such methods has been confined to only a 
few of the larger companies in the United States.

This technical limitation of the typical incentive wage 
system to work that can be directly measured leads to qualifi
cations in the system itself. It is generally agreed that 
Incentives are most effective when ap lied to individuals.
The Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Go. (1953) has foll
owed this policy in their wage incentive programs. They state: 
"Direct reward to an employee provides the greatest incentive 
to increased productivity and reduced costs. For this rea
son, payment is based on the work of an In Ividual or snail 
g r o u p . T h i s  illustrates the inability of a typical com
pany to always confine work measurement to one individual.

I. Minnesota Mining A Manufacturing Co. 1953. 3M IMGMNTI- 
VS POLICIiSS. P.3 , Minnesota lnlng -Tb Kfg. Co., St Paul
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As a comnronilse solution, several Individuals are Included 
under one Incentive, ^or Instance, take a group of three 
men riming a paper machine. Their collective effort is 
registered ae the tonnage produced on the machine during 
their shift. Ho differentiation Is ordinarily os Idle due 
to the Indlvl Iual productiveness of any one of the three ma
chine tenders. However, lack of alertness on the part of 
any one could at certain times affect disastrously tho out
put of the machine and the earnings of other tenders. In
centives, If applied, must therefore bo on the basis of group 
effort. Yoder (19i.{.8) emphasizes, however, that group com
pensation plans are very similar to Individual incentives 
In application. The difference being primarily that premiums 
depend on the group output rather than Individual production.

Some similarities and many differences are to be expected 
In the clans of the various "tailor made" systems of Incen
tive payment. Special provisions can be Included for such 
varying conditions as quality, minimum wage, step-increases, 
and slope of the wage curve. However this nay be, to be 
certain of successful operation management must make certain 
preparations before and not after installing a wage system, 
namely $

I. Analysis of industrial engineering procedures and 
progress in the area to be covered. This includes a construe-



tlve review of the plant layout, materials handling methods 
and equipment, and work procedures. Standardization should 
be developed where possible,

2, Institution of a Job evaluation program if not already 
present. Work assignments may have to be shifted in some 
case to make incentive oamlrtge nosolble to all covered 
employees, balancing of the workload will be necessary.

3, establishment of a program of work standards through 
motion and time study. Tae incentive system should be instal
led with as near 100$ coverage as possible for time standards. 
Written standard practice sheets should be issued for each 
job no matter how small. The minimum coverage for time stan
dards and standard practice instructions should bo 90$ ac
cording to the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Go. (1953)»

Ij., Obtain an agreement with the union as to the operation 
of the plan under the union contract and also to the cover
age of the various wage classifications, A prevue of the 
plan is equally desiraole at times. In tills phase of instal
lation, the National Association of Manufacturers (19M>) makes 
this observation*^

"It must be recognized that for any incentive plan to pro
duce results, there must be no limitation of output of the I.
I. National Association of Manufacturers, Ind, Rel. )ept. 

19U6. INFORMATION BLtLLHTIW' NO. 5, P»L, National Assoc
iation of Manufacturers, Mew York.



individual worker, and this must be agreed to b tlio 
unions. Management on its part, must agree that after 
a permanent standard is once set, the standard will re
main unchanged, unless there has been a change in equip
ment, work specifications, in method, design, or in other 
controlling conditions.11
5. Provide for employee protection against the possi

bility of reduced earning power when the plan is instituted. 
Usually, provision is made for the old base rate to become 
the guaranteed minimum rate of pay under the new plan.

6. Explanation of plans to supervisors and employe s.
This is >robably the most important factor in the sticcas of 
an incentive wage program. Participating employees and su
pervisors must understand the urogram. Especially, the super
visors should be Indoctrinated early in the workings of the 
elan. Theirs is the front line position in regards to such a 
system and they must be prepared to answer questions and ex
plain It to employees under their jurisdiction. Ebployo s 
will go to their foremen for explanation of features or va
garies of the plan. This necessitates close familiarity on 
the part of the foreman. A successful aid for supervisors 
has been instituted by the Minnesota TIlning and Manufactur
ing Co. (1953) in this respect. They issue an “Incentive 
Plan Bulletin" explaining the Incentive plan to be applied in 
a particular department or plant. Details of operation along 
with examples of payment calculations a e Include I in the 
pamphlet which Is distributed to all affected employees.



Pertinent features of time study and incentive coverage are 

also included. Supervisors are thus relieved of the neces

sity of answering routine questions concerning obvious fea

tures of the plan. Misunderstandings are reduced to a mini

mum as the workers can refer to their explanation shoot 

whenever questions arise in their mind,

PRINCIPLE AMERICAN WAGE PAYMENT PLANS:
I, Time Rate Plan--This is the best !mown and most widely 

used of all wage oayment plans. It is predicated on the theo

ry that a man is hired to do a days work and during it to 

accomplish an established task or series of such tasks.

Time rate plans, as the name Implies, provide a wage which 

varies with time alone, not with production. In Itself, it 

has very little incentive for obtaining h i r a t e s  of pro

ductivity from the employee as there is no relationship be

tween wages received and productivity.

The time rate plan la used often and very satisfactorily 

where various supporting measures, primarily non-financial 

incentives, are feasible of application. Most exemplary of 

these are security or opportunity for promotion given to the 

outstanding employee. Others may be such small things as the 

absence of time clocks, variety in assignments, opportunity 

for training, promotion from within policy, absence of close 

supervision and liberality in Vacation schedules. In many
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cases It may merely be a company policy of treating the em

ployee as an Individual subject to individual needs a n 1

desires.

The time wage plan Is supplemented often by a financial 

incentive Jtnoun as merit-’rape-lneroases w M c h  is used for 

employees of high productivity levels. Those increases then 

become a part of the regular time wage and thereby cause lit

tle additional overhead for the plan1 a operation. The em

ployee is encouraged to do better In hopes of receiving the 

"merlt-wage-lncrease". Unfortunately, the merit increase 

plan Is frequently operated so as to give the feeling that 

it is an automatic nlan in terms of time In service. Bm- 

ployoes then come to expect the increase at certain intervals 

of time and if not give one, the omission becomes a source of 

ill feeling. This typo of incentive payment is usually used 

for white collar workers and supervisors.

An adaptation of the time wage plan Is the "measured 

day work” olan. "Measured day work* as an incentive rests 

on periodical judgment of the employees on both tangible 

anI intangible personal qualities. These are weighted ami 

applied to the bas> wage until the next evaluation.

As a guarantee in connection with other plans, time 

wages are also of considerable lmoortance, Time wages are 

required as certain legal mlnlmms since the passage of the 

Mair Labor Standards Act and other laws dealing with Federal
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activities.

2, pIece Rate Plans— The usual piece rate Ian is the 
olnplegt of all the wags incentive plans. It means liter
ally a constant rate of nay nor unit of uork for all units 
properly produced from zero up, Tho so-called high niece 
rate nlan maintains an emloyoo earning curve equal to 1.30 
times the basic ^loce rate times the number of niocos, The 
fraction varies depending on the particular application, \ 
modified niece rate elan is new the most popular mid is oven 
required by law in certain jobs if a piece rate is desired.
It Is the "loco rate plan with a guaranteed minimum total 
wage per hour,

pIooe rate >>lans ai’e based on the nrinciplo that all In
direct savings due to greater distribution of overhead be
longs to the employer. Conversely, that all direct savings 
duo to higher productivity belong to the emloyoo. There is 
actually no rigorous foxin iation for this reasoning if exam
ined closely.

Consider the typical company which has an hourly wage 
arrived at by collective bargaining before the advent of an 
incentive wage plan. This rate was bargained for under the 
current circ m s tano©s, quite com only nrodrctl >n at loss than 
80 of standard and often considerably loss, ami with, the 
normal overhead costs per unit at the current production 
lovel. Then an Incentive wage plan is installed, a place-



60
rate plan for example, As a consequence, let us assume, 
an employee produces at 120i of the newly set normal, 9ut 
his piece rate wage is based on his contribution to the ef
ficiency of the enterprise at 80^ of standard. Also, man
agement has probably installed additional accounting proce
dures, time standards, possibly a job evaluation program and 
other refinements. VTno can say without careful study of all 
the facts whether management should receive only the indirect 
savings or the employees the direct savings, The true rela
tive apportionment of the savings can bo arrived at only by 
a function similar to job analysis and job evaluation. Rela
tive contributions should be determined for the increased 
level of productivity, possibly for a range from 80$ to 1$0% 
of standard. Prom this data can be determined relative 
sharing of savings. Collective bargaining for wage rate 
changes can alter the monetary value of wages each employee 
receives. The percentage or slope of the incentive curve, 
however, should ordinarily remain constant after the original 
adoption under circumstances which relate it to the actual 
contribution made,

Tae high piece rate plan adopts in part the foregoing 
principle by having the oieco rate curve intersect the unity 
time rate plan at about 75$ efficiency. See figure 6 for 
an illustration. This is more generous than ordinary



piece work which assumes that productivity before institu

tion of the plan was 100$, which it rarely if ever Is.

Thus the high piece rate plan has a feature related to 

the true state of affairs. Many other plans modify this to 
encourage beginners or provide more incentive at certain 

levels of production in order to achieve a higher average 

productivity upon which the plan can be based*

3. Differential Piece Rate Plans— The earliest of the 

differential piece rate nlans is the Taylor (1911) Differen

tial Piece Rate Plan. Introduced by Taylor in the 1QO1S, it 

was the first of the wage incentive plans based on time study 

and other industrial engineering practices still in use today. 

Unfortunately it was designed to appeal to the exceptional 

worker and after the development of other plans, it fell 

into disrenute. The principle of the plan, that of differ

ential piece rates, is very much In use today, however.

Taylor’s plan started out with a so-called "punitive 

piece rate" up to 100$ efficiency, At this point, the em

ployees piece rate Jumped from 80$ to 120$ of prevailing 

time rates. From the point of 100$ efficiency upward, the 

employee received high piece rate.

The reason for the step is obviously to provide a greater 

incentive to produce above the standard. The idea was good 

and an.improvement over the age-old straight piece work plan.
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However, the relatively high performance required before an 
employee could earn an incentive combined with the puni
tive rate below high task mado the plan extremely unpopular 
with the majority of the employees. Taylor’s idea was to 
hire only first class workmen for each job with the idea 
that each man is peculiarly suited for a particular type of 
job. The plan worked successfully for years under Taylor’s 
immediate direction but when applied under circumstances 
other than those for which it was designed, the plan was 
found to be impractical. The idea was adopted and modified 
by two of Taylor’s associates however, and Installed under 
two different plan names.

The Merrick Differential Piece-Rate Plan (See Figure 7) 
was developed to meet an emergency problem at the Winchester 
Repeating Arms Go, where the employees disliked the Taylor 
punitive rate. He designed a plan with two steps, one 
at 83^ of high task and another at high task. This over
came objections to Taylor’s plan because of the high pro
ductivity required before receiving an incentive. A further 
modification was to eliminate the punitive rate, Merrick’s 
plan allowed straight piece-rate up to 835? of task with 
a 10# bonus jump at this point. This rate continued 
to high task where an additional 10# bonus was applied.
The result was three piece rates which admittedly lose
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some of the motivation potential of the single large step 
but has a beneficial effect in developing employee produc
tivity. A Job under the Merrick Plan is attractive to new 
or prospective employees as well as to experienced, developed 
employees. Perhaps the psychology of the Merrick Plan, 
more than any other feature, was responsible for its accep
tance, The increased slope was almost a requisite as has 
been observed since that time. Lytle states that any slope 
less than piece rate is scarcely worth the trouble of figur
ing for the sake of incentive for high production. The 
high slope of piece rate plus the steps result in a generous 
incentive in comparison to other plans.

Perhaps the major disadvantage of the Merrick Plan lies 
in the calculations required in computing payment. These 
are more Involved and laborious than for straight piece work. 
Another disadvantage is the nature of savings returned to 
the employee and whether they are justified one way or 
another.

U., Gantt's Task and Bonus Plan— Gantt's plan is in 
reality a combination of the time plan and the piece rate 
plan. (See Figure 8) It is similar to most contemporary 
plans in the respect of combination with the time plan 
guarantee, which is required by minimum wage laws. Gantt's 
plan adopts a time rate plan up to 100% efficiency. Upon
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reaching this figure a step bonus is given. This step bo
nus is shown as 20;', but in actuality varied considerably 
for various types of employee groups. Above that, earning is 
at the full piece rate slope (not the liigh piece rate).

Qantt did not let his plan stand alone, but emphasized 
the part management must olay in achieving increased produc
tivity. He went farther than Taylor in this respect and 
developed the concept of good "habits of industry”, this 
being, of course, a counterpart of modem training programs. 
Supplementing the basic plan was also one for the foremen 
which encouraged them to provide a continuous supply of work 
to the men. Gantt continued to concentrate on management in 
his Inter years, and enlightening many managements through 
teaching to do their share in promoting greater productivity 
in their operations.

Cos s of the Gantt plan are high for low ofriclenclos and 
low for high efficiencies. The plan tends to promote high 
efficiencies. Payment is calculated in terms of standard 
hours thus facilitating comparison between departments and 
ever between plants.

A feature of the original plan was setting of the time 
rate oelow base. This was advan ageous as far as cost and 
incentive considerations were concerned but it tended to 
make hiring difficult. Later versions of the plan generally
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set tho time rate at base,

5, Constant Sharing Flans— As the name implies, these 
plans allocate a constant share or a fixed percentage of the 
savings to the employee and a fixed share to the employer. 
This percentage is usually computed on the basis of direct 
labor savings, but could just as well be applied to total 
savings.

5(a). Halsey £« Towne-Halsey Plan— Outstanding among the 
original constant sharing plans is the Halsey plan. It is 
a refinement of a plan developed by Henry Towne and is often 
called the Towne-Halsey Plan, (See Figure 9) Halsey’s 
plan was based on historical productivity. If the workers 
exceeded a point of production set from past performances, 
they shared money value of the time saved with the company 
in some proportion (plotted as 50-50), The worker's return 
was paid at the standard hourly rate, thus returning to 
him only a portion of the direct labor savings. If the plan 
is started at a low efficiency level, payments can exceed 
those received under piece rate. This plan may be adapted 
for use with a standardized organization. However, it is 
rather ineffective at high levels of production. Naturally, 
employees would prefer to receive at least all of tne direct 
results of their efforts as achieved by a high piece rate 
plan. This makes the Halsey plan obviously unattractive to
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employees.

3'Co). 5e ieaux lan— Tho Jedeaux plan (See rlgure 10) Is 
perhaps the most widely used of the constant sharing plans. 
Its curve of wages earned Is similar to that of the Halsey 
Plan, 'fhe only difference from the Townd-:Ialsey plan la 
that the 50 ■> feature was replaced by 75 * and the task Is 
nlgher. The plan in Itself Is not too original and with 
the task location for premium at high task it does not en
courage too much effort on the part of the average eraoloyeo. 
TIie outstanding feature of the plan, however, is its system 
of control. It is measured in terms of Bedeaux'a or 3's 
which are themselves a standard minute of work with all the 
allowances of time study included. In this feature it Is 
one-sixtieth of the standard hour used in many time study 
plans, determination of the "3" is made from a coefficient 
of rest (a fatigue factor) and the work elements of the 
allowance.

Standardization of reporting in terns of "3*s" has 
facilitated comparison of departments and. Plants end thus 
becomes the basis for a production control system. Reca
pitulation sheets and clerical work added is considerable, 
estimated by Lytle (1%2^ as five or six times that of other

I. Lytle, Charles V. 19h2, AOl INCENTIVE MET ODS. 
p. 226, Ronald Press, Hew York.
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Incentive plans. The close control of operations which this 
realizes Is supposed to achieve harmonious and active co
operation between supervisors and employees resulting In 
higher average earnings than would be achieved through piece 
work, despite the 75% return allowed, As with any time 
study system, the basic units, 3*s, may be used as a iasls 
for distributing overhead In terms of direct labor hours 
expended or direct labor costs.

Objections to the Bedeaux plan centered largely around 
his system of superficial time study, Bedeaux engineers 
would merely watch an operator for a short time and then 
make a snap judgment of efficiency and apply that as a time 
study. Other objections were to various stretch-out methods 
employed by Bedeaux engineers In the textile industry and 
to inattention to plant standardization, Bedeaux developed 
a good nreduction control system to accompany his Incentive 
plan and thus automatically obtained management support 
often lacking in application of other incentive systems. 
However, his work in the field of methods improvement was 
sketchy and often neglected altogether. Such inattention 
and lack of Insight often resulted In trouble at a later 
date with frequent discarding of Bedeaux plans,

6. Variable Sharing Plans— The variable sharing plans 
in reality eliminate the sharp Increases In wages such as
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causad by atop bonusoa or tbo transition from day rate to 
one of the constant sharing plans, (See Figure 11) They 
substitute such smooth curves as the arc of a circle or 
ellpse to the transition period between straight day work 
and the constant sharing feature or piece work. This en
ables a gradual transition to the high premium rates and 
lots the operator participate sooner in the results of his 
increased productivity. Naturally the plans also appear as 
various other curves as In the 3arth plan which has a steep 
slope from zero production and tapers off to a more gradual 
rise at high task levels. The purposes are to give more 
encouragement to the operators and to avoid the sharp trans
ition period,

Iho TSmorson rIlfflcienoy-Zlonus Plan Is of the type which 
connects day rates and constant sharing plans. The transi
tion period begins at low task and ends at high task with 
a 20% bonus. Above this point, the Emerson plan continues
on at a basic piece rate slope rather than at the high

vpiece rate slope represented at the (100,120) point, (See 
Figure 11) The greatest advantage of the Emerson plan 
is the gradual transition to the full premium. In reality, 
the earned wages curve of this plan could be designed to 
parallel the actual total savings curve and reflect a parti
cipation between employer and employee In terms of total sav
ings.
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7. Accelerating Premium Plane— Those nlana are fairly 
recent developments and aro designed to adapt to conditions 
brought about by the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1933.
The plans usually start at the legal minimum and use a por
tion of a conjugate hyperbola or parabola for the earning 
curve. Complexity of the plans and resulting difficulty in 
explanation to the workers retards the development of many 
of tne plans based on such curves.

Admittedly all incentive plans have not bean successful, 
many have been dismal failures. Various reasons are given to 
account for this. Soldan mentions primarily the following 
causes of such failures:

1. Incompetent industrial engineers applying rates and 
setting Incentive payment.2. Failure to standardize methods, equipment and proced
ures by management.3. Lack of interest In Incentives in the past by super
visors plus inadequate training on their part.

iu Failure to secure employee cooperation.
5. Attempts to cut rates.  ̂ .6. gyste s too complicated for the workers to understand.

Perhaps the noat prevalent and potentially the most grievous 
mistake on the part of management ia the failure to stand
ardise. As emphasised in Chapter III, this can have a dis
astrous effect on rates and consequently on an incentive 
system. 'This is the typical Instance where need for indus
trial engineering is overlooked by management. Workers a-e 
expected to nrovlde all of the effort and skill required to
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increase productivity, even when the latter is beyond their 
ken.

8. Application of Incentive Systems--Vfeak points In the 
incentive systems, as mentionsI, are not as much the result 
of management oversight as they are evidence of poor or even 
fraudulent management# This combined with needless eortnll- 
catlon of incentive payment plans is also a hindrance to 
the cost accounting department, a detriment to operating 
procedures, and a frustration to the workers.

Rafco cutting lias attracted considerable attention in 
the past. As an out-and-out violation of ethics it is 
seldom practiced. However, unions and employees complain 
from time to time about managements’ practice of reviewing 
rates when a job Is redesigned. Evidently there has been 
some tendency on the part of the engineer to redesign so- 
called “loose’1 rate jobs with the purpose in mind of tighten
ing the ratoa. Such revisions s iould not e made unless 
there is an obvious change in the job due to improved methods 
or changed conditions. Hothing can actually be said against 
management’s desire to redesign “loose" jobs as these rep
resent prime op ortimitles for methods Improvement. Nat
urally an engineer will and should spent his time on a job 
where he can s iov the best results. He ahaul I remember the 
principle of "guaranteed" standards, however, and re-time
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only the afVected portions of the job. Theoretically,
"Io o s q m rates should not appear In the first place and their 
existence Is often Ignored as such by some managements. But, 
the combination of small increments of change and Ignor
ance or guillb'llty of the time study engineer often can
not avoid proving the opposite to be true. In the opinion 
of S. J. Wish (19 3)» 17JceoutIve Secretary of the Hatlonal 
Foundry Association, the company rests upon Its reputation 
for fairness in such cases, Ho emphasises this a follows

"With regard to the question of rate cutting, let me 
say that m o t  people in our industry agree the a ra e 
once set should not be cut. In many nsta cos a rate can 
be 'reviewed* In the event that a job Is redesigned an^ the new leslgn amounts to a now Job. Iven "n such a 
situation the potential area of disagreement is rather 
great because one group might have an entirely different 
viewpoint than another on the question of whether a job 
is really different. In a case I Imow of where a loose 
rate was set and management decided to redesign because 
of this, the workers were quite dissatisfied and such 
dissatisfaction was justified, I do not feal tnat a 
set of guaranteed standards would answe' this problem.
I believe that any rate reviews-upward or downward- 
are potentially dangerous and only in the case where a 
company has established a history of fairness and con
sideration can a mutually satisfactory arrangement be 
made.

This is undoubtedly true in many oases who e a history of
fairness and honesty on the part of a oomnany creates an
understanding and a sense of mutual fair play on the part

I. Walsh, E. J. 1953. Letter to M. W. Hurke dated
January l£, 1953. national Foundry Association, Chicago.



of the emoloyoes and management. Squally lmortant Is the 
refutation established by the union. It Is not 'unknown that 
union loaders have taken a vantage of certain situations and 
used them as a leverage to obtain wages out of proportion 
to employees contribution,

A slightly different concern Is exercised on the part 
of the time study engineer who must apply and maintain In
centive rates, Iils difficulty Is obtaining Information 
which will enable him to maintain his rates on an up-to- 
date basis. The Tlmken-Detrolt Axle Company Is troubled,
according to Charles Coleman, Chief Industrial ISnglneor

i
(1953)-̂ * with rate administration by shoo supervision. Re
porting of changes in methods, machines, tooling and work
ing conditions is often neglected by supervisors in the pres
sure for production. Costs are often neglected in the scram
ble for nroduction.

In ad ltlon to the causes for failure listed above, 
there ar : several other Impo tant considerations involved 
in the administration of an Incentive plan mainly$

1. Legislation.2. Union soclos and union contracts,
3. Going wages and wage differentials primarily in 

operation oi the job evaluation phase.
4. Stand&rdizatlon-as reviewed in the next chapter.
5. Outline and maintenance of working conditions, I.
I. Coleman, Charles, Chief Industrial Engineer. 19$3. 

Letter to M. W, Durke dated January 29, 1953« 
Timken-Detroit Axle Co,, Detroit.
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6. Maximum of Incentive work per operator with a 

satisfactory earning opportunity.
7. Standards established by watch study should ba de

layed until operators are well-trained and of normal 
ability.

8. Retroactive features of Incentives should be permls- 
sable.

9. Provision for new employees and shifting of old 
employees to new Jobs.

10. Inclusion of supervisors and Indirect workers.
These are considerations In addition to the preliminary 
stens to be taken before installation of a plan and are 
either aids or hindrances to the plan’s operation.

Legislation Is becoming of major importance in opera
tion of Incentive plans. These plans must be designed. If 
the employer Is engaged In Interstate commerce or Is working 
on government contracts, to meat the federal minimum legal 
wage requirements. Various state laws are also In effect, 
notably In such states as Minnesota and Massachusetts. The 
majority of these regulations affect Incentives only through 
the Job evaluation or salary administration phases of the 
organization. Such Items as union scales and wage differ
entials have a similar effect which frequently reflects the 
overall attractiveness of the base wage rates and therefore 
the Incentive premiums.

Certain operating conditions and work environment often 
limit the Incentive earning capacity of the employee. These 
conditions should be eliminated or Improved wherever possible, 
e.g. by combination of Job duties, providing sufficient



equipment and tools, etc. If the process or machine controls 
the operations In such a manner that the operator can only 
make 10% Incentive regardless of his output, thought should 
be given to the possibility of an accelerated premium or an 
average Incentive payment. Proper examination of the jobs 
In a particular department can eliminate the majority of 
these unfavorable conditions*

A continual change from Incentive to non-lncentlve work 
has a deleterious effect upon employee morale. Peak produc
tivity capacity Is limited by such change as Is the oppor
tunity for maximum Incentive payment.

Retroactive features for Incentive programs are highly 
desirable for Industries manufacturing large volumes of a 
large variety of similar products. The production of new 
models or new lines of equipment would ordinarily mean a 
big drop In productivity until Incentive standards could be 
established, 3y making the payments retroactive. If so de
sired by the employee, all may enjoy the advantages of the 
Incentive system much earlier.

Provision for learners or beginners Is a problem usually 
handled by "transitory” Incentive schemes which enable these 
people to enjoy Incentive earnings In proportion to their 
effort and productivity. While they may not produce at a 
satisfactory level for an experienced operator, they should
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be encouraged to become competent operators in as short a 
time as possible, meanwhile earning more for each increment 
of additional production.

This approach can well be broadened to Include the design 
of the incentive plan itself. It should be set up to allow 
a sufficient spread between the guaranteed rate and the normal 
base rate to stimulate production. However, it must be remem
bered that Taylor’s (1911) system failed because the spread, 
although very large, took place at too nigh a level of pro
duction for the average worker.

The National Metal Trades Association (19^9), from it’s 
experience, substantiates the statements made In regard to 
Incentive systems with this list of advantages and disadvan
tages of incentive plane:

ADVANTAGES*
1. Significant increases In >reduction,
2. Substantial increases in employee earnings.
3. otlcoaolo reduction in production costs.
!?. Improvement in cost control.
5. Personnel are more satisfied,
6. Less supervision is required,
DISADVANTAGES *
1. Difficulty of setting standards.
2. dissatisfaction on the p&rt of non-proluctlva and

daywork employees ecause opportunity for increased 
earnings is not usually provided.

3» Increased record keeping.
.Li. Poorer quality work and more scrap.
5. Difficulty of administering the plan.
6, Greater tool breakage and oouipzaent depreciation.^ I.
I. National Metal Trades Aasociatl n, 19i'-9. INDUSTRIAL 

RELATI NS POLICIES A D  PROCGDtn S GDLMiTINS o. 3,
arts VI, VII, p, 11, Nat. Met. Trades Ass., Chicago.



Cortainly there are disadvantages to these plans. It is 
management1s task to eliminate the pitfalls and keep the in
creased costs to a minimum as they reflect back upon the 
return from the Investment in such a plan. This investment 
is often considerable in terms of time and money spent on 
development and administration of the plan. The financial 
analysis of economic returns from a wage incentive plan should 
be in the form of a “break-even" chart. This should be 
supplemented by the publication of periodic reminders by the 
cost accounting departments showing current cost-profit re
lationships. Concentration on overhead expense considerations 
will then be emphasized.
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Chapter III

STANDARDIZATION, PLANT LAYOUT AND MATERIALS RA IDLING 
AS ELEMENTS OP INCENTIVE MANAGEMENT

The whole concept of standardisation Is embodied In the 
fundamental Principle of Standardization. In that, "prede
termined results, established procedures, and fixed types, 
sizes and characteristics of product improve operations 
and reduce the cost of manufacture."

The above principle as stated by Alford and Beatty (1951)^ 
directs attention to the benefits to be derived from Indus- 
trial standardization. These benefits are essentially those 
found in reduced manufacturing costs with consequently re
duced prices, greater sales, and larger profits and wages. 
Standardization is essentially a management responsibility 
and prerogative. It is one of a series of functions wriich 
management must perform in order to obtain maximum produc
tivity from the investment entrusted to it by the stock
holders. It is a necessary accompaniment of incentive sys
tems, whether financial or otherwise. Standardization paves 
the way for the worker to excel at his job.

Tvro neces ary and very important bases of Indus trial 
standardization are those governing olant layout and mater
ials handling equipment and procedures. Although in many

I. Alford, L. ?. and Beatty, H, Russel. 1951. PRINCIPLES 
OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT, 
p. 256, Ronald Press Go., New York,



industries plant layout is continuously fluctuating, never
theless those who Institute tho changes must adhere to the 
Principle of Standardization in order to attain optimum 
economies. Materials handling is also concerned with stand
ardization of equipment and operating procedures, since they 
are directly connected with performance standards* The oper
ators must obviously have material delivered and taken away 
on time if their standards a e to oe met. Application of 
time standards to the fields of plant layout and materials 
handling has been highly successful in establishing econo
mical operating procedures together with better production 
control over the operations.

Standardization as a management-engineering activity 
has advanced to a position of considerable prominence in the 
last few years. Many companies liave special standardisation 
departments or groune. An exarm 10 is given by this defini
tion of the Standardization Section of the Methods Department 
at the Minneapolis Ioneywell Regulator Company (19!|9):

"1.30)4. Standardization
This division is primarily a research and development 
group whose responsibility it is to constantly review 
and recommend changes in processes, tooling, machinery, 
and equipment to keep operations at maximum efficiency. I.
I. Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co, 19U9. MSTM09S 

INSTRUCTIONS "ANUAL
p. 2, Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co., Minneapolis.
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rhe following general functions are Included:
1. )evelop manufacturing standards to be used by product 
designers, draftsmen, methods and tl ie atu iy engineers, tool lestgners, operating departments and Inspection.
2. Conduct tool research and standardize tools.
3. Conduct machine and equipment research and standardize equipment.
The American Standards Association (1952) publishes a 

30 page bo klet which contains price lists of "American 
Standards." These are the best evidence of the fact that 
American managements are striving to do their share in ach
ieving maximum productivity. Tfo private organization, how
ever, has a complete system of standards recorded in writing.

Standards used in industrial management a e limited to 
those resulting from conscious decisions or those that are 
used repetitively. Reck (195W points out that customs or 
.mbits that are called standards in the ordinary sense are 
not standards in terms of business standardization unless 
they are adapted by conscious administrative decisions.

Livingston (19ii9) emphasizes that control la one of the 
tnree principle tools of management. The others being system 
an leadership. To establish control, however, four actions 
are required, one of these being standardization. This 
means that t rimo use of standardization is facilitating
the use of the rinoiule of ixceoti ns, for it can be shown 
statistically that "Standardization reduces the probability
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of v a r i a t i o n . A'his being ione emits srnagamant to focus 
its attention on those items or procedures that cannot or 
should not be stan"ardlzed.

standardized, procedures call for managements eye only 
when variation occurs as eomoared with the standard. Accom
plishment is compared with the standard, or goal, if manage
ment control is effective. What does this mean to the worker? 
It moans that manufacturing overhead is reduced with overall 
lessened costs of manufacture; that reliability is obtained 
by reducing variation and not through sheer human exertion. 

Setting standards also means determining the amount of 
variation that will be permitted# %is is amply demonstrated 
by the utility of techniques of statistical quality control 
with its range charts, acceptance sampling plans, and pro* 
bability curves.

iethel, et all (ISLSlg, have defined a "standard" as a 
criterion of measurement, quality, performance or practice, 
established by custom, c >nsent, or authority and used as a 
basis for comparison over a period of time, fhey postulate

1. Livinston, Robert T. 19L9. THE ENGINEERING OP ORGANI
ZATION AND MANAGEMENT.
p. 19^, McGraw Hill Book Go., Mew York.

2. bethel, L. L., et all. 1945. INDUSTRIAL ORGA IZATION 
AMD MANAGEMENT.
p. I82, Mcgraw Hill Book Co., New York.



that industrial standardization is (I) the setting of stan
dards , (2) maintenance of standards and (3) coordination of 
the factors of production to comply with them.

Standardization is not to be confused with "simplifi
cation" which is concerned only with eliminating unnecessary 
variety and non-essential differences In the product. Sim
plification does not denote the technical and creative aspects 
tlxat n»e evidenced by standardization. It is essentially 
commercial in nature.

Standards are primarily physical or personnel standards. 
Physical standards deal with engineering elements while per
sonnel standards deal with people and the functions or duties 
of people.

Industry has adooted standards to a wide range of its 
activities. The result has be m  more efficient, more eco
nomical operation with less misunderstandings and mistakes. 
Attention to detail has been lessened, thereby freeing per
sonnel for more important "decision making” or by provi
ding better jobs for less able people. hamplos of the score 
of industrial standardization is found In the following list 
which shows various activities covered by standardization,

I, Quality 2. Production
3. Nomenclature Iu Procedures S? Mothois
5. Safety 6. dimensions Se Proportions
7. Oper. Instructions 8. Specifications
9. Forms and Reports 10. Plant Layout
11. Performance 12. Cost Accounting
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Uluit effect do98 ste lardlzatton have on nanasemonfc 

and on Incentive management In particular?
(A), without standardization, thee could not be osuit

ably administered financial Incentive system. Such a system 
is based on certain quantitative factors; such as standard 
operating methods, performance standards (as established by 
time standards), standard quality requirements, standard 
equipment and machinery, standard working conditions, and 
standard reporting and recording methods,

(3). Standard operating methods are essential to t ie 
Individual receiving Incentive payment as they tend to pro
vide him with the best method management has been able to 
determine. The particular method has been established either 
by the test of time or through detailed study by industrial 
engineers. True, now and then Individual workera can per
fect better working methods, but generally this is the ex 
ception rather than the rule. Management standardizes a 
given method of operation because It is currently the best 
method available under the peculiar circumstance, and also 
la the one under which the employee will oe timed and paid.
It is In many cases the method Which resulted from long 
and intensive research and development on the part of man
agement. Modern management recruits and organizes teams 
of engineers and research personnel to establish tie method.
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(C) . Quality ro-mlrenxmts, machinery restrictions and 

the like also influence the method. Because of tills it Is 
essential that new and better methods be adopted as standard 
as soon as possible. Also, when manufacturing requirements 
are such that less expensive methods must be used to secure 
reduction in production costs, they should be established
as standard as nuickly as possible,

(D) . Introduction of standards at the opportune period 
is of extreme importance* Bethel, et all (19?j.5).|» distin
guish three periods in product or process development; 
namely, (I) the incipient period, (2) the development per
iod, and (3) the saturation period. Reproduction of these 
periods in chart form is shorn as Figure Humber 12. Es
tablishment of standards ct any point on the ,regress-time 
curve causes a leveling off In the development process due 
to fixation of conditions. This means that effective stan
dardisation programs should rot be introduced until the 
saturation period is reached. This is basic economics, as 
well as sound engineering and wise management, The insti
tution of standards costs money as does the subsequent 
revision of premature standards. Aius such revision must 
be keot as small as possible.

The progress-time development curve shows unusually
I. Ibid. p. 137.
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Figure 12
Progress-Time Curve



well one of the iangars of r I girl standardization, that of 
retardation of progress. Institution of standardization 
before the saturation curve Is reached could affect the 
company drastically. Henry Pord made this mistake with the 
Model T, "the car to end all cars," He standardized on it as 
the ultimate in automobile manufacture, and as a result fell 
far behind in his fight for supremacy in the field, of auto
mobile manufacture,

(H). Standards, however, are a boon to Inltiatlvo when 
properly used. lBiey liberate oroativeness by reducing 
solved problems to routine and thereby freeing personnel for 
unsolved problems. Standardising too soon or failure to 
revise standards when required, is usually the culprit, not 
the standards themselves.

Establishment of standards must be reviewed on an indi
vidual rather than an overall basis. For instance, a bracket 
for a tank control handle can be drilled on either an auto
matic drilling machine or an ordinary drill press. The 
automatic drilling machine is the more economical if pro
duction runs are consistently over 1,000 parts. Conditions 
may be such, however, that for the next two months the size 
of the "runs" will vary greatly from 100 to 2,000 pieces.
This means that management would probably not standardize 
permanently on either method until production possibilities
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aro definitely forecast. This does not mean that a standard
92

operating procedure cannot bo set up for the method to be 
used for each run or that standard performance ratings cannot 
bo set for them also. This merely illustrates that many 
methods, articles, forms and procedures in a particular manu
facturing process can be standardized without waiting for some 
particular operation to be standardized. Standardization 
is a developmental process in itself which gets progressively 
more comprehensive as It goes along. In effect, it feeds 
upon Itself, With one item standardized another may be. 
Engineering specifications are commonly developed in this 
manner.

(F), The relationship of standards of performance and 
incentives is very close. Performance standards directly 
determine the amount of financial incentive. They are a 
means of evaluating the results of any incentive program, 
financial or otherwise. Performance standards may be deter
mined for management as well at? for the individual employees ♦ 
As such they reflect the success of incentives. For manage
ment and the employee performance standards may be recorded 
and directed through standard costs and budgeted costs.

(0). Livingston (1911.9)̂  emphasizes that HSuccess depends
I. Livingston, Robert. 19^9. THE ENGINEERING OF ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT.

P# 195» MoGraw Hill Book Co., New York.
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upon taking action boforo failure has occurred." This means 
that trends and tendencies must be discovered before becoming 
serious. By budgeting and a plan of action, management can 
analyze its commitments and means of meeting them, and then 
have an interpretive means by which results may be viewed 
in terms of overall plans. Thus, by establishing standard 
yardsticks management may evaluate its own progress and 
make corrections as needed to prevent re-occurrence of es
timating errors or minimize the consequences of unforeseeable 
conditions. Efforts of management should be directed toward 
adopting the techniques of statistical quality control to 
management's programs. Too little of this has been done to 
date.

(H). The major criticism of standardization is its in
flexibility as is the criticism of any mechanical system.
Once standards are set, the tendency within the rank-and- 
file is to adopt the view that they must be met at all costs. 
This has brought about the establishment of a system to coun
terbalance these tendencies* Standard costs have boon set 
up as an auxiliary control system to keep manufacturing costs 
on a competitive level.
Standard Costs:

Standard coats are not a distinct system of accounting. 
They may be used with the conventional Job order or process
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cost accounting system. Furthermore, tliey are not limited 
to the so-called production divisions, but can and should be 
used for the sales and administrative branches of the business. 
Three important defects of conventional cost analysis methods 
are listed by Blocker (I^O)1 as: (I) the importance attri
buted to actual costs, (2) the historical aspect of the coat 
figures, and (3) the high cost of compiling actual costs. 
Without standard costs, no method is set up for measuring 
efficiency, insofar as the economic aspects are concerned, 
and the result la too great a reliance on misleading actual 
costs. Comparisons are made to actual costs not to what 
costs could and should be. Those actual cos's may be months 
ol I when in us » and may represent costs of equipment already 
replaced or processes revised for some time. With an or
dinary historical cost system it Is not unusual for manage
ment to make cost estimates on new products which are based 
on operations a year previous. During a year, much in the way 
of plant improvements and additions or changes can be made.
The other extreme is the case where cost estimates for new 
products, price lists, and -ids must bo formula od far in 
advance of actual production. Hoedloes to say historical 
costs not yet realized are of no help * Finally standard

I. Blocker, John G. 1950. SStMIALS OF COST ACCOUNTING, 
p. 277, KcGraw Hill Book Co., New York.



costs eliminate the use of detailed voluminous subsidiary 
records and the time and money consumed in keeping them up
to lace. This does not mean that actual costs should not be

/

accumulated, for without actual costs to compare with, 
standards could no longer be considered a cost system. Dif
ferences between the two are handled by variance accounts 
when the books are closed. Theso variance accounts in them
selves are the barometer of managements’ efficiency in con
trolling the enterprise.

Standard costs are defined by Blocker (1950)^ as “Pre
determined costs, baaed upon engineering specifications and 
representing highly efficient production for omntlty Span
iards and forecasts of future market trends for price stan
dards , with a fixed amount expressed in dollars for material, 
labor, and overhead for an estimated quantity of production." 
Standards generally show estimates for each elemo t of cost, 
for each production center, for each operation, and even for 
each machine. There are two clashes of standard costs; 
price standards and quantity standards.

Price standards are based on forecasts of market prices 
for material, labor and indirect services and also upon 
quantity standards determined by engineering. As a result, 
budgets are necessary in the preparation of the price standards.

I. Ibid, p, 278.
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Thaso budgets are formulated by conferencos of key repre
sentatives from the line and staff departments. Naturally, 
purchasing department representatives trill generally bo res- 
ponsiblo for sotting price standards for raw material an I 
sup lies. Industrial relations or personnel department 
representatives will generally advise on the future labor 
rates. Indirect overhead costs must be a combination of 
type and quantity estimates by line officials combined with 
top management decisions as to staff scope on functions.
This would then be reduced to costs. For use in standard 
costs, those budgeted amounts are still considered, to be 
estimates of what costs siiould be.

Overhead standards present two definite problems in for
mulation. First, the various overhead components must be 
estimated, and then the production estimates must be deter
mined. The latter are the usual bases for distributing the 
overhead costs to the various cost centers. Vhe most com
mon methods of distributing overhead is in terms of direct 
labor hours, direct labor cost, or machine hours. Mitional 
problems arise when the production of a plant fluctuates 
widely within a relatively short period of time. When tills 
is the case, flexible budgets must be prepared* These will 
show estimated overhead for certain levels of production 
and establish distribution rates for use when the various
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production volumes are realized.
Standard costs are also managements moans for determining 

whether expected productivity levels are being met. Exces
sive operating costs, processes out of control, poor man
agement, and poor rates of labor productivity readily stand 
out. The budgeted costs feature also focuses forcibly the 
lower echelons of management on efficiency and productivity. 
Waste is held to a minimum and tendencies toward waste can 
be caught before they become serious. Iaily and weekly 
cost comparisons can easily be made that show management 
how it is doing almost immediately. Control achieved is 
directly proportional to the immediacy of return. With up 
to the minute reports supervisors are given an incentive to 
keep costs low.

As Caldwell (1953)i puts it so well, a coat system is 
used to tell what is going on in a department. He reiterates 
"If the company has the right kind of a cost system, it 
should enable him (the manager) to lay his finger on things 
he will have to work on in order to show results. The pur
pose of a cost system is not to give someone a job compiling 
figures, but to provide a yardstick against which to measure

I. Caldwell, J. W. 1953» THE IMPORTANCE OP ACCOUNTING IN 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING.
Pe 19, Journal of Ind, Sngr., Vol. IV, No. I, Fob. 1953.
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results obtained by the department head."
Quality Standards:

Standards of quality are Important In most Industries 
today. Jspeolally In view of the American economic system 
with Its competitive spirit w.-tich Is often expressed in terms 
of "more quality for your money.” Quality standards are 
necessary an a limiting factor in the presence of production 
or performance standards. An incentive system would soon 
be undermined and rendered worthless if standards of quality 
were not established for the employee’s production units.
Even a simple drill press operation would be affected.
Suppose an employee is drilling a 3/16” hole in a part while 
holding a plus or minus one thousandth’s tolerance, which 
represents the quality standard. Without inspection or the 
establishment of a relationship between quality and produc
tion the employee would soon begin to force the drill through 
the hole with little attention to the drill condition.
Within a relatively short time the company, and the worker 
eventually, woulI lose money because defective parts would 
have to be salvaged or scrapped.

Quality control techniques have been used for many years 
in an effort to enable the worker to maintain quality stan
dards. Lacking in these techniques was the ability of an 
inspector or operator to predict what would be happening.



and as a consequence they could not make preventive adjust- 
nenfcs until after a quantity of the product uoro ruined. 
fOie advent of statistical uallty control in the past few 
years brought with it the ability to analyze measurenonts 
made of production quality performance and from these re- 
dlct future performance. 1'hls has enabled the worker to 
main aln a high quality levol by permitting him to make 
corrections before an operation was out of control. Manage
ment can the ofore provide another service to the employee 
which will enable him to maintain a high level of effective 
productivity.

Alford and dangs (19li9) describe how standardized quality 
permits mass production along with its economies of pro Luc- 
tion, distribution, and consumption (of raw materials in the 
latter case.) Opposing the forces operating toward mass pro
duction is the fact that no two articles a a actually alike. 
This poses the need for determining standards of quality, 
which can be controlled. The method of controlling them is 
called quality c ntrol as previously stated. Quality control 
takes no direct action itself, it is only a means for deter
mining and predicting poor quality. With the guidance of
quality control techniques, management and the employees

*

can make adjustments to keep their work within the quality 
range.
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Inspection Is the instrument through which most quality 

control methods obtain their data for analysis. Therefore, 
in inspection and quality control management has two com
plementary techniques to aid the worker In maintaining good 
quality. It must be remembered that incentive standards 
depend on quality standards. Most industrial operations can 
be speeded up at the sacrifice of quality. Human nature being 
what it is, employees will try to increase their productivity 
at the expense of quality if left to their own devices.
Many financial incentive plans call for penalties whenever 
an employees' work falls below acceptable limits through 
his own fault. This technique must be handled with care 
to avoid penalizing workers for poor quality that is not due 
to their workmanship. Generally, grievance procedures handle 
the odd instances where this might happen.
Standard Equipment:

Standardization of equipment and machinery is necessary 
in varying degrees in our present day mass production indus
tries. Production schedules demand prompt maintenance and 
repair of production equipment. This requires a stock of 
spare parts and supplies. If no attention were paid to 
standardization, large manufacturers would soon run out of 
warehouse space for storing spare parts. Quantity purchases 
of snare parts and supplies can be made with resulting
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economies when standardization is practiced. Operators may 
be trained to operate several similar machines or only one 
machine Instead of many. (This requires less skilled work
men.) Scheduling and programming of work is facilitated by 
reduction in complexity and variation in equioment. Produc
tion standards may be established in an economical manner 
when they may be set once for several machines. 3y choosing 
the correct machinery, management can obtain versatility 
without the added costs occasioned by variety in machinery 
and equipment. The Importance of aggressiveness in machinery 
selection and operation should not be underestimated. Pro
gress depends on constantly seeking new and better equipment, 
but not necessarily an indiscretion in selection.
Standard Working Conditions:

Standardized workin ■ conditions are at the core of a 
successful incentive system. Production standards are based 
on management’s providing the workmen with uniform, safe, 
pleasant working conditions which are constant so far as 
work layout is concerned. Production will be affected 
through variation in working conditions, tools, methods, or 
equipment. A time standard is set ur> for one set of circum
stances; if they vary, the standard should not be used and 
incentives cannot be paid until anew standard is sot.

Working conditions should not be standardized "as Is"
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for Incentive or standard sotting purposes. As the "best 
method1* is used as a basis for time study, so shoulI the 
best attainable working conditions. Standard working condi
tions of different types can bo taken into account by the 
time standards. Poor conditions are not nermissible as they 
fluctuate too widely and affect oroduc tlon greatly. Unsafe 
conditions will cause the conscientious worker to go slow and 
rightly so. Accidents also affect morale; poor morale in turn 
affects production.

Standards should not be set and incentive payments can
not be made when working conditions are poor, non-standard, 
or are fluctuating continuously. Other Incentive methods 
besides financial must be used if this situation cannot be 
improved.
Standard Reporting and Recording*

Standard reporting and recording methods have permitted 
standardization as we now know it. Especially in the field 
of cost accounting and standard costs have they become valu
able cost reduction tools. Required conformity of thought 
and action is obtained as is assurance of proper recording 
and reporting of production performance and occurrences.

More standardization of reporting forms and methods is 
not enough. Forms control is necessary to insure that stand
ardization occurs in a proper manner. Standardization



should not be attoripted : lthout exhaustIvo Investigation of 
alternates. If this clearly points out the ne ;d, then the 
methods, forms procedures, etc. sliould be decided upon.

Evon standardizing certain "Slgnooatan is effective.
Such Items as headings at the tops of columns, report title 
locations, and subject locations can be prescribed and stan
dardized as such. Time and money will be, saved by elimin
ating the time uasted through dislocation or failure to lo
cate these items where require and when, heading fr;m left 
to right is probably the outstanding example of suoh stan- 
ardlsatton in America today. Rolph (195̂ -)̂  izi discussing 
standardization of business reports, points out that "'load
ings at the top of columns In reports are signposts. If they 
are standardized and remain in the e&mo places year after 
year, they enable us to become easily familiar with the shor
test routes to each kind of information wo want," His ex
ample shows how tills form of standardization can be valuable 
I ; incentive management. Making the work easy for the empl
oyees and supervisors may enhance their desire to do t heir 
best.
Materials Standardization:

Mat rials standardization is generally Q function of the
I. Ro I oh, S. W. 195lw THS STRONG CASE FOR STANDARDIZATION 

OF MOQSflM BUSINESS REPORTS.
p. 9, Adv. Mgnt., Vol. IX, o. 3, March, 1954♦
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engineoring and purchasing departments; together they deter
mine the economics of buying various materials and for cost 
pur loses standardize them. This reflects in benefits to 
the production worker earning financial incentives, since 
he is then guaranteed uniform, standard material with which 
to work and thus avoi s interference with his work assign
ments.
Plant Layout as a Form of Standardization;

Plant layout is standardization. Bot so much standardi
zation of machinery, or work center locations, or material 
flow locations but standardization to achieve flexible plant 
layout. Flexibility is a prime requirement of manufacturing 
companies from small Job lot enterprises to multi-million 
dollar corporations, lower sources, lighting, partitions, 
floor loadings, and overall bullling design shoul reflect 
this need. Plant layout problems are concerned with mini
mizing material and personnel movement, deduction in the 
amount of time material spends in a l&nt, usually means 
overall cost reduction. Plant design should be engineered 
with these factors in mind.

Plasit layout has boon defined by Apple (1950)^ as "Planning 
the path each component part of a npoduct is to follow tnrough

I. Apple, James M. 19#. PLANT LAYOUT A D MATERIALS 
HANDLING.
p. 3, Ronald Press, New York.



the plant, coordinating the paths of the various parts so 
that the manufacturing processes may bo carried out In the 
most practical and economical manner, then preparing a scale 
drawing, or other representation of the arrangement, and fi
nally seeing the plan is properly put into effect." To this 
might be added the function of forecasting future production 
layout change requirements, and in the case of new building 
design or changes, making provisions Insofar as possible for 
such future changes. The writer's experience shows a good 
example of this in an overhead conveyor of a permanent nature 
proposed for hauling 5 ̂ 0# rolls of paper from storage to 
printing presses. Such an installation would stagnate re
layout for new machinery or equipment. Materials handling 
equipment in this ease would govern plant layout. This 
should be allowed to happen only when the econo lies of the 
situation clearly shows its necessity, or where no further 
expansion or modernization is possible or is remote, to say 
the least. Fork truck operation in this particular case 
appeared more logical as it could be handled on a part-time 
basis by other crews at a minimum of cost. Decision was al
so guided by the fact that further expansion and moderniza
tion was contemplated. Restrictions that would have been 
placed on any new layout by the overhead carrier were cause 
alone for its abandonment.
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Apple (19b9)^ has enumerated the following typos of 

plant layout problems:
1. 'Design change.2. Enlarged department.
3. Reduced department.
U, Adding a new product.
$. Moving a department.
6. Adding a now department.
7. Planning a new plant.

To this list should be added an all Important ono, especially 
in the United States. Technological change calls for new 
equipment and machines which in turn creates materials han
dling problems. As such, it could include any one, several, 
or none of the above listed problems. Replacement of worn- 
out equipment is a similar problem, but usually not as com
plicated or as far reaching as technological change. Materials 
handling improvements themselves may be the result of tech
nological change. The many multi-purpose machines developed 
of late illustrate the combination of production machinery 
and materials handling.

Technological changes are also related to changes oc
curring because of the nature of the product. Stable products 
must be handled in many cases in a much different manner 
than changing products in a firm. In conjunction with this 
is the volume of production to be forthcoming from the now 
product. This also limits the amount of money to be spent

I. Ibid, p . l.|..



on the plant layout and materials Ixandling equipment. Con
sider the case of the automobile industry which has the prob
lems of technological change, unstable product design, and 
varying production quantities. Cunningham and Sherman (1951) 
illustrate still another factor *rste of production' with 
the following statement concerning new models:^

nThe rate of production to be achieved is an important 
underlying factor (in making final decision concerning 
plant layout.) It guides the process engine)r as well 
as the tool and equipment groups from the very begin
ning. It is the common denominator of all operations. 
Total volume anticipated may control the amount of money 
to be spent, but for proper balance of operations, the 
rate of production is controlling.11

Within the situations of stable versus changing products,
volume of production and rate of production, lie the eight
problems of plant layout.
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What are the objectives of plant layout? Assumedly they 
are to handle the problems listed above, but how and in what
manner? Apple (1950)^ has listed these objectives as$

1. Facilitate the manufacturing process.
2. Minimize materials handling.
3* 1Rintain flexibility of arrangement and operation. 
4» Maintain high turnover of work-in-process.5. Hold down investment in equipment.
1.
2.

Cunningham, Henry M. and Sherman, Willlasi F. 1951.
RO09CTI0N OF MOTOR ViSHICLWS. 

p. 59, ZdcCraw Hill Book Co., New York.
Apple, James M, 1950. '■-LATTT LAYOUT A D MATERIALS HANDLING.
p. 6, Ronnld Press Co., New York.
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6. Make economical use of floor area.
7. Promote effective utilization of labor.
8. Provide for emuloyee convenience and comfort in 

doing the work.
Above all, plant layout is one of the best management tools 
used in contributing to the productivity of capital invest
ment and the productivity of the employees,

I

Two methods of plant layout for equipment arrangement 
deserve emphasis here. They are the process and the product 
(or line production) layouts.

In the process method, machines of a similar typo for the 
performance of a similar kind of work are grouped in a par
ticular area. For example all drill presses doing light 
drilling and burring work are located in the burring department.

In the product method, equipment and machines are located 
in order of the operations to be performed In processing a 
particular product. In this method, one department will 
have the machines necessary for doing a series of operations 
on a part, with the product moving e.g., from a lathe to a 
drill press to a broach, and so on.
Materials Handling Standards;

Materials handling is one of the highest component costs 
in the manufacture of a product. As such it deserves consi
derable attention on the part of management. Efficient 
materials handling Is facilitated by good plant layout. Tills



means to the worker and to management that the manufacturing 
operations will be Integrated In a proper and efficient man
ner. A maximum of productivity will be obtained only when 
materials handling methe s and eouipment are satisfactory.

Nacwlck, et all (1953) In describing materials handling 
list the following Illustration:^

"If a tree could be put Into one end of a machine and a 
bale of paper bags, a carton of tissue or a roll of 
wrapping paper nulled from the other end, a large part 
of the materials handling now required in the paper In
dustry could be eliminated, along with a sizable part 
of the cost of manufacture. Materials lmndllng Is always 
expensive. In some cases, it can be as much as a third 
of the direct labor cost of the manufactured product.
One reason for this high ratio is that materials hand
ling, unlike processing operations, adds nothing to the 
products value. It does not change the products* form."

It does provide one function, that of "place" utility. It
places the material where It Is needed.

Two factors are almost synonymous with materials handling.
They are plant layout and materials handling equipment.

There are various manners toy which materials can be
handled. SrIefly these are manhandling, mobile eouipment,
hoisting eouipment, and conveyors. Mobile equipment covers
a large field from hand trucks to various types of lift
trucks, railroads, trucks and tractors. Holstlrg e ulpment
includes such items as elevators, derrlcs, cranes and hoists.

I. NatwiCk, Luch, Hallook. 1953. MAKING PAPSR. 
p. tf.51* Grown Zellerbach Oorp., San Francisco.
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Conveyors are of many tyno r, primarily belt or screw con
veyor modifications.

The function of this equipment Is to facilitate the 
manufacturing process, reduce oack breaking labor and get 
the material to the right place at the right time in as effi
cient a manner as possible. This is particularly important 
to the incentive worker who relies on having a sufficient 
quantity of raw material on hand at all times.
Plant Layout In Relation To Materials Handling:

Certain factors are important in determining plant layout 
in relation to materials handling equipment. These are:

1. The product: without it there would be no plant.
With it, certain machines are required, storage areas must 
be set up, and handling equipment provided. Generally, this 
must be adapted to the product.

2. Quantity of nroduction: It has a definite efVect on
the economics of plant layout and materials handling. Low 
production usually means job lot manufacture with few spe
cialised tools and equipment. High production brings with
it special ouroose equipment with large investments made pos
sible by the economics of mass production,

3. Type of process: One product may usually be made in
many ways* For example, paper can be ma-e Irom pulp proces
sed from at least three major processes: sulfate, sulfite
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and mechanical grinding.

Ue Machinery end equipment available for producing the 
product: Products are seldom produced on the ultimate In
production equipment, therefore, modification in plant lay
out must be made for that which la or shortly will be avail
able,

5« Plant location! The manufacturing plant may be loca
ted In an area with few storage facilities or in a climate 
with extreme temperatures. Storage and movement of materials 
villi be affected by these. In connection with this are vari
ous safety regulations, building codes, underwriters restric
tions, and the like.

6, Flexibility requirements: These, previously discussed,
have a major overall affect on layout and handling problems.

7. Production planning: Lack of It can seriously affect
layout. With poor planning more space is required and like
wise more handling equipment.

The product, processing methods, and plant layout are 
extremely Important in the production planning techniques of 
management. Therefore, production planning is the true core 
of plant layout. Products to be manufactured must bo analyzed 
and worked into an overall production scheme. This usually 
means starting with a parts list or product list and routing 
each part or product. An assembly chart is helpful in some
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Industriog to show Inter-relationship among parts produced. 
After the routing is accomplished, a general flow diagram 
must be set up. Upon analysis and review it is detailed. 
Service and storage areas are also of great importance in 
some types of manufacture, and should be taken into consider 
ation in the flow diagram and in the final master layout.

Various types of process charts, man and machine charts 
time standards, and Oantt charts are valuable in completing 
the plant layout. The final layout should be arranged to 
facilitate the manufacturing process in the most economical 
manner, considering the various factors influencing the 
layout.
Sxamary I

Standards include not only standards of performance but 
standards in handling equipment, quality, production costs, 
in fact standards in all areas of production. Management 
must be familiar with these standards and apply them when 
and where practical. Mass production is made possible 
through standards as are high wages and low prices.
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Chapter IV

JOB ANALYSIS % EVALUATION 
AS A FOUNDATION FOB A WAGE INCENTIVE SYSTEM

Introduction and Definitions:
Wages and salaries represent the total standard of living 

or mode of life for the typical employee. The monthly or 
weekly check places a coiling on his living standards and as 
such is of vital importance to him and his family. However, 
wages paid are not only a function of the work performed, 
they are also the result of working conditions, labor supply, 
variety and other intangibles of the Job as a whole. As 
such they influence the wage scales in a particular company.

Due to the tremendous importance attached to wages in our 
economy, management must establish methods and techniques 
by which they can arrive at Just and equitable wages needed 
to maintain worker morale and confidence in industrial lead
ership , These methods or techniques are usually system!tized 
as job analysis and job evaluation* These systems are man
agements * and in many cases the unions1 answer to the question 
of establishing a fair and equitable wage structure. With
out this logical approach, one factor in employee-employer 
relations takes on undesirable emphasis. It is the fact that 
employees tend to classify their own Jobs, Consciously or 
sub-consclously they compare their job and the wages they 
receive against those of their fellow workers, against those



of workers in other companies, and of those in other fields 
of endeavor. With the limited data available to employees, 
the establishment of such a comparison system leads to grie
vances and morale suffers as a result. This la reflected In 
a lowered productivity of the affected workers. As a conse
quence, it is in management’s into asts that it adopt a sys
tem of job analysis and evaluation.

The problems which heighten management’s and the union’s 
interest in job evaluation are manyfold. Without it, there 
is a lack of a uniform yardstick by which jobs in a company 
may be compared, and without a cohesive wage structure wage 
rate inequities exist. Jones (1948)^ enumerates the following 
conditions as c ntrlbutlng to or causing wage inequities;

"I. Lack of an adequate concept of the jobs’ content, or 
poorly developed job descriptions (if job descrip
tions exist.)

2. Conscious or unconscious favoritism on the part of 
the responsible management representatives.

3. Poorly executed evaluation procedures.
4« Improper classification of employees.
5« Improper measurement of job performance.
6. Unequal pay for equal work."

Others, such as demotions or promotions without pay adjust
ments, seniority, physical handicaps, and differences in 
ability are worth mentioning. Sxioh conditions must not 
prevail within the framework of an incentive system. They

I. Jones, Philip W. 1948. PRACTICAL JOB EVALUATION, 
p. 9, Wiley and Sons, New York,
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oan readily destroy the Investment required to establish 
and maintain a program of incentive payment, A satisfactory 
wage structure soundly arrived at is the basis for success
ful incentive systems and well-grounded management of indus
try.

Low morale arising from a poor wage structure allowing 
irregularities or Inequities will result in lnoreasod unit 
costs duo to absenteeism, waste, lowered production, high 
rates of labor turnover and labor unrest. Successful manage
ment action in meeting production schedules, quoted costs, 
government regulations and union committments will be hampered 
as a result.

A system of job evaluation cannot be set up merely by a 
system of qualitative job classification. The TJ. S, Dept, 
of Labor (1939) prepared the Dictionary of Occupational Titles 
which gives a foundation for such a classification system.
The Dictionary established jobs and job groupings, called 
families, with which the individual jobs may be compared. 
Comparison la male possible by short job descriptions, in
cluded with each title, which Identify and limit the title 
usage. This classification system loos not accomplish nor 
does it attempt to accomplish job evaluation, No attempt at 
comparison between jobs is made, and generally no mention is 
made of the particular job’s working conditions. Job evaluation



is rather a specialised type of classification in that it 
classifies jobs and types of jobs in relation to each other.

Jurt tiiat la job analysis and evaluation? The U.S. Jept. 
of Labor (19410^ defines job analysis as: "The process of
determining and reporting pertinent Information relating to 
the nature of a specific job.” Job analysis is the process 
of obtaining and recording job facts. Job evaluation is the 
entire orocess of determining relative job worth in compari
son to other jobs in the organiaatlonal framework. It begins 
with job analysis, uses such techniques as job descriptions 
and job specifications, and then relates the jobs to a system 
which determines their relative value. Otls and Leukart (1948) 
stress the importance that is attached to the aspect of eval
uation. They show that all factors must be evaluated within 
the framework of rating scales established for job evaluation. 
The value of job evaluation in measuring job worth for ob
jective establishment of consistent wage rate differentials 
is also emphasized by Alford and beatty (1951). They point 
out that job evaluation first establishes the difference be
tween jobs, based on job requirements, an1 then through job 
rating followed by determination of the wage level converts 
this information into wage rates.

I. TI.3 . >ent. of Labor. 1944* TRAIMI 0 AND RKPBRBF’CS 
vANUAL FOR JOB A ALYSIS.
p.7. Government Printing Office, Washington,
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Job evaluation fixea the basic wa e In relation to du

ties. In conjunction with Incentive payments It ensures that 
a worker Is reimbursed In terms of his contribution to the 
manufacture of the oroduct or products. The establishment of 
a satisfactory Incentive program thus cam ot depend on in
centive payment methods alone. Without a satisfactory frame
work of job evaluation, incentive payments will be out-of-line 
as they would if time stender Ie or the wage payment plan 
were incorrect. Thus, job evaluation besides being a method 
of managerial control is also one of the prime essentials of 
incentive systems.
Job Evaluation Systems:

The various types of job evaluation systems now in use 
by various companies throughout the country may oe grouped 
Into four major classifications. Ctls and Leukart (1910)^ 
advocate the classification approach set up by the War 
Manpower Commission. Their classification la as follows:

1. don-quantitative evaluation measures.
a. The Hanking System.
b. rRxe Job Classification System.

2. Quantitative evaluation measures.
a. The Point System.
b. The Factor-Comparison System.

Figure thirteen is a comparison of these four basic systems 
as reproduced from Otls and Leukart (19L8)^.

I. Otla, Jay L. and Leukart, Hlohard H. 19^8. JG3 EVALUATION 
p. 23, Prentice Hall, Inc., New York.
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Figure thirteen presents the various job evaluation 

systems In a manner enabling easy comparison of the methods 
used In either case.

Bethel, Atwater, Smith and Stacionan (19!j.5) used a three- 
way classification into point systems, factor comparison methods 
and job-by-job comparison, Job-to-job comparison as identified 
by them Is in reality the ranking system noted above. Scott, 
Clothier and Sprlegel (19^9) also advocate the latter system. 
They qualify this by identifying the point systems and the 
ranking systems as the primary ones. Jones (19!l8) in turn 
supports Otis and Loukart in their breakdown into a fourfold 
listing by combining the several systems into quantitative 
and non-quantltative groups.

The rational subdivision into quantitative and non- 
^uantitative systems is undoubtedly the clearest manner of 
describing the systems now in use.

'Jon-Quantitative Systems— danklng Systems :
The ranking methods are the simplest, most economical means 
by which management may use job evaluation. In its most 
elementary form, it is a card-sorting method. Fach job is 
listed on a card with identifying Information, The cards are 
then generally split into two groups, those rated highest in 
one, and the lowest in the other. Then again, these two 
are split up into groups of two each, rXhe designated
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banking System Classifica
tion System

Pblhfc !System Factor Compar
ison SystemlHhe Job Analysis: A narra

tive description of the job 
with the duties, responsi
bilities, degree of difficulty, and required quali
fications clearly brought 
out.

The Job Analysis: A narra
tive statement of duties and 
qualifications, In addition, 
the job is broken down into 
the important compensable 
factors such as required ex
perience and training, men
tal effort, and physical ef
fort, The amount to which each factor is present in 
the job is indicated by a 
short narrative statement.

Method or Re
lating Jobs!
Jobs are 
ranked in 
their order of 
relative dif
ficulty or vil- 
ae to the com
pany, and 
grade levels 
ire sometimes 
lefined after 
the Jobs have 
Doon ranked.

Method or Relating 
Jobs s 

Jobs are 
allocated 
to grade 
levels which are 
defined 
arbitrari
ly prior 
to evaluat
ing jobs.

Method or 
Relating 

Jobs!Jobs are re
lated by 
factorial a- 
nalysls, A restricted 
number of 
fairly spec
ific factors 
are selected 
for applica
tion to a 
limited num
ber of types 
of work. The 
point values 
are predeter
mined before 
analysis of 
jobs and are 
decided arbi
trarily, and 
the degree of 
each factor 
is expressed 
by a defini
tion*

Method or Re
lating Jobs!
Jobs are rela
ted by facto
rial compari
son. The fac
tors used are 
assumed to be fundamental to 
all jobs and 
of universal 
application, 
the point val
ues are set 
after analysis 
of jobs from 
existing rates 
of "key" jobs, 
and the degrees 
of each factor 
are expressed 
by sample jobs.

COMPARISON OF THE FOUR BASIC SYSTEMS OF JOB EVALUATION
Figure number 13
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procedure Is continued until the jobs under consideration 
are effectively ranked. Ratings are usually arrived at by 
com ittee ranking or rating wherein a selected group of 
Interested and qualified personnel collectively agree as to 
the relative placement of jobs. It is subject to consider
able differences of opinion and as a consequence has certain 
shortcomings. Regardless, it is superior to no system, and 
it is the best known of the various job evaluation methods, 
according to Otis and Leukart, (1 % 8 ). It is recommended 
particularly for small organizations or in t iose cases where 
some job evaluation system must be set up with dispatch.

on- Uantltative Systems— Job Classification System:
The job classification system, sometimes called the grade 
description method, relies on predetermination of the grades 
or classes an a foundation. All jobs or positions are eval
uated into grades or clas es previously determined and already 
arranged in order of importance to the enterprise.

The first step in this system is to form a com ittee of 
individuals thoroughly acquainted with the various jobs in 
the organization. They establish the various grades levels 
on the basis of their determination of the existing anI the 
possible number of levels of jobs. Next, all the jobs in the 
organization are then allocated to theIr proper position 
within these levels.
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An outstanding example of this system is in the United 

States Civil Service which has adopted this system in its 
entirety for certain of its personnel. For its general 
service personnel, grades are established from CS-I, upwards.
A graduate engineer for instance is classified as a GS-3>.
A graduate accountant usually receives the sate rate s the 
engineer depending to some extent on the particular job ie 
obtains. Saoh job is classified according to its own merits, 
by analyzing a ositlon description, and then la assigned to 
the appropriate CS Grade. Specifications are given for the 
various position levels. 3y comparing the individual job 
against th» specifications, the rating is established.

The job classification system is essentially a non-quan- 
titative system and as such contains the fa Its attributable 
to these methods. Its major weakness as noted by Jones (1951) 
is the establishment of predetermined bench marks or classes 
of jobs. This necessarily falls back on past concents of 
job values, and as such influences the evaluations♦ Jones 
(1951), observes further that “experience in wage evaluation 
has proved that past concepts of values may approximate as 
many as of the values finally determined.” This means 
that deviations from past concepts would generally oe consi
dered as radical and would be rejected consciously or

I. Jones, ’hiIip W, 1945. PRACTICAL JO3 EVALUATION. 
p. 25, Wiley a d Sons, Hew York.
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or subconsciously. The Job classification system has the 
advantage of speed an \ of being easily comprehended by those 
who must administer it. Lacking is the consideration of 
such conditions as physical effort, working conditions and 
mental effort. This makes possible similar classification 
of jobs with widely different requirements. An example from
metal industry given by Jones (1951)i is as follows:

Classj-^ioation Description of work Wage
21 Manual operations re

quiring knowledge of a 
limited number of op
erations. This in
cludes filing and sim
ple inspection; no 
tolerances, no written 
reports are necessary.

Maximum0.70 Minimum0*80

"It would be possible to group in one classification two
extremely different jobs which still meet the specifica
tion of the bench marks. For instance:
SIMPLE ASt SMBLY OPERATION:

employee has excellent working conditions, few respon
sibilities, no hazards, light work.

FOUNDRY SHAKEOUT MAHt 
(foundry laborer)
typical foundry working conditions, hazards, heavy work," 

This exemplifies the opposite extremes possible with such a 
system.

Quantitative Systems— Factor Comparison Method:
The factor comparison method is based on the framework of



certain key jobs in the organization. These jobs are analyzed 
in terms of basic factors, such ass mental requirements, 
skill requirements, Physical effort, responsibility, and 
working conditions. The present wage rate for each job, 
e.g. in cents per hour, is allocated among the five factors 
proportionally to their estimated importance to the job in 
ouestIon. After all of the key jobs have their wages broken 
down, they are ranked, usually on a chart. In accordance with 
their assignments for each factor. The ranking is still in 
term* of cents per hour. Tlie final job comparison is made 
by comparing each factor of the job in question in turn with 
the ranking assigned for that factor for the various key 
jobs. When the proper position Is determined for the factor, 
its corresponding value in cents per hour is obtained from the 
chart. Values so obtained are added for all five factors to 
compute the wage rate for the job.

The advantage of this method is its accuracy and the rela
tive simplicity of operation once the Initial key factors are 
rated and allocated. Disagreements may oe easily singled 
out, a d upon arbitration on the one or several factors in 
question, may be negotiated readily.

Quantitative Systems--Point Systems:
A point syste a of job evaluation is also a quantitative syste i 
but differs from the factor-comparison method by separating
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money from the job ratings, The point system relies on job 
facts rather than on job comparisons to sot the value of a 
Job, First each job is analyzed in detail, then, on the 
basis ox the facts obtained, the job is measured by com
paring the job facts with the gradations on a composite 
point scale. The scale is used then to set the point value 
of the Job, Factor comoarlaon differs fro this procedure in 
tnat it me oly compares one job against another job. Point 
systems are translated into monetary values by means of a 
separately nreparod chart. Translation into wages may thus 
be established independently from the job evaluation plan 
which does not have to be changed with every change in wages. 

Point evaluation systems require finding and selection of 
specific characteristics of work common to all jobs to be 
covered by the job evaluation system. Each characteristic 
must be considered as covering only one asnoot of the job, 
a I its degree is used in the final analysis to establish a 
relativity between jobs. This relativity may then be turned 
into wages. Each characteristic is thus an individual measur
ing tic c for the job being analyzed. The separate evalua
tions for each characteristic are combined together to form a 
si gle ooint score for each Job, This method requires the 
establishment of a series of rating scales, one for each of 
the factors which have been selected, A certain number of
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points are allowed for each scale. According to the War 
Manpower Commission (19U3)^» the most common of the compen
sable factors wiiich have been used in wage evaluation stu
dies are:

1. Education.
2. Experience.
3. Initiative and ingenuity.
Ijt. Physical demand,
5. Mental or visual demand.6. Resoonsiblllty for equipment or orocess.
7. Resoonslbility for material or roduct.
8. desoonsibility for safety of others.
9. Responsibility for work of others.

10. Working conditions.
11. Unavoidable hazards.

Otis and Leukart (191̂ .8 )2 bring out that the “point rating 
method is essentially a series of rating scales for the fac
tors selected. Points are assigned depending upon the rela
tive importance of the factors," This means that different 
jobs will have different ratings due to different values 
being assigned to their job characteristics against the 
various levels an set up in the point system.

The Kennecott Copper Corporation ( 1 9 5 1 uses a point
1. War Manpower Commission, Bureau of Manpower Utilization,

dvision of Occupational Analysis and Manning Tables. 
19!'r3. I VORKATIOUAL MANUAL ON INDUSTRIAL JOB EVALUA
TION SYSTEMS, p. Ip, Government Printing Office, Wash.

2. Otis, Jay L. and Leukart, Richard II. 19?$.8. JOB EVALUATION 
p. 38, Prentice Hall, Inc., New York*

3. Kennecott Copner Com., Utah Refinery, Utah Copper )iv. 
1951. UTAH REPIN RY .JOB EVALUATION PROG AM.
Kennecott Conner Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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system in their Utah Refinery. Their handbook evaluates eadi 
Job Ir terras of twelve factors of job content. These factors 
are:

1. Pre-employment Training.
2. Employment Training and Experience.
3. Mental Skill.
1|. Manual Skill.
5. Responsibility for Material.
6. Responsibility for Tools and Equipment.
7. Responsibility for Operations.
8. Responsibility for Safety of Others.
9. Mental Effort.

10. Physical Effort.
11. Surroundings.
12. Hazards.

This plan was designed for production and maintenance jobs 
below the rank of foreman, omitting clerical jobs. An exam
ple of their factor descriptions and point allowances is 
shown as Figures II4. and 1$.

The descriptions and points are set up for each of the 
characteristics heretofore mentioned. This is not a "true" 
point system since it combines features of the non-quantita- 
tive systems. The procedure allows the use of bench-mark 
Jobs which necessarily influence the ratings given. Specific 
instructions, however, are issued in this manual for classi
fications to be established regardless of existing wage rates. 
A comprehensive studfr of each job was made before the Jobs 
were rated. Tho result of this stu^y was a clear, concise, 
completed job description for each covered job. The ratings 
for the jobs were made on the basis of the information
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PRE-SMP LOYRtSNT TH AINING- -I

Jonslder the mentality required to absorb training and 
axeroise judgment for the satisfactory performance of the 
job* This mentality may be the result of mature intelli
gence, and schooling or self-study.
Jode The job requires the Numerical Benchmark Jobs

mentality to learn to: Class
Carry out simple verbal Pulling and
or written Instructions charging man
necessary to the perfor- Stripper
mance of a repetitive Stripper scrap
manual task. Make out man
simple reports such as Casting crane
crane reports and pro- follower
duction cards. Roule Blower

A Operate simple machines Base Lift helper
and make simple adjust- Copper Leach-
ments where adjustments Ing helper
are limited. TJse measur- Silver Refinery
Ing devices such as clean-up man
scales, rules, gauges Boilermaker
and charts in the per- helper
formance of work where Maintenance
action to be taken is Janitor
obvious. Operate pow- Maintenance
ered mobile equipment 
performing simple tasks 
where little judgment 
is required.

Oiler

Figure Ili
Sample Factor Description
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3ode The job requires the Numeric ̂l Benchmark Jobs

mentality to learn to: Glass
Perform work of a non- System manrepetitive or semlrepe- Pump man
tltive nature where Tank house crane-
judgment Is required to man
obtain results. Loop machine man
Lead or direct three or ’lokel sulfate
more helpers In a varl- operator
oty of simple tasks. Pyrometer and
Exercise judgment In set man
the operation of power- Tractor operator
ed mobile equipment Fusion kettle
servicing a number of operator

3 units or performing a .3 Truck driver
variety of tasks.
Set up and operate 
machines or processes 
requiring a variety of 
adjustments.Post detailed data to

Inspector

standard forms or
write reports based on 
observation or judgment.
Make general repairs to Furnaceman
equipment involving the Mould Faker
knowledge of mechanical Parting man
or electrical principles Boilermaker lay-
Interpret detailed erout
assembly and complex Machinist
part dwgs. such as in- Machine man
volved in performing Boiler operator

0 tradesmans duties. 1.0 Weigher
Direct the operation 
of a complex produc
tion unit which deter
mines size, shape, 
analysis, or physical 
property of the product. 
Plan complex work 
details and procedures 
to obtain desired results

Figure 15
Sample Factor Description (cont.)
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contained in job descriptions.

!Hio relative importance of the noint systems is empha
sized by Jones (19^8)^ when he says; "Evaluation metho s 
based on some form of a iolnt system have enjoyed so much 
popularity as to render the adoption of other methods almost 
negligible." He further emphasizes that the ooint system is 
gradually absorbing the best features of the other methods.
Hs experience leads him to conclude that eventually, a 
combination of the best parts of the various approaches will 
become accepted as a standard job evaluation method in pro
gressive industry.

Certain practical disadvantages of the point system 
are evident upon examination of the example. Eirst of all 
it is difficult to construct. This means considerable ex
pense is associated with setting up such a plan. This limits 
the use of this method to the larger or more financially capa
ble companies, until the various trade associations, uni
versities, research institutes and similar agencies can car
ry out the work begun by such organizations as the national 
Metal Trades Association and establish systems for smaller 
business units. Another disadvantage is purported to be the 
difficulty of explaining it to others. Concepts of relative

I. Jones, Phillip W. 1948. PRACTICAL JOB EVALUATION, 
p, 18, Wiley and Sons, New York.
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veldts of certain characteristics, point values, factors, 
and pricing the point values are difficult to explain. In 
addition, this is a lengthy process to 'date when all jobs in 
a large Industrial unit must be analyzed and escribed.

The greatest advantages of tills plan are Its accuracy 
and independence from previous concepts or customs. Error 
is kept statistically to a minimum by subdividing the whole 
Into its narts or characteristics. Also intentional or unin
tentional bias is easy to detect when each characteristic 
is pin-pointed. Tlie guesswork inherent in non-quantltativo 
plans is largely eliminated. Gone also is the reliance on 
previous estimates of job worth.
Designing A Job Evaluation System:

Certain considerations are necessary when a company 
first embarks on a job evaluation program. Management should 
first of all determine the scope of the system. Will It In
clude all personnel, only the hourly personnel, or only the 
salaried personnel. This decision Is Important as It deter
mines many of the methods that will be used and the limita
tions that must be Imposed on the system. If the hourly per
sonnel are to be Included, provisions for union participation 
or approval must oe Included. Certain procedures must >e set 
up in regards to methods of obtaining the Information under 
these circumstances.
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Who will do the Job? This is an all Important considera

tion. Will an outside firm of management engineers be employ
ed? Will job analysts obtain and classify all Iata and then 
set up the system, working under company officials? Or, 
will it be handled by a committee in conjunction with one of 
the afore mentioned groups? Advantages of each of these 
methods are peculiar to the particular company involved and 
the conditions under which the evaluation program must operate. 
Merits of the various methods should be reviewed in light of 
the particular circumstances. Financial limitations, per
sonnel available or other restrictions will guide the final 
decision.

Ilow will the information gathered be organized? Will 
comprehensive job descriptions and job specifications be 
written? They should, but economics of the whole situation 
must again be considered, decision as to the method of job 
evaluation to be employed will in itself answer many of these 
questions.

Most of the systems demand that considerable attention 
and investigation be devoted to job characteristics to be 
used. These characteristics are the core of any job evalua
tion system, and must reflect accurately the qualities inher
ent in the jobs to be rated. Characteristics obviously do 
not have the same degree of importance in diverse joes.



This calls for “weighing" of characteristics to establish 
the prooer relationship.

The final step In the preparatory stage is to develop a 
job evaluation manual which will contain the decisions made 
a sd practices to oe followed when instituting the system and. 
in administering it. Proper consideration should be given 
to standardization hero, as this point can and ghoul I be the 
stage of utmost stands dizatlon. If possible, job titles 
should be made to conform to the Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles published by the U. 5. Dept of Labor (1939), or at a 
minimum the jobs should be cross-referenced with the Dic
tionary.

Administration of a job evaluation system ties in closely 
with that of a wage incentive system. Collective oargaining 
is also of prime importance in both. Agreementn made with re
spect to one will affect the other. TTnwlge agreements could 
conceivably undormine the administration of either system. 
Likewise, motion and time study is often used in job evalua
tion, for careful determination of ooint or ranking to be 
allowed certain jobs.

In a final analysis, the wage ratios as determined by job 
evaluation will form a foundation for determining the wages 
paid under an incentive system. It is a framework about 
which wages will fluctuate. The particular features of an
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Incentive plan will raako possible only a range of percentage 
payments which will be grouped around the concept of a normal 
operator. Job evaluation will establish oach individual 
job's relative importance in the wage structure. Collective 
bargaining, however, should set the wage rate which will 
transform the two programs into actual wages for the employee. 
Job evaluation and financial incentive programs will thus 
be separated from the actual wage determinations. As a 
consequence, wage negotiations will not disturb the frame
work of those programs. Corrections that are necessary 
should be separated from the wage negotiations and evalu
ated independently. In some instances, management may bo 
forced to alter certain wage rates due to current labor market 
conditions* This should be an acknowledged temporary measure, 
and any payment so made should be treated in a separated 
category, dotations similar to those made for overtime can 
satisfactorily handle this,

Economic conditions will affect wage rates from time to 
time. Recognition is made of this fact by the U, S. Civil 
Service Commission (19U5)x the following remarks regard
ing pay determination: "Certain economic factors should
also bo considered, such as (I) recent changes in cost of

I. U, St Civil Service Commission. 19^5« POSITION 
CLASSIFICATION AS AN AID TO SUPERVISION, 
p. 6, Government Printing Office, Washington,
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living--— Cost of living adjustments similar to those 
instituted during World War II can be made to handle a tem
porary situation of this kind.

Of extreme importance is the attractiveness of e. job to 
the worker. This feature should be included among the 
characteristics of a job evaluation system. If not as a 
separate category, characteristics such as working condition® 
shoul be so described as to Include the attractIvenoss or 
lac of It in a particular job. This Is covered to some 
extent by the U. S. Department of Labor (1950) when they 
advise the job analyst to determine why a man doos a job.

Job evaluation is a valuable management control techni
que. It again makes possible management by exception. Upon 
establishment of a job evaluation plan, fixing of individual 
base rates becomes an exception rather than a rule. Manage
ment may concentrate its attention in this field to those 
areas neoding its attention without "straining Its arteries* 
so to speak. Inequalities In the wage structure are removed 
in a manner never possible with collective bargaining or ar
bitration on an individual basis for each group of jobs.

Otls and Leukart {19^8)^ list four general areas of con
trol available to management through job evaluation. These

I. Otis, Jay L. and Leukart, Richard TI. 19^8. JOB EVALUATION.
p. i|20, Prentice Hall, Inc., Maw York.
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"I. Keeping rates In lino with Oie structure.
2. Prevention of pay Inequity,
3. Control within rate ranges.

Control of related ersonnel functions."
Item four perhaps needs some clarification. The job evalua
tion system through its comprehensive analysis and synthesis 
of Job content orovidea the material. In suitable form, for 
establishing promotion ladders. Identifying employee selec
tion requisites, and permitting rational transfer and training.

Control of wages and salaries is accomplished by both the 
union (If any) and management. Job evaluation can be used 
with as much effect by the union as by management. An example 
of this is evidenced in the techniques of the "Minneapolis 
Federation of Honeywell Engineers"^ in their annual wage survey 
wiich is used as a basis for wage demands. An actual wage 
survey is made each year who ein employers throughout the 
country or their unions are contacted and jobs in these com
panies evaluated by Job evaluation and then compared to 
Honeywell1s wage rates.

ihaphasis should be placed on objectivity and fairness of 
job evaluation to the firm and the employee. Each job must be 
analyzed on the same basis and the inequities of a haphazard

I. Minneapolis Federation of Honeywell Engineers. AWUAL 
WAOE SURVEY.
Minneapolis Federation of Honeywell Engineers, Minnea
polis.

are:



system must be avoided. Job evaluation Is a tool for proper 
distribution of tiio wage dollar, and as such calls for greater 
understanding of its operation by both the management and the 
worker for their mutual good.
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Chapter V

MOTION ANO TIMS STUDY
AS THIS FOUNDATION FOR A QUANTITATIVE INCENTIVE SYSTEM
Motion and tlm Btucfy as a scientific tool of Industrial 

management is finding ever wide use in the majority of 
Industries. There is a limit to it's usefulness, but pri
marily because of the nature of man himself rather than by 
restrictions Imposed by manufacturing conditions. In some 
few cases whe e labor cost is a small portion of the total 
manufacturing cost, motion and time study Is not economical 
or is so unwieldy as to cause its merits to be undermined.

Industrial management to be effective, mast know what is 
ha opening, what should be happening, and what is going to 
happen in the future. Motion and time study can supply ba
sic quantitative information which will serve as a foundation 
for the answers to these questions. Primarily, this is at
tained through the nredictive capacity inherent in the scien
tific method and through analytical methods provided by mo
tion and time study. Often, the detailed records of past per
formance are in themselves a source of what has been happen
ing, from which comparisons may be :-nado with what in happening. 
The ability of management to make decisions is obviously 
enhanced by such factual knowledge, but it is strengthened 
lmmeasureably by being able to predict future performance.
In conjunction with the other areas of industrial engineering.



motion and time study permits management to alter conditions 
so as to create a more favorable environment for of lclent 
operations and meanwhile facilitate progress*

Rautenstrauoh (19bl)^ in 11senssing integration of pro
cessing operations through, plant layout to obtain continuity 
of flow in manufacture demonstrates that there are only three 
primary considerationst

1. Timing.
2. Reservoir efrecta.
3. By-passing,

It is axiomatic that in order to perform the whole sequence 
of operations in the shortest time, they must naturally be in
tegrated as to time. This means using the methodology of mo
tion and time study a detailed a alysls must bo made of each 
operation to be performed whether it is processing, materials 
handling, or storage. Rautenstrauch ( I W U r-, reiterates that 
"In fact the success of the whole scheme of continuous manu
facture depends on proper timing. Reservior effects and by
passing provisions merely provide fbr either economy in manu
facturing operations or for temporary stalling of the produc
tion machine. Without proper timing modern assembly manufac
ture as illustrated by the automobile companies would be 
impossible,”

I. Rautenatrauch, Walter. 191.1.1 • THS 3 SIG OF MA',TfFAG-
TURING ENTERPRISES.p. 226, Pitman Publishing Corp., Hew York.

2. Ibid.
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Although motion and time study is important un or all 

manufacturing conditions, in particular the modem mass- 
pro auction industrial plant must be designed around it as a 
central integrating factor. The primary object according to 
dautenstrauoh (19fil)1 in planning the industrial plant is to 
arrange and house the machinery and materials of manufacture 
vjiths

1. Minimum fixed charges.
2. Minimum time in the flow of materials through the plant,
3* Minimum number of employees. " ' ' 1 " " 1
U. All in relation to maximum output of specific quality 

products.
Although, to attain integration, these items should not be 
considered independently, for emphasis, it must be said that 
the time element is of the fl st importance. It controls the 
other three and is the "tail that wags the dog." However, 
this very Important tail can be made to "wag" correctly 
through detailed investigation and study.

Motion and time study may be defined briefly as a syste
matic method for determining efficient work procedures and for 
determining the quantity of work which should be done by fol
lowing the prescribed procedures. Originally motion atuĉ r was 
thought of as being separate from time study, however, they 
are basically one inseparable process aimed at determining 

I. Ibid, p. 233.
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the prooer man and/or machine time allowance for a particular 

job, task, or operation. Proper time allowance means the best 
method with the proner time for such a method. Motion study 

analyzes the given operation to determine work methods, work 

layout, and working conditions. The Qilbreths (1917)] origi

nally defined motion study as follows:

"Motion Study consists of dividing work Into the most 
fundamental elements possible; studying these elements 
separately, and in relation to one another; and from 
these studied elements, when time, ouildlng methods of 
least waste."

Today, for examnle, Alford and Beatty (1951)2 define time 

study as:

"A searching scientific analysis of methods and equip
ment used or planned in doing a piece of work, develop
ment in practical detail of the best way of doing it, 
and determination of the time required,"

This is simply stating the Gilbreths1 definition of motion

st dy in a different manner. Actually, contemporary time

study is accomplished in the same manner as motion study but

witn more detail and loss scope. Time study may be said to

further analyze the subject operation in minute detail by

observing individual movements as identified by motion study

in conjunction with the times taken for these movements.

1. Gilbreth, P. 3. and L. M. 1917. AF'LIED MOTIO STUDY,
p. Sturgis and Walton Go., Now York.

2. Alford, L. P. and Beatty, TI. R. 1951. PRINCIPLES OF 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
p . Ij.71, Ronald Press Co., New York.



Prora these fun araontal data, time stuc^r determines the job 

procedure, keeping In mind the tenets of human engineering,

Por optimum results, motion study la inseparable from time 

study. Also, together they are not se arable from efficient 

management wherever conditions are such as to permit their use.

“Work simplification" Is the application of notion end 

time study to the areas of "process” and "operation” analy

sis. It uses in addition to basic time study equipment such 

aide as flow process charts, man and maohlno charts, end 

operator charts. Work simplification is merely an expansion 

of the field of motion and time study and ne ;d not be treat

ed separately,

because of its nature, motion and time study is the coor

dinating function and medium in mass production industries.

Livingston (19!f-9) shows that “organization" implies the bestI
possible design of all the units combined rather then the host 
possible design of all the units individually. Therefore, 

organization includes coordination. Stated slsple "Coordin

ation is that which makes organization good,"

Procedures And Methods As Foundations For Incentive Management $

Standardising The Operations*

The first step in lavfclon and time study is to standardize
I. Livingston, ft. T. 19U9. THB BNGI":IftIIG OF OEOAbI^ATlOH 

AND MANAGEMENT.
p. 169, MoGraw Hill Hook Co., Hew York.
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the operation, 'Th!a may bo done In a final senso only after 
completion of the time study if "observational" methods are 
used, Por the purposes of this thesis, the observational 
method will be taken as normal practice with the "standard 
data” system treated separately. Standardization as such has 
boon defined in chapter III,

To standardise any given operation, the process as a whole 
must be studied to determine the effect of the process on the 
individual operation. Also to be taken into consideration is 
the cost of Improvomenfc a given operation can afford to boar, 
lot every job will warrant all the refinements that motion 
and time study have to offer. With these considerations in 
the time study engineer’s mind, he analyzes the operation.
After analyzing the work, he synthesizes it into standard 
operation details for which the time standards are set.

Certain considerations are basic to the whole motion and 
time study process. They are actually steps in an intellec
tual process as followsi

1. Obtaining, reviewing, and recording all pertinent in
formation concerning the job to be studied.

2. The supervisor of the department concerned should be 
contacted to enable him to prepare for the study if 
such Is required,

3. Inform the operator that his operation is to be studied.
E, Standardizing th? method as previously mentioned.
5. Taking the time study and establishing the standard,
6. Public ling the standard by describing in detail the op

eration and how it ehoul I be one along with the time 
allowance. This should include information as to tools



and equipment to be used by tho operator in perf orming 
the operation.

7. Reviewing the study when required.
Tlie exact procedure for making a time study will vary con

siderably depending upon the Indus try and the type of operation 
to be studied. Considerable attention will nood to be given to 
the organizational structure of the particular company. The 
time study engineer is usually associated with a staff depai*. 
ment and as such is dependent on tho line officials for permis
sion to study an operation. These officials should not be 
allowed to govern the methods used in arriving at the time 
standards as long as such procedures do not affect employee 
relations or are contrary to accepted work methods, or in the 
rare case, they disrupt work schedules. The line official can 
and should prepare for the forthcoming time study by pre
paring the operator for such a study and establishing a con
tact for the time study engineer. The operation should be 
running satisfactorily before a study is made. This is the 
line supervisors' responsibility. This is of the utmost im
portance as standards should not be set during the develop
mental stage or in the experimental stage of manufacture, Mor 
should data be taken under abnormal conditions which will af
fect the reliability of the standard. This is a necessary 
requisite since time standards once established must bo treated
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as the name implies and not be subject to change, except 
under unusual circumstances. Ihe majority of companies now 

guarantee their standards. The operator must be assured 

that changes in standards will not be attempted unless there 

are changes in methods or in job conditions. Past experience 

has shown the downfall of many Incentive systems-^ that were 

based on out-of-date time standards and standards that were 

not guaranteed. This necessarily implies that working condi

tions should bo normal when establishing the standard. It is 

the supervisor’s responsibility, again, to keep the time study 

engineer informed of changes that may effect time standards 

in his department. This should not be left to chance. Some 

procedure must be set up for approving all methods changes.

The notation of such changes should be routed to the time 

standards department where the job Is either taken off stand

ard or a new standard is established if need be. This control 

device Is vital to the success of a “time standard” system. 

Out-of-date standards are devastating to the morale of employ

ees and therefore to the production of a plant.

Analysis Into Elements:

Taking the time study calls for certain detailed proce

dures in addition to those described above. First, the

I. Substantiated in a letter to ft. W. Iurke, dated Earoh 
19, 1953# from John E. Brennan, Jr., Ohlof Standards 
Engineer, Yale H Towno IjIfg. Go.



given operation should bo divided Into a chronological series 

of elements, and a complete description of each element should 

be recorded. These elements ghoul I be established so that 

they are the natural subdivisions of the operations that are 

easily noticed by the engineer during the study. As an 

ex mple of an element would be the task of removing a part 

from a jib or fixture. Sotting the part on the table would 

be another. Drilling a hole in a part would be still another 

element. These would be natural subdivisions of a drilling 

operation on a drill press. Such a breakdown provides for 

future changes in operation detail and permits guaranteed 

standard elements. When a methods change occurs, the entire 

operation need not be retimed, only the affected elements, 

leading points should be established. These are the Incidents 

that determine the end of each element and permit the analyst 

to subdivide the operation time Into individual times for 

each element by reading M s  stop watch at each ’’reading 

point” In the cycle. The "reading point” for "setting the 

part on the table" would be—-release part. Greater accuracy 

Is obtained by this method as the individual times may be 

averaged and then added together. This method also permits 

the deletion of elements purposely or accidentally introduced 

by the operator but which have not contributed to the work. 

Extraneous Elements:



The tlna study engineer mast also remember that in many 

cases being timed la a challenge to some operators. % a y  try 

their best to confuse the engineer and as a consequence ob

tain the best possible time as far as they themselves as in

dividuals are concerned. Also, being timed may antagonize 

some workers and they will Io their best to thwart the engi

neer 1S study. The engineer should recognize that many wor

kers are unalterably an ©von irrationally opposed to time 

study and will do their best to invalidate it by Introducing 

foreign movements. These extraneous elements must be dele

ted from the operation.

Observational Methods:

Observing the times for the individual elements is usually 

done with a stop watch. However, motion picture cameras, 

maratochrona, and other devices are also used quite frequently. 

The more excensivo methods ar justified only in special cases; 

usually only when analyzing operations in detail or for gath

ering elemental data for establishing standard data s stems 

of time study.

The number of cycles to be timed varies with the partic

ular operation. Individual Judgment lsnocasoary to determine 

the economical and satisfactory data, statistics can bo used 

in determining the number of cycles to be timed; but, this, 

usually moans analyzing the data first and using various



saapllng techniques which in thornsolvos often take more time 
than timing the additional cycles would take.

Leveling of Raw Datat
Upon observing and recording the time taken by a particu

lar operator in the performance of an operation, the engineer’s 
next step is to "level" his times. Leveling is a term used 
to describe the rocedure used to convert the actual tine 
observed to that time required for a normal operator. '%is 
Is also called "effective performance rating." The factor 
used to rate an operator is expressed as a percentage in com
parison to IOÔ o as normal. It is based chiefly on the engi
neer’s judgment of the operators performance. The engineer, 
therefore, must be trained at some length through actual re
tiring of timed operations. Ills judgment con be further de
veloped by working with "rating" training films available from 
various sources, thus enabling him to standardise his concept 
of a normal ope ator with that of the accepted professional 
standard. Progressive companies have done this work for some 
time and have developed their own rating films.

The leveling concept and practice recognize the difference 
In performance output between different operators, and between 
performances of other operators on different occasions. Lev
eling permits the better than normal operator to be rated as 
well as tho sub-normal operator. This concept of the "normal
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op orator* should bo differentiated clearly froze that of the 

avoraj: o orator who will vary from time-to-time depending 

upon labor supply and average experience of the operators *

Several techniques of leveling are used in Industry, In 

one, speed or tempo alone is measured. In the other, skill 
is also measured. TTsore of the speed rating technique main

tain that skill is a necessary component of speed and it is 
not necessary to rate skill. They claim that skill is the 

result of a superior method and that skill as a consequence 
is speed or ability expressed In terms of speed.

3oth systems of rating rely on the idea of a “normal” 

operator, 3arnes (19^9)^ demonstrates that this "normal" 

operator’s speed may be compared to:

"I, Talking on the level at the rate of 3 silos per hour.
2. Dealing a deck of ^2 cards into U equal piles in 0,50 

minutes using the following s t a n d a r d  method. A person 
seated at a table holds the dock of 52 cards in ills 
left hand, and the top card is positioned with the 
thumb and index finger of the left hand. The right 
hand grasps the positioned card, carries and tosses it 
onto the table# *he four piles are ar anged on the 
four corners of a on.-foot oquare. The only require
ment is that the cards shall all be face down and that 
each of the four piles shall bo separate from the oth
ers.

3. Pilling a standard pin board with 30 pins in Q.Jjl min
utes, using the two-handed method.

leveling or rating an operators performance is the factor 

most often disnutod by the union when objecting to a standard.

I, Samos, R. M, 19U9. MOTION AND TIM'S STUUf. 
p. 358, Wiley and Sons, New York.



However, It has boon shown time and again that an operator nay 

be rated to within $% of his actual performance by an engineer 

if the operator is working between 75 - and 125 > of normal.  ̂

Beyond this range the ability of the engineer to accurately 

rate the operator is today in question.

Upon completion of the leveling procedure, the engineer 

must credit the operation with certain standard allowances 

which should be established for such Intermittent elements 

as: interruptions for parts inspections, convenient setting

of the parts sunply, tooling changes, personal time, and 

fatigue. Times for many of these elements should be estab

lished by "ratio-delay1’ study as it is the most economical 

method of determining the correct overage time of a widely 

varying activity,

Ratlo-Oelay Study:

Ratio-delay study adopts the statistical technique of 

random sampling for the solution of certain time study prob

lems, This technique is being increasingly used because 

of the ease and reliability of the Information obtained. In 

effect, this technique simply mea s that the engineer or super

visor, as the case may oe, merely records at random intervals 

the status of the given worker or machine. By taking a 

sufficiently large number of observations at random, the per

centage of readings taken for each task or delay, as the case

I. Experience of author at Minneapolis-Honeyv/ell, 1951*



may bs, gives Iiim an estlm to of the true, proportion of the 
total time taken by the activity under observation. Rules 
governing such ratio delay techniques are substantially the 
same as those applying to any random samollng plan. Srrora 
can bo Introduced and false assumptions obtained by using 
non-homogeneous groups, taking an inadequate number of read
ings taking the random samples over too short a period of time, 
or the abandonment of the random feature of the system. The 
outstanding advantage of the system is the cost. 'ixIford and 
Bangs (19149)̂  state that the cost of ratio-delay studies is 
about one-third that of the ty leal production studios.

Obtaining Operator Cooperation:
Introducing the time standard to the operator should be 

the responsibility of the fo eman as he is responsible for 
enforcing the stand:rds so determined. The engineer should 
first review the standards with the foreman, who will then be 
able to explain them to the workers. It is the fo Oman's 
duty to check the study, not for accuracy but for conformance 
of job conditions and method® with standard shoo practice. 
Occasionally the novice engine r originates a "brilliant" 
new method which wonH  work in practice. Deviations from 
standard practice ehoul I be examined by the fo oraan and

I. Alford, I. P. and Ban a, J. R, 19li9. PRODUCTION HAND
BOOK. p. 519, Ronald Press, Now York.
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obtain his ap roval. Allowances for Inspection and tooling 
changes are subject to the supervisors review and m s t  be In 
conformance with the specifications and quality control for 
manufacture of the article.
Place Of Time Study In An Industrial Organization*

The effectiveness of the time study engine r Is governed 
by hlr osltlon In the organization and by that of his depart
ment. Carroll (1938)^ has advocated positioning the standards 
department or the time study department under the controller. 
lBils means placing an engineering or at the very least a tech
nical department under a non-engineering function. True, the 
controller exercises an Independence of thought vital to 
satisfactory functioning of the time study department; how
ever, the scope of the department1# activities would be un
duly influenced and limited by the cost consciousness of the 
controller. Accounting, oftentimes under the controller, 
is ordinarily concerned only witu coats and not with particu
lar methods or particular people. To bo fully effective, the 
department*s activities must be a part of a self-contained 
industrial engineering deoartment reporting to the Vice Presi
dent in Charge of Manufacturing Operations. This larger 
department should include the functions of* manufacturing

I. Carroll, Phil, Jr. 1938. TIMf S T U D Y  m  { COST CONTROL, 
p. 35, MoGraw Hill look Co., N w  York.
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methods, materials handling, plant layout, special studies, 
and perhaps job evaluation, 3y so doing, true in ependence 
of thought and action is given to the overall function o 
industrial engineering, also originality and innovation are 
stressed as is operating economy# On the other hand, uncier 
the controller, the immediate costs savings would often be 
taken a. the expense of permissible future operating econo
mies through additional investment in time and money in new 
methods and equipment.

This self-same reason justifies the staff function posi
tion of the industrial engineering department clearly differ
entiated from that of the line# Independence of thought 
should bo uppermost in the minis of an organization which 
must give constant attention to research and develo ment,
3y the virtue of its objectives, motion and tine study is as
sociated with production research an I development though 
obviously its activities are closer to ap lied research than 
to basic research# fhe theme of such a department should be 
"the best is yet to come." A constant search for new and 
better production methods is its d.s\Iy task# his in accom
plished s:lm Iy by never recognising a prevalent or a pro
posed method as the "best" method. A questioning attitude 
is the mark of a good time study engineer.
Industrial Relational
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Rel tlonahlps between the time study en 'ne r and the la

bor force and or the union has been the subject of uch con
troversy, In many companies this has amounted to an almost 
complete separation of industrial relations activities from 
the time study engineer who reports his finlings to others 
who do t ie negotiating on the basis of the data he has sup
plied. This is a waste of time and talent. Tha professional 
time study engineer must participate in the Industrial rela
tions phase of his work, He should be the one to explain Ills 
standards and his metho s to the workers and the union rep
resentatives. He should be consulted by the industrial rela
tions department during negotiations with the union In regards
to grievances.
The "Time Standard:"

The result of the time study engineer’s efforts is the 
time standard. The standard not only shows the quantity of 
work on employee must produce per hour and therefore the labor 
cost per oieco, but it is the primary source of certain basic 
Information needed by both operating and top management. It 
is the basis for modern mass production metho Is, An example 
of a completed time standard with Its accompanying write-up 
is shown as Figures Mo’s, 16 and 17. These two figures re
present the front and back of the time study form.
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Figure 17
Time Study Observation Sheet (back)
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Aohlevor.ents Of Motion And Time Study:

Management as heretofore mentioned, must contribute Its 
share to the modern production process. It can not rely on 
wage Incentives to encourage the production workers to take 
on management's functions and duties. Modem mass production 
methods have forced management to rely on motion and time 
study as a basis for many of the control techniques which en
able management to contribute its share to the production 
process. Furthermore, motion and time study Is not only one 
of the most effective tools for supplying management with per
tinent Information, but it Is often the only method by which 
certain objectives may be accomolished economically. Economy 
Is achieved by persuading the worker to participate more fully 
In the production process and by requiring and aiding manage
ment to be more effective In Its functions. To visualize the 
situation certain musts for effective management should be 
itemized I

1. Methods and processes must constantly be Improved in 
our dynamic society,

2. Methods and procedures must be standardized for any 
repetitive operation, but especially for high volume 
categories, to obtain lowest costs and the highest 
most consistent quality,

3. The workers must be satisfied and content.
L. Mass production means planning and scheduling for co

ordination, proper inventories, steady production, and 
maximum production In a minimum time.

5. Adequate controls must be secured for the labor force to:
a. Maintain a high productivity level through In

centives.
b. determine labor requirements.



c. letermine what to exoect from the labor force and 
consequently from the Investment in plant, equip
ment, and Inventory.

6. Operating costs must be pln-oointed. Standard costs 
must be determined.

7. Satlmates for new models and for bids on contracts 
should bo based on standard data not on guesswork. 
Tricing, in other words, should bo an intelligent 
business function based on available facts.

3. Tools, jigs, fixtures. Plant layout, and machines 
should bo *>lanned for maximum productivity and most 
economical cost considering certain financial and 
production limits.9. A constant flow of new ideas and suggestions shoulI 
issue both from the working force and from management 
to provide a foundation for progress.

Motion and time study is a basis for attaining many of these 
musts. It facilitates management * a control over the methods 
and proces -es of manu acture. Carroll (1938)^ states that 
the word control as a^llod to the uses of time study measure
ment means "to exercise a directing influence over he opera
tions of a business." That means creating the circumstances, 
not merely accepting them as they are. Ho reiterates that the 
management that controls a business does not stand by an i wait 
for things to happen, out takes constructive action in direct
ing t eir course. Motion and time study is that tool permit
ting them to do this.

Improvements in methods and processes are necessary to 
maintain the industrial nice our progressing society demands. 
This means not only new methods for the manufacturing or

I. Cnrroll, hil, Jr. 1938. TI HS STUCK F- I COST CONTROL, 
p. 239, McQraw Hill Book Co., New York.
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direct labor force but also for the Indirect labor and main
tenance forces which are a large factor In cost of goods sold, 
^lme and motion study through Its very nature provides for 
new methods and new processes. It guarantees that these es
sentials are not forgotten during the press of meeting manu
facturing com lttmonts. While It does not participate direct
ly in basic research as to products, it does or should do so 
in regards to methods. However, its primary function is to 
develoo and apoly the latest and best methods and processes, 
ievolopmont work on such ideas and metho s is the primary 
goal of motion and time study outside of establishing opera
ting standards.

Mien a job is time studied, it Ie analyzed as to its place 
in the overall production nrooass end also as to the required 
methods. Thus, new metho s and motions can be developed con
sistent with the best in overall productivity and economy, 
also keeping the workers and the manufacturing plants* capa
bilities in ming, In many cases, of course, methods are also 
developed for the moment only. As production volume fluc
tuates, and the price or the investment varies so will the 
methods. Generally low production items demand that mam ceme
nt temper its methods and equipment to match the limited re
venues ♦ This la the difference between the Job lot shop and 
mass production factories. In the former, production is such
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that special purpose machines are practically nil and as a 
consequence methods and layout are tomoorary In nature. Ihe 
job shop is arran ged for short runs uith nraltl-purpose equip
ment. The mass production shop utilizes the opposite ap roach 
with its special purpose equipment, elaborate production lines, 
and expensive processes• High production generally permits 
the ultimate in manufacturing methods, orecesses, end layout. 
Motion and Time Study in Indirect Labor Areas *

The indirect labor should not be neglected in regards to 
methods♦ Such work may be analyzed in many cas s more easily 
than production operations. Standards may be set, though not 
in exactly the some manner as for production work. Generally 
the indirect worker can be required to neat the standard on a 
certain percentage of the jobs he un ertakes. In other words, 
his results on one or on even several short jobs should not be 
taken as normal. It is obvious that in work such as that 
done by plant electricians and carpenters "unknowns" creep 
into the assignment which cannot be adequately foreseen ahead 
of time. This means that in a large percentage of cases, the 
worker will not meet standard but conversely he will better 
his standard on equally large oercentages of the jobs he 
undertakes. TTaturally his oerforaance on the job can be 
measured after completion of the job when all of tho details 
have been reported, *his measure is not desirable in most
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instances, and should not be applied to the In ilvidual without 
expecting ill feelin s on his part, as he probably can ot 
jud e his pace, accurately enough to finish the job in a pro
per time. Performance of a grouo of employees, however, can 
be measured in this meanner with no hard feelings and usually 
without their having to mow it. Results of tnis kin- can be 
used on a group basis.

This brings us to the real benefits that may bo arrived 
by applying motion and time study to the indirect labor force. 
% e  individual worker’s nroducfcivity is primarily of Interest 
to his s u  orvisor. Promotions, assignments, and even demoti
ons can be weighed carefully in terms of work cutout along 
with skill and the other oorarion factors of performance. Of
ten the supervisor, himself, is called on the "carpet" so to 
sooak. With production results on file, he knows where to 
concentrate his attention. Ho may supervise to some extent 
through use of the principle of exceptions. Concentration 
on the poorest areas may be easily directed through perfor
mance records.

Collective productivity is of interest to "too manage
ment". The data obtained on roup results can be used by 
management in its determination of the efficiency it might 
expect from this segment of the working force. Again, this 
information can be used In budgeting, estimating, and bidding



with a resulting overall position which would bo more bene
ficial to the work and management. Why, because management 
would mow better what it is doing, what it is going to do, 
and how this may b st be done. These things are foreseen and 
forecast by examination of ^ast performance as contrasted to 
standards accurately set and properly used, before the intro
duction of time study for the indirect labor, mona exnent was 
ineffective and faltering in its efforts to control this por
tion of the cost of goods sold. Perhaps the worst fault was 
in scheduling the work for crews of indirect workers• Time 
and money was wasted with the daily work assignments merely 
by the work© s waiting to be assigned their work. With time 
standards, a foreman can calculate the completion of work as
signments and schedule his work load as of actively as it is 
done in the production departments, Preparations may >e made 
in advance for specific jobs by having material and tools 
ready for the crews. Machine shutdowns may be timed to co
incide with available time on the part of the maintenance 
crews. A consequent savings in downtime may bo valuable to 
the production worker who might be out of a job temporarily 
during the shutdown. Size of work assignments may be effec
tively estimated. In the case of janitors, arear,- may be 
assigned within the capability of the Indivl Iual* Since the 
amount of work the individual should >e doing is fairly
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determined, previously unfair mothe is can be thrown out and a 
system of work asslgnmonts based on a normal worker may be 
set up. Further savings can result from improved work schedu
ling through proper balancing of the work load, and proper 
orew size determinations•

Sy adopting time standards for the indirect labor, the 
engineer was first forced to standardise methods and roca- 
dures for these workers. In itself this was a tremendous 
improvement. ^Hbreth (1917) in his bricklaying experiments 
proved the effectiveness of establishing and standardizing on 
the best methods available. Each job assignment can be ac
companied with a sheet of job instructions setting forth the 
procedures to be followed. Standard operating details are 
thus necessarily required. Indirect labor time study is ef
fective primarily because the procedures it requires in them
selves improve the efficiency of the working force. These 
procedures or methods could be used without time study, but 
in practice this is rarely done and would not be nearly as 
effective as the combination of the two. As in the case of 
production workers, efficient management and efficient workers 
mean low cost oreduction with higher wages and greater sales. 
Motion And Time Study And Morale:

A satlsflod and contented working force is the essence of 
a successful manufacturing concern. Without oo conation of
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the working force all plans will be more susceptible of failure 
or at the very least the accompanying dissention and ill feel
ing are liable to bo the cause of slowdowns and strikes. A 
man may be content on his job only when his basic needs and 
desires are satisfied.

The Hawthorne1 experiments proved that morale was the 
most important factor in obtaining maximum sustained output.
The worker’s emotional reactions— hia feelings toward his fel
low workers, his supervisors, his work and the company as a 
whole are the largest factors contributing to high productivity. 
Good morale cannot be obtained by discrimination, by time 
standards out of data, and thus unfair, or by an incentive 
system poorly administered. Management does not take the 
easiest way out by establishing an Incentive system based on 
time standards. Vigilance, fairness, understanding, and honest 
hard work on management’s part are necessary ingredients of 
such a system. Standards must not be permitted to get out of 
date, as a note of unfairness soon creeps in with its resul
tant effect on morale. A well administered time standards 
department and incentive program require active participa
tion and understanding on the part of the company’s execu
tives. Standards can not be set up and then left alone with 
the hope that continuing rewards to the worker and to the

I. Roethlisberger, P.J. and Dickson, W.J. 19)4-0• MV'AGB- 
MSHT AmO THS WORKER. 61$ pp, Harvard TTniv. Press, Mass.
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company will bo obtained automatically thereafter.
Alford (19S:l)-j summarizes the results of Slmo Honor's 

polls of workers desires as follows:
1. Security through steady employment at good wages.
2. A chance to advance.
3. To be treated as a human being and not a mere number 

on the payroll.4. A sense of lgnity based upon the feeling that the 
work performed is useful to society.

Security may not be achieved through low productivity, as a 
denressi ms would soon substantiate. The efficient plants are 
those which have a management awaro of operating conditions 
and costs and are ready to meet emergencies. Time standards 
provide the necessary information for management as to many 
operating conditions. Much of the guess work is eliminated 
from the vital business decisions. This establishes the em
ployee's security better tian any other factor.

A progressive organization in a dynamic economy always 
moans exoanslon and ororaotlon. More ef lcient labor m d  
machinery means more oroflts, more wages, and greater sales, 
Whot else offers a better foundation for advancement?

Financial incentives treat the worker as an Individual.
!Io longer is he paid the average wage. The employee is an 
Indlvi ual retaining the rights of an individual, the equitable

I. Alford, L.P. and deatty, H. Russel. 1951. PRINCIPLES 
OF IMdOSTRIAL MAN A SSM'!NT . 
p. 637, Ronald Press Co., New York.
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results of his production; workers are oaid according to 
their contribution,

A sense of dignity cannot be maintained or based on in
ferior workmanship. Management allows inferior workmanship 
when it fails to utilise the most effective and informative 
tools at its disposal. Time and motion study enables manage
ment to base its decisions on facts and to maintain proper 
control over all units of production.

Although mass production means an obvious recourse to 
scheduling, co-ordinating and using the other proven techni
ques of industrial engineering, tnese can also apply to job 
lot production. Only through monopoly may an industry con
tinue to use outdated techniques. Sven then it is a waste of 
talent, investment, and time. Job lot oroductiion demands 
efficiency in the use of the tools of oroduction on the work 
at hand. Motion and time study can bo applied to this tyoe of 
business as it is applied to the indirect labor force which 
can be said to be engaged in a type of job-lot production.
The likely success of such an application has boon proven in 
the adoption of this technique by the thousands of garages 
throughout the country. X-Axan they refer to the handbooks 
published by the various automobile manufacturers that give 
estimates for different types of service work, they are using 
time study in their activities. Such time standards could be
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effectively used by the thousands of small businesses through
out the country in effectively bidding on Jobs, planning their 
work, and running an efficient business. Rarely would It be 
necessary in a small business to use standards in controlling 
the nroductivlty of the working force. The manager is usually 
in such close contact with his men that this la unnecessary. 
Motion And Time Study As A Foundation For Production Planning 
And Control!

Production planning and control entails olanning, routing, 
scheduling, dispatching, and follow-up in the productive 
process. These functions must be so organized that the three 
m*s of production— materials, and machinery, and men are effec 
tlvely co-ordinated Insofar as quantity, quality, time and 
place. Furthermore, this coordination must be done cheaoly.

Scheduling is associated with the factors of production 
and primarily deals with tine, quantity and place. Time for 
the production units can be effectively provided only by 
time standards. True, less complex scheduling may "get by" 
with less, but the crucial test comes in an industry like 
automobile manufacturing. Thousands of parts, large an i small 
moving through production and assembly lines could never be 
controlled without standard times, "Cooperation" could be 
possible but "coordination" never, without this basic manage
ment tool. Follow-up, or expediting, may easily be done 
through performance records similar to the one shown as
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Flguroa No. 18 and 19. Ihla aa slrallar records glvo depart
mental perforiiianee as measured against & standard. Similar 
records may oe made on a plant-wide basis. Tula again per
mits the use of the Principle of Exception for management's 
portion of the follow-up phase of production.

Control of the factors of production Is the function of 
management. Individual control over workers is made effec
tive through time standards In conjunction with such control 
devices as quality control. High productivity and high waste 
levels cannot go hand in hand for lone. Ihat is why time 
standards are only one of the many tools of management for 
employee control. Control is necessary In order to obtain 
high productivity from the employees. High employee produc
tivity generally means high machine oreluctivity if there is a 
capable management. Frequently the machine is all important 
because of investment; so little on thepart of the worker of
ten means so much on the part of the machine and consequently 
to production.
Motion And Time Study And Cost Control!

Proper determination and allocation of operating costs is 
a necessary part of efficient management control practices. 
Intelligent decisions concerning operating alternatives can 
only be based on complete accurate information as to the sour
ces of various operating costs and their magnitude, together
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they Indicate whore the greatest opportunity Ilos for Irrprove- 
ment. Managomant to be effective must concentrate its at
tention at trouble spots, bottlenecks, and the like. Seri
ous limitations are often imposed on management because of 
financial con Lltiona. Such limitations usually cause manage
ment to adopt the policy of --riTo that which deserves the 
most." In effect, this means that the most profitable pro
jects aro the only ones undertaken. Even in the occasional 
instance when investment capital is plentiful, consideration 
must be given to the alternatives of investing the money out
side the company as compared with investment in plant improve
ments or expansion. Itost manufacturers base inv stmont alter
natives on the relative rate of return to be enjoyed by such 
investments. Estimates of returns are based on existence of 
accurately established operating costs, Motion and time study 
first breaks down the overall cost into cost centers which 
provide a basis for accurate coat assignments. Standard costs 
based on time standards enable management to assemble quickly 
and accurately the necessary cost information on proposed 
alternatives. Timely information is necessary to enable 
management to take immediate advantage of available oppor
tunities.

Production is not the result of over pricing, below-cost 
estimates, and unrealistic bidding on contracts. A steady
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customer may easily be lost e u  a consequence of a cost-plus 
contract which did not live up to the company * s estimate of 
costs as given previous to the contract. Sales are made 
with realistic statistics on production facilities, capaci
ties, and costs which are placed In the hands of the sales
man. Most companies now realize that the salesman or the 
sales engineer must have a first hand knowledge of these 
things beforehe can obtain orders In many lines of business.
In certain Industries a salesman must frequently be able to 
quote almost Immediately the price for speciality production 
Items, perhaps In many cases never made to exactly these 
specifications before. Standard sales data may be prepared 
for these men which will give Information on which to base 
their pricing. This sales data should be based on operating 
standards and operating costs which in turn are based nn 
cost and time standards. Hot many manufacturers as yet pro
vide their salesmen with this Information, but the trend Is in 
this direction. If the salesmen are to be "limited agents” of 
the company, they must bo provided with such Information as 
will enable them to act Intelligently.

Home office pricing la not exempt from the need for pric
ing and estimating information. In many cases this is done on 
the basis of historical costs on previous production runs.
This Information do os not answer the full need of estimating
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personnel. Government contracts and contracts let by major 
co Tpanies to smaller organizations or to specialty organi
zations call for a superior type of estimating. This can best 
j o  secured through the minute breakdown given by time standards. 
Standard data obtained through time study Is extremely help
ful in theso cases for development of predetermined costs.
Motion And Time Study And Human Engineering:

demand for maximum productivity from the investment means 
that all machinery, tools, buildings, and equipment must bo 
designed for maximum utility and convenience to the operator. 
Human engineering can be described as the design of these 
elements of production with the individual in mind. Industrial 
engineering encompasses this wider engineering horizon by 
taking into account all factors of production Including the 
individual. Time study is the phase of industrial engineer
ing most concerned with human engineering. Efficiency for 
the operator can be designed into the factors of production 
only through notion and time study. It has already ruled out 
in the majority of mass production industries the use of such 
archaic devices as the hand truck for moving products into 
and out of storage areas. Tho mechanised fork truck or pallet 
mover is mostly in use now, and frequently conveyors have 
replaced the trucks. Why has this been done? Time and dollar 
savings are the answers, In many cases improvements in tirao
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as indicated by time standards were the deciding factors.
For axamole, quick-acting clamps for jige and fixtures were 
readily proved to be much more effective and economical than 
the nuts formerly used to secure carts into place in these 
devices.

Ideas are the essence of progress. New suggestions of 
production ideas should be forthcoming from the time study 
engineer with every study he makes, ihe detailed analysis 
of each job as demanded by time study procedures almost 
predetermines improvements in methods and procedures after a 
job is studied, uhe success of time study engineers in the 
business world has in many cases been due to the training in 
precise observation that they received when taking time stud
ies.
Standard Time Data:

Time standards can be determined by several alternate 
methods. One method is gaining Increasing favor in the last 
few years. It is known as the "standard data method." This 
tochnl ue is based on the principle that there are certain 
fundamental motions which compose a person’s movements when 
performing any physical task. Standard times are assigned 
to these basic movements of the human body. These basic 
movements are "therbligs" or combinations of "therbligs."
(For a definition of therbligs, see the appendix."
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Standard data may also exist for the elements Into which 

an ordinary time study can be broken down. 1Iliis standard data 
is combined into the more common elements used in more than 
one operation or on similar jobs. 3aslc standards may also 
be established in a variety of ways from predetermined mach
ine or processing time, by accumulated data from actual time 
studies, by motion analysis, or by a combination of the above 
methods. There is one restriction, they must always repre
sent the time for "normal" performance of the work done.

Advantages of predetermined time standards are multifold. 
Its particular advantages over watch studies are as follows *

1. Greater consistency can be maintained than with indi
vidual time studies.

2. Time standards may be established when or before they 
arc needed without having to wait for the job to be 
run. Establishing standards at the convenience of the 
time study engineer and not the production department 
is particularly Important in scheduling the departmen
tal work load.

3. Special runs are not required to determine standards.
?4, B iq controversial features of effective performance

rating are removed,
5. Estimating may be done with greater accuracy, speed, 

and economy.
6. Through proper explanations, greater acceptance can be 

obtained from unions and workers.
?. Impersonality of such standards promotes acceptability 

of them.8. Time standards can be reproduced if necessary and also 
be checked easily. Consistency in standards estab
lished by all members of the department is readily 
maintained.

9. The cost of the standards Is considerably lower than 
those resulting from timing with watch studies.

Synthetic time standards rest on the foundation that the cor
rect standard for any operation is the sum of the time allow
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ances for Iniivldual elomenta composing the operation.

Taylor (1911)^ in “Scientific Management” observed the 
following in support of the standard data method of time 
study*

n$b system of time study can be looked upon as a success 
unless it enables the time observer, after a reasonable 
amount of study, to predict with accuracy how long it 
should take a good man to io almost any job in the partic
ular trade, or oranch of a trade, to which the time student has been devoting himself.

It is true that hardly any two jobs in a given trade 
are exactly the same, and if a time study student were to 
follow the old method of studying and recording the whole 
time to do the various jobs which came under his obser
vation, without dividing them into their elements, he 
would make comparatively small progress in a lifetime, and 
at best would become a skillful guesser, It is however, 
equally true that all of the work done in a given trade 
can be divided in to a comparatively small number of 
elements or units, and with prooer implements and methods 
it is comparatively easy for a skilled observer to deter
mine the time required by a good man to do any one of these elementary units."

The economic disadvantage of this fundamental method is pri
marily confined to the small company which cannot invest the 
money to develop a system of time standards. Current work In 
compiling a stand# d data system of universal availability, 
however, is being done by the Society for the Advancement of 
Management. It should be available within a few years to 
tho industry at large.

The standard data method based on previously timed ele
ments of some specific job is usually applicable only to

I. Taylor, F.W. 1911. SCIENTIFIC MANAGRMSNT.
638 pp, Harper and Sons, New York,



similar jobs, In similar inlustrlos, which contain these self
same elements. Of more universal applicability is the system 
of breaking down the elements of a job into their component 
parts and assigning times to these parts, thus making them 
available for any job. The work being done by the Mlnneapolis- 
Honeywell Regulator Co. on such a system is remarkably pro
gressive. Honeywell’s time study department has evolved 
standard times for the various fundamental motions. From this 
standard data, they have developed elemental time standards 
for the various machines and the different types of work 
being done in their shops. An example of such data is included 
in Figures 20 and 21.

Alford and Bangs (19L9)i in commenting on the relative 
costs of the standard data system versus the watch study 
method report as follows:

"Thus cost per standard by the standard data or indirect 
method is only about one third of the cost by the direct 
method. Freouently coverage of work by standards is UO 
under the direct method (watch studios), as compared with 
95 under the standard data method."

This is primarily due to the difference in speed between the 
two methods and the savings in labor on the part of the time 
study engineer. Envisioned for the future is the possible 
combination of time standard data and the "electronic com
puter" so that the information could bo fed into the machine

I. Alford, L.", and langs, J.R. 19H9. PRODUCTION HANDBOOK, 
p. 525, Ronald Press Co,, New York,
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and the job time standard would bs fortheomlng in a manner 
of seconds.

Seasoned time study engineer’s have all experienced the 
frustration of having to wait before an important operation 
is run in the shop so that it can be timed. Synthetic time 
standards will soon enable them to "time" at will, as long 
as sufficient information on the Job characteristics has been 
recorded. If correct standard practice methods have been 
followed, and adequate operation instruction sheets have been 
written. Job characteristics will be on record automatically. 
lJho cost of special runs for time study purposes will thus 
be avoided. Scheduling can be set up before the first run of 
a new product. In an assembly Industry, such as automobile 
manufacturing, this Is important to both the worker and man
agement because delay is minimized when new models are being 
produced for the first time.

Effective performance rating and the accuracy of the 
individual time study engineer have always been a source of 
grievances on the part of the worker and the union. Standard 
data eliminates this situation and also provides the con
sistency lacking in the watch study method. For wage rate 
purposes, consistency is even more important than accuracy. 
This may sound strange, but the union can bargain collectively 
against an Inconsistent sot of time standards on the basis
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Figure 21
Time Study Observation Sheet (back)
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of Injustice it causes in pay to the workers. The errors in 
watch studies can jo weeded out fro a standard data. Standards 
may easily be brought up to date and minor changes in methods 
may be easily accounted for at a minimum of expense. The 
result is a set of "up-to-date” standards available without 
delay in day-to-day writ. As Carroll (1938). states:

H3y the standard data method, inconsistencies occur only 
when the process of manufacturing is outlined differently, 
and when certain elements are added or left out in error. 
When these errors are investigated, it can be demonstrated 
that by their elimination the two standards become strict
ly comparable."
Ibqplanatlon to the workers is important, kith a system 

of time study based on standard data, the whole system may 
be examined and explained once and for all. Job standards 
set subsequently are generally not subject to debate. Watch 
studies, on the other hand, must be individually explained 
to and accepted by the workers. These repeated explanations 
are an outright loss of time and money and often result in 
ill feeling on each side.

Reproduction of time standards is frequently required.
Generally this may be done conveniently if not with ease from
standard data, by an experienced engineer. Conditions are
necessarily detailed to the minutest motion. This is not
always true with watch studies. When taking a watch study,

I. Carroll, Phil, Jr. 1938. TIM STTTOY FOR COST CONTROL, 
p. 65» McQraw Hill Book Co,, New York.
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tho time study engineer may neglect to reduce to writing 
certain conditions which he believes are standard or unim
portant. Changing conditions alter the job, and when the 
standard is challenged, it cannot be reproduced. As a con
sequence, the time study Bngineor1S reputation and the com
pany's honesty in backing up the otherwise sound policy of 
guaranteed standards are both questioned forcibly. Morale 
of the workers and management--are both af octei in such cir
cumstances.
A Typical Application:

In the Process Guide Issued to industrial engineers for
use in estimating work, the Hinneapolia-HoneytJell Regulator
Co. (1952)  ̂advises their engineers as follows:

"The ability to forecast future costs with a fair degree 
of accuracy is the keystone of Intelligent planning. 
Knowledge of the efficiency of labor, the evaluation of 
various methods of manufacture, analysis of machine capa
city, production costs, investment in new equipment, etc. 
are fundamental to a stable economy.

Estimates are individual opinions. How closely these 
opinions reflect true shop operating conditions indicates 
the quality of the estimator. *0 attempt to estimate the 
time the shop will provably take to do a job is an exer
cise in futility. The procedure to follow is to estimate 
for a normally efficient shop performance and then for the 
purpose of cost accounting, allow the cost department to 
apply a factor for shop efficiency.

The basis upon which reliable estimates are made is 
Standard data."
I. Klnnuaoolis Honey @11 Regulator Go., 1952. PROCESS 

GUIDE.
p. 2, Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co, Minneapolis.
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Tho manual then provides a series of estimating analysis 

shoots and outlines conditions under which they should be used. 

Those shoots are based on standard data and enable the engineer 

to efficiently produce reliable estimates. Figure 22 is a 
reproduction of the analysis sheet used in a study of certain 

typos of automatic screw machines. In estimating costs, the 

industrial engineer first determines all operations for oach 

part of a product; then, on the basis of the analysis sheets 

and cost information he assembles the production cost for 

the part. Costs for individual parts are then assembled 

into the cost of a complete product, to be used for pricing, 

billing, scheduling, and like assignments. This example 

shows the o tent to which time standards may be utilized by 

a progressive management.

Limitations, Errors And Misconceptions Concerning Motion 
And Time Study:

Economic limitations are not those usually contested by 

the union. These usually involve only the degree to which 

motion and time study techniques may be utilised. Many 

times where the operation is highly mechanized and the labor 

cost is small or even negligible, there is no necessity for 

time standards as achieved through time study. Labor savings 

would perhaps not oven return the cost of the study. Also, 

many experimental or temporary Jobs exist from time to time.
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PROCESS GUIDE 

Estimating Analysis Sheet
Machine Types $

5 Spdle. Davenport Automatic
1 3/k : 3 l A n 5 Spdle. W % SAutomatic Screw Machines
2 & 2 5/8" 6 Spdle. Acme Grldley

_______Automatic Screw Machines____

Location
ASM-14.0

Machine No
A5D
A5w
A6G

Estimated Std = (Mach Time /Manual Time) X 1000
Si.8 k'Hlo. of Machines/dperator

Number of Machines Per Operator Z 2 Present Policy 
Machine Time *

a/ Select the Longest Cutting Operation 
b/ Determine Revolutions for Longest Cut 
c/ Divide Revolutions by RPM Used 
d/ Add in Machine Idle Time
Idle Time: Revolutions Z

A5D = .006? 
A5W : .0393 A6G = .0500

Len of Gut/Ap iQTpe0(̂

Mach. Time s Rev/RPM / Idle Time
Manual Time (Tool Care, Etc.)* Use Follow.Mach Time

(Brass, Alum., etc.) Use 10$ of Mach Time
(Free Maching Steel, etc.) Use 15$ of Mach Time
(Stainless Steel, etc.) Use 20$ of Mach Time

Hr/MEst.
Hr/M
Ac t.

OperNo /or 
Deso.

P.E.
Date
Dev No 
>. Sta.
Part
Name
Part
No

Figure 22
Estimating Analysis Sheet
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The economics must generally be determined by examination of 
the Inilvldual case. Of e similar nature. Is an operation 
performed no Infrequently that tl te standards are not justi
fied.

The most frequent limitations to time study are Imposed 
by the worker, consciously or subconsciously. He often dis
likes to be timed or to work under standards, He does hie 
best to thwart the time study engineer In most cases. Ex
tra motions and unnecessary adjustments crop uo after the mere 
appearance of a time study engineer in the shop. Illustra
tive of such feeling is the ditty reproduced below from the 
union newspaper at Mlnneaoolis-Honeywell.^

“The Tlmo Study Song-(to be sung to the tune of 'cold, 
cold heart')

I work like Hell 
For Honeywell 
I know I earn my pay;
And they send a jerk 
Who never worked.
To check my time each day;
I've lost ray guts,
I'm going nuts,How I'm St. Petor bound;

- I hope the bloke
Somo day will choke,
That brought time study on."

Although meant to bo humorous, this indicates some of the 
feelings and concepts prevalent In the workers minds towards 
time study.

The company compounds this problem when management does 
I. Local 11!*.$, CIO Paper. 1952. Minneapolis, Minn,



not keep a large majority of work in departments on standard. 
If time standards are set consistently and as soon as possible 
at the start of a new "run”, resentment at being timed Is 
negligible. It is taken as a matter of course that the op
eration will bo timed. Workmen, however, are no different 
from anyone else in looking for advantages to themselves.
If setting of time standards Is delayed, later resistance is 
encountered to change, and the worker actually pits his brains 
against that of the engineers*. MoMaughton (1914.5)̂  emphasizes 
this point when he states; "In normal times a worker seems 
to object to the use of most effective methods most frequent
ly on the score that he may ’work himself out of a Job.* 
IMfortxmately there is a very real basis for this obstacle." 
Many companies effectuate improvements as a result of motion 
and time study. Thereafter, as soon as possible they lay 
off workers in the Involved departments. This Is a poor poli
cy which negates a large portion of the gain from the changes. 
Ideal conditions should see the gradual installation of any 
major change with the workers Involved assimilated into 
other departments. In cases of changes affecting only a few 
positions, there is little excuse for management to lscharge 
the workers.

I. McNaughton, Wayne L. 19?j5. I N W S T i I AL ECONOMY AND LABOR
CONTROL,p. 23, Golden State Publishers, Los Angeles,
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Errors are also Introduced Into a time standard through 

haste or negligence on the part of the engineer. Pressure 
should not be brought to bear on the individual engineer to 
the point that he Is caused to hurry through his studies. 
Negligent engineers should be reassigned or discharged as 
there can be no excuse on the company’s part for af eetlng 
the wages of numerous employees through unprofessional beha
vior of one engineer.

Companies, l.e. “too management" are often negligent too. 
Frequently at the onset of an economic recession "cost cut
ting” is done first at the expense of the time standards de
partment. 'Biey feel that once all current rates are estab
lished, the engineering force may be cut to the bone, 1Biis 
eventually confronts the remaining engineers with the problem 
of insufficient time to correct old standards in terms of 
the latest changes in operating conditions. The manager of 
the job and time standards department, of an eastern firm, 
prominent In the field of incentives and time study states

”1 am firmly convinced that neither the piece work plan 
nor the Bedeaux plan failed at -- —  — , but rather that 
management repeatedly has failed at its task of adequately 
administering its incentive wage programs«M

He continues tills theme by emphasizing that out-of-date stan
dards ware the cause of the trouble. Such accusations are

' » ,

I. Due to the personal nature of the comments received in 
this letter, the source is omitted.



serious charges against any management, This, if true, means 
that management Is Ignorant of its duties and even more is 
relying on defective methods and systems to do its work. 
Standards which are inconsistent are worse than no standards 
as they lead to further compounding of inaccuracies and 
injustices.

Hotion and time study has been accepted by many responsible 
individuals because of the charts, statistics, graphs and pro
cedures which purportedly represent the scientific method of 
establishing standards. These people have become confused 
between the terms system and science in some cases. Motion 
and time study practitioners often deviate from the scienti
fic method by not reporting conclusions in terms of implied 
assumptions. Detailed scientific evidence of the reliability 
of various systems of setting time standards is commonly lack
ing. The prevalence of the "efficiency experts” in the early 
twenties emphasised this tendency. Those so-called "experts1 
founded and installed time study and incentive wage plans which 
were based on anyone’s assumption and in some cases fantasy. 
Even now, various standard data systems are being evolved 
which have omitted one of the primary stages in the scientific 
method, that of rigorous checking and verification. Recent 
assumptions made are that times established for certain ele
mental movements are universally applicable without statistics
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to prove this to be the ease.

The effects of many outside factors, such as the bulkl- 
ness of the object to be carried, the weight of a part, the 
effect of combining two elements not naturally performed in 
sue esaion have not as yet been fully considered. Various 
permutations and combinations of elements have not been in
vestigated thoroughly enough to determine the effect that 
they would have on the overall difficulty of the operations 
and on the time involved.

The assumption is still being made that there is an ab
solute elemental human motion which has a universal time 
standard. ISils Is comixmly accepted as a fact by many pro
ponents of the standard data system of predetermined time 
standards. This implies that any pattern of human movement 
is composed of separate and distinct motions each with an 
absolute individual time value, and if any one of these mo
tions is removed the total time is reduced by an equivalent 
amount. The assumption is that the whole is equal to the sum 
of its obvious parts. Jennings (19$bexperimented with the 
effect of "manipulation time" on the travel time of "reach," 
His results indicated that as friction increases, the travel

I. Jennings, B. 195U. TH2 VALI JlTY QF JASIC ASSUMP
TIONS IN MOTION AND TIMJ STUDY, p. 16, Journal of 
Industrial Engineer, Vol. 5# Ho, 2, March, 195%.



time for Mreach" Increases substantially. He quotes the ex

periments of several other engineers which also have come to 

the same conclusion that time required to perform a basic 

motion, among other basic motions In a total oatfcam of move

ment, will vary significantly with preceding and following 

motions. Also, the basic motion will be substantially af

fected by conditions either directly or indirectly associated 

with it. The results of Jennings experiments have thereto e 

cast a serious coubt on the assua^tlon of Independent funda

mental movements with absolute time values. Managements 

should Invest In research to re-evaluate the current standard 

data systems. The OfVeot of associated raovoments and condi

tions should be secured from basic research and upon experi

mentation and trial incorporated Into the standard data systems.

Another current assumption of motion study that remains 

open to question Is the principle that "motions shoul be con

fined to the lowest possible classifications in order to re

duce fatigue." One has only to become an amateur telegrapher 

to become qualified to cast subjective doubt on this statement. 

Only a few minutes of "code" work would convince the amateur 

that arm movements reduce rather than Increase fatigue when 

operating a telegraphers key. Admittedly the motions with the 

lowest classifications are the quickest, but fatigue, noise 

and other factors appear to have considerable effect on them
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as in contrast to movements of higher classifications.

Rigorous application of the scientific method to motion 
and time study would imply that all axioms and basic assump
tions must be investigated before establishing a program or 
method based on them. This has not boon done as is evidenced 
by the dire lack of basic research on the subjects mentioned. 
Experiments have been few, but worst of all they have been 
limited. Results are inconclusive and insufficient to enable 
statistical determination of the reliability of the basic 
assumptions. A more cautious approach to the use of the data 
already produced is sugg stod, at least checking by the 
simplest of experiments. Jennings (195%.) suggests that perhaps 
the whole principle of establishing time standards from 
elemental data should be abolished. The errors Involved, how
ever, are not large In the engineering sense and available 
research data cannot approve or disapprove this statement. 
Certain to be investigated soon is the possibility of reducing 
to common denominators the effects of motions and circumstances 
upon time standards.

An outstanding critic of many time study rating procedures 
is Adam Abruzzi (195%) now an Associate Professor at Stevens 
Institute of Technology. Abruzzi has often criticised current 
tine study practices in the ligtit of statistical quality 
control techniques. From his studios he concludes that rating



or leveling Is the most controversial and weakest aspect of 
time study due to the subjective features of this evaluation 
procedure. He quotes Carroll (1933) and other writers to the 
effect that objective cientiflc methods would bo best, but 
they mostly remain to be worked out. Abruzzi asks the ques
tion, why should the subjective methods be the correct way 
to rate an operator? Tills subjective approach by an engineer, 
he says, implies that it is as accurate as objective methods. 
Also, ho questions the worth of pooling subjective judgments 
and then considering the average more accurate than the judg
ments individually. He raises important points that bear 
investigation.

Tlio increasing awareness among time study engineers and 
other Industrial engineers of the scientifically unsound 
features of motion and time study is of note. Tills means 
that in the not too far distant future the various research 
projects being conducted, among others by the Society for the 
Advancement of Management and several universities should pro
vide us with scientifically arrived at revisions for time study 
procedures. Management should recognize that time study is one 
of its most valuable tools, and as such they can well afford to 
finance basic research into its assumptions and also promote 
applied developments in this field of industrial engineering.
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UNION ATTITUDES
TOWARD WAQE INCENTIVES AND INCENTIVE MANA GEMENT
Industrial unions have not established a single, cohesive

attitude toward wage incentives or Incentive management. In 
fact there is a wide-spread divergence in union attitudes to
ward them. The position of a particular union usually reflects
past experiences in connection with such systems and also by
the problems prevalent In their particular Industry or field.

Tynical of such views are those expressed by the UAW-CIO. 
Oorresoondence with Nat Weinburg (1953)  ̂their Director of 
Engineering and Research brought the following statement:

"As you may know, our union has taken a position in op
position to the soread of incentive systems to plants 
where they do not now exist, seeks to control them vi
gorously to protect the workers• Interests in plants where 
incentive olans are now in operation, and, as a matter 
of policy, reserve# the right to get rid of them where th
ey are a msad."

Prom Mr. Weinberg’s statement we may see that the UAW is gen
erally opnosed to wage Incentives. The diversity of views to
ward wage Incentives within the AFL is illustrated by the fol
lowing quotation from doris Shiskin (1953)2 * Director of Re
search, AF of Li

1. Weinberg, Nat. 1953* Letter to M. W. Burke dated 
January 21, 1953*

2. Shlskin, Boris. 1953* Letter to M. W. Burke dated 
February 26, 1953*
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nYou probably realize that policy regarding Incentive
wage problems Is a matter which Is generally decided
by the Individual local or lntematlon union.“

Generally sympathetic treatment of wage incentives is given 
by the apparel trades* unions. These unions have long been 
characterized as "piece-rate’1 industries. In the construc
tion trades, time rates have generally prevailed.

Why the opposition on the nart of some of the unions to 
wage incentives? There are many points of opposition, the 
primary ones being I

1. Past experience with rate cutting and speed-up.
2. General distrust with Impersonal nature of time study 

methods.
3. General fear of unemployment due to additional produc

tivity per worker.
k. dilution of skills caused by break-down of crafts In

to semi-skilled operations.
5. Oompeititlon among workers and variations In earnings, 

leading to break up in the co-hesiveness of the union.
6 . Fear of low level of base pay.
7. Problems in administration of wage incentive plans.
8. Lack of coverage for all employed.
9. Possible ef-oct on workers* health through over

exertion due to effects of incentive payment.
Isolated Instances bring to light additional grievances, how
ever, those are the primary objections.

Rate-cutting and spo d-up characterized many of the 
earlier wage incentive systems. This was in evidence particu
larly during and after World War I, when so-called efficiency 
experts were installing wage incentive programs either not 
based on a sound on ineerlng study or operating under princi
ples contrary to accepted industrial engineering practice of
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today. J. K. Louden oxplainn:

“Tills over-demand for the services of trained, qualified 
men laid open the profession of Industrial Engineering, 
as It Is called today, to the untrained opportunist, to 
efficiency experts with little If any qualifications, 
and to others whose prime motive was ’to cash In’ on 
this new profession. Industry and Industrial engineering, 
will be a long time recovering from the evils wrought 
during the years 1915 to 1930 and they have already paid 
a heavy price.*

Added to this situation Is the fairly obvious fact that many 
managements’ did not keep faith with the programs. As Bar- 
kin (1951)2 described the past practices, “They introduced 
complicated and mysterious plans, and, in their drive, for 
lower costs, did not respect employees’ rights and equities, 
dates were out. The result was that many programs had to be 
abandoned." Of equal Importance Is the fact that most pro
gressive managements, today realize the disastrous effects, ' I
of toI s-management of incentive systems. The appreciation of 
need for guaranteed time standards has become an almost uni
versal criterion of a successful wage incentive system. This 
development, occurring over the past few years, has influenc
ed considerably the views of various unions and their members. 
Solden substantiates this viewpoint In his discussion of 
wage Incentive plans and their usage.

1. Louden, J. K. 19Wt. WAiE INCENTIVES, 
op. 2,3, Wiley and Sons, New York.

2. Barkln, Solomon. 1951. MANAGSKENT'S ATTITUDE TOWARD 
WAOS INCENTIVE SYSTEMS.
p . 9k, Ind. and Lab. Rel. Rev., Vol. 5» No. I, Oct., 
1951.
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The impersonal nature of time study, upon which most in

centive systems are based, is an objection encountered in 

the operation of an incentive system. The coldly, scienti

fic way many time study engineers set rates frustrates the 

workers. They say, often vociferously, that what they actu

ally to makes no difference as the time study engineer will 
"weed out" what he doesn’t want. This, of course, is true 

particularly of standard data syste s, since the operator can 

do very little to affect a statistical standard, the more so 

if it is based on a true plant-wide average.

Fear of unemployment was especially prevalent throughout 

the depression. The relatively good times experienced by 

most workers luring and since World War II has allayed these 
fears. The workers and their unions still maintain, however, 

that the additional productivity gained per worker under lncon 

tivos means taking that work away from a supposedly potential 

worker. The fact that increased productivity in the long run 

means increased production for the benefit of all is rarely 

considered, if at all. This same objection could be levoled 

against almost any improvement if the situation as a whole 

is not viewed.

The "dilution of skills" objection is primarily an ob

jection to the factory system and mechanisation. Incentive 

systems have been singled out because of their more obvious



vulnerability to such complaints. This objection should not 

bo explained In terms of incentives or time study but rather 

In terms of our present socio-economic structure. Some jus
tification for this belief Is found In the tendency for workers 

to remain at their old skills rather than advance to new ones 

because of the temporary Individual wage cuts involved.

Competition among workers under Incentives has iad a 

deleterious effect on intra-union and inter-worker relation

ships. The sotting of artificial goals, high or low, on the 

part of the majority of workers proviIes no security since 

they can be broken by individualists, thus creating hard 

feelin ;s. In group incentives, the naturally slow or lazy 

worker is ostracized by the group. Grievances raised by the 

workers must be handled by the union. This lea is to a feeling 

of animosity toward the union by tho worker when he falls to 

win his case. The argument is raised that incentives make a 

worker's earnings dapenient on his own Initiative athor 

than tho union's bargaining,

Ilgh earnings under pioce work or incentives lead to the 

establishment of low base rates by the manufacturer in order 

to reduce his costs of loss efficient labor. This has hap

pened in the garment industries in the past, and the unions 

feel t iat with the advent of hard times or a high level of 

competition it would agai become a threat. They definitely
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do object to this potential club being held over their heads. 

Today unions are alert to this threat, and by watching corpor- 

ate earnings, wage trends, and other factors they aro quick 

to act agi’eslively against it.

lBio majority of the administrative problems which are the 

cause of objections by the unions are in reality evidence of 

poor management. Factors such as delays interrupting the 

flow of work and conse uently the employee*s earnings are the 

focal point of the union grievances. Failure to maintain 

plans that were originally well-designed is another serious 

objection. Management has In times past met competitive con

ditions by reducing the size of the incentive program staff 

and conse: uently let their standards get out-of-date. 1Ihese 

objections only emphasize the need for management to realize 

its responsibilities in the operation of a suceossful incen

tive system.
Lack of coverage for all employees has been not so much a 

target of the union as a problem for management. Production 

workers cannot maintain constant production without adequate 

cooperation from Inspectors and supplymen. With the devel

opment of "indirect" time standards, these workers can now be 

covered as easily as production workers.

Hffeet of incentives on the workers health should be of 

concern to management, the union, the employees and the
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community. Curos should be devised and placed on tea worker 
susceptible to overworking himself. These have been estab
lished almost universally in terms of eight hour days, rest 
periods, medical examinations for job fitness, and sick leave.

Unions and organized workers express their ideas and 
feelings about incentives through at least one major outlet—  
collective bargaining. Grievance procedures, passive and 
active resistance, and union procedures, also allow for re
lease of expression concerning wage incentives. These at 
best point to sporadic adjustments in incentive programs.
Through collective bargaining the employees may express 
their long range views concerning the incentive program and 
negotiate safeguards and curbs they feel necessary in the 
program’s operation.

Collective bargaining agreements provide a wide variety 
of nd in many instances contrasting provisions pertaining 
to incentive plans. A pamphlet issued by the U. S. )ept. of 
Labor (191̂ 8)i contains a series of illustrative clauses 
dealing with wage payment methods, most of which in its words 
are "concerned with establishing safeguards and controls against 
abuse of the incentive wage principle." The majority of

I. U. S. department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
I9I4.8 . COLLECTIVE BARGAINING PROVISIONf , INCENTIVE WAGE 
PROVISIONS; TIME STUDIES AND STANDARDS OP PRODUCTION, 
p. I4., Government -rlnting Office, Washington,
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the contract provisions do not attempt to describe in full the 
particular Ian in use. Illustrative of the few that do is 
the following exerpt from the agreement oetween the Bonjamln 
Blectr c Mfg. Go. and the United Electrical, Radio and Sa
chin® Workers of America (19k$)_. Bven it contains very 
little detail.

"The now incentive system shall >o a standard time sys
tem wherein a 1% pay bonus shall be oaid for each I > 
Increase in production above the standard.”

Other >aragra -hs relate to operating procedures to be fol
lowed in setting standards on which the incentives are based.

The UAW-GIO believes in one primary contractual safeguard 
against incorrectly used incentives. Mr. Weinberg (1953)2 
emphasizes this as follows $

"In my own ooinion, which I believe is shared by many 
others in UAW-CIO, the most effective contractual safe
guard against abuse of incentive systems is the right 
to strike in disputes arising out of them.”
Safeguards for time study methods are as important as 

those concerning the incentive program Itself. Provisions 
for union participation in rate setting are not uncoimnon. 
Management usually strives to limit such outright union par
ticipation as an infringement on management1s responsibilities, 
IMions often become active in rate setting upon institution

1. Benjamin Electric Go. 19h5- ACHtBSMPUT SSTWBON ™  00. 
AND LOCAL 1150, UNITBD BLBC., RADIO % MACHINE WKRS.
OP AMERICA, p. 19, benjamin Electric Co., Des Plaines.

2. Weinberg, Hat. 1953. Letter to M. W. Burke dated 
January 21, 1953.
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of an Incentive or time study system, but eventually many 
lose Interest when disputes are few and the employer fair.
Mlnnea oils Honeywell Regulator Co.^ had such an experience 
with Local ll!{.5, 010. The union nrovlded several men who 
were trained by a consulting firm In time study methods.
These union time study department personnel checked rates 
that were aggrieved by a union member. So few cases of dis
agreement with the original rae were found that the union 
abolished Its time study department.

Incentive management as a controlling mechanism of Indus
trial management has not received too much criticism from 
the unions. As explained heretofore Incentive management 
does not necessarily include financial Incentives, but re
quires both the workers and management to contribute to any 
Increased productivity. A good example of union thought con
cerning incentive management is presented by Barking with this 

statement:
"Tho extension of collective bargaining and the growing 
power of unions assure greater acceptance of deliberate 
procedures in making changes, more careful planning, 
protection for* the affected employees, and wider showing 
of the benefits. These developments have tended to re
duce suspicion toward industrial change and to increase 
its acceptance.”

Change is one of the orimary attributes of incentive management.
1. AutliorfS experience as engineer at Hirmeapolis-Honeywell
2. Iarkin, Solomon. HUMAN Al ) SOCIAL IMPACT OF TECHMCAL 

CHARGE.
p. 16, Textile Wkra. Union of America, CIO, Mew York
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As exemplified In Improved working conditions, materials
handling, and mann oraont procedures Sarkin elaborates:

wCJood planning, precise scheduling, careful layouts, 
accurate coordination and well-designed job patterns 
an subdivisions will contribute to excellent produc
tion results— . These programs have been strengthened by advanced managements with the advent of Unionism.”

So actually the union has generally accepted the methods
of incentive management while perhaps not quit© “swallowing
the whole pill.”

Incentive management can be a means of instituting even 
greater union-management cooperation. This has been achieved 
in such activities ae safety, and in adjustments due to pro
duction changes. Incentive management should be just the 
forerunner of incentive unionism.

I. Barkin, Solomon. TRAOS UNION ATTITUDES AND THSIR 
EFi'SCT UPON PRODUCTIVITY-.
p. 13, Textile Wltrs. Union of America, CIO, New York.
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Chapter VII

CONCLUSIONS AMD RSCOMTRNDATIONS FOR ACHIHVI G GR JATBR PRODUCTIVITY 
THROUGH INCENTIVE MANAGEMENT

Attainment of offlclanoy In Industrial management Is 

made easier by "Incentive management." Industrial leader

ship Is provided with the working tools for obtaining great

er productivity from its Investment in modern industrial 

engineering methods. Motivation for application of these 

methods is provided through "Incentive management," This 

means In effect that management undertakes active cooperation 

with the employees in order to obtain greater efficiency.

To do this management must prepare for change and promote 

ability and progress on the part of the employees.

The working tools of "incentive management" are the 

functions of standardization, materials handling, job evalu

ation, methods analysis, motion and time study, plant layout, 

and incentives. Incentives constitute the motivating medium 

through which management may obtain maximum utility from 

the various Industrial engineering functions.

The incentive may appear In various forms. Although 

Its presence is often evidenced by a financial incentive 

plan, this is not an absolute requisite. True, it has ob

tained great popularity in various fields. In contrast, 

it is strongly opposed by many labor organizations.



Properly and fairly administered. In combination with active 
management participation, it can have a beneficial effect 
on productivity. Management must be constantly aware of the 
Increased "overhead" costs occasioned by the administration 
of a financial incentivo plan. A periodic comparison should 
be made between administrative costs and productivity savings 
in order to arrive at the net savings figure for the par
ticular plan adopted. This comparison may be presented in 
graphic form by a simple break-even chart similar to those 
introduced in Chapter I.

Management must remember that regardless of their form 
Incentives are the potential force which obtains group co
operation in maintaining high levels of productivity. Man
agement is the co-ordinating force for this co-operative 
activity. It achieves this coordination by providing the 
foundations for the increased productivity and also the 
"spirit" or leadership which gives the plan inpotus and 
direction, 3y themselves, the techniques of industrial 
engineering have a limited scope and consequently can achieve 
limited results. Welded together by effective management, 
the "whole is greater than the parts."

Financial incentive plans, in particular, pose additional 
problems to management. Foremost among these is the de
gree to which the employees should participate in the
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benefits of the plan. Bland statements are often made that 
the emloyee will be returned the full results of his In
creased production. He will receive 100 per cent of the 
savings. This is often accomplished by giving him a one 
per cent raise in salary for each one percent raise in 
pro notion. Such limited method ignores the fact that there 
are two principal types of savings achieved through a finan
cial incentive plan. They are direct and indirect savings.

Ohder certain Industrial conditions the opportunity 
to share in Indirect savings can be a potent force in de
ciding employee participation. Likewise, the degree of 
management and owner contribution must be evaluated. La
bor’s share of the Increased productivity is the Incentive 
wugo, Management’s and the owner’s share should be In 
increased net profits. Exactly, what management’s contri
butions are Is often difficult to determine. Due consider
ation must be given to any additional Investment In extra 
facilities and methods provided by owners and the rise in 
administrative costs. A balance must then be determined 
between employee, management and owner returns and their 
relative contributions.

Most incentive plans to date have been installed with 
insufficient analysis of actual costs and Individual contri
butions by employees, management, and owners. Perhaps this
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has occasioned the excessive number of failures of such 

systems. A wage incentive plan must be tailored .to the 

individual company within its industry. High fixed invest

ment charges which would result in increased productivity 

and considerable savings In one plant in a certain area or 

in ono industry, would not necessarily be equally effective 

in another. Examtiles of such diverse conditions would be 

found in comparing the steel Industry and its heavy invest

ment per worker with the clothing industry. The incentive 

wage plan should also be tailored to meet special personnel 

conditions such as assimilating a constant influx of new 

employees.

Although this thesis has dealt primarily with incentives 

for production workers, there are various incentive plans 

or bonus plans for the white collar workers and the various 

other employee groups. Stock sharing plans have been set 

up by many companies for their executives. Bonus plans for 

inspectors, material handlers, and other indirect workers 

are common. Profit sharing plans have boon successful in 

many cases. They have, however, the disadvantage of making 

the worker's wages depend upon the degree of success of 

the enterprise rather than his individual effort. Consequently 

daily productivity is not influenced greatly under most of 

these plans.



Group incentives are a divergence from the idea of 
individual incentives. Many of the same financial incen
tive plans are used for groups and productivity is measured 
in terms of the sum total of the members individual produc
tivity. Such plans are used where it is inadvisable or 
impossible to use an individual incentive plan.

To conclude, any incentive plan, financial or otherwise, 
must have the whole-hearted co-operation of management to 
succeed. This means that management must contribute its 
share to productivity, primarily through the industrial 
engineering practices presented hero, otherwise success of a 
long range nature cannot be assured for any incentive plan.
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Appendix

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS S1

(1) Mannraeturin.; Enterprise as a Machine
A properly designed manuf&ctuning enterprise functions 

as a gigantic machine into which are fed certain raw or 
partly fabricated materials (having definite economic value) which are transformed into some economic good which posses
ses a greater economic value than the mere sum of previous economic values of the materials used, the energy consumed, 
the labor employed, the rent paid, and other subsidiary 
factors.
(2) Objective of a Ifenufacturing Enterprise

To create ”economic goods" as distinguished from "free 
Goods" in a manner which enhances the economic value of the "product" over the mere sum of the economic value of the 
ingredients.
(3) Gross Sales

Tiie total, annual dollar value of goods (or services) 
produced and sold by the manufacturing enterprise before 
deducting returns (e.g., due to defective goods) and allow
ances (e.g., permitted shrinkage, breakage, or other loss 
in handling or using).

The gross sales figure does not Include trade discounts, 
sales taxes, excise taxes based on sales, and cash discounts,
(If.) Net Sales

The actual, annual dollar value of goods (or services) 
produced as evidenced by the moneys actually received from 
the customers; or "gross sales" less "returns" and “allow
ances", freight-out, and less cash discounts,
(5) Gross Profit

An old commercial concept of "profit" as revenue due to 
entrepreneur *s activities of selling and administration, 
cu rently defined as the difference between Net Sales and I.

I. Primarily a compilation of material assembled by 
the Industrial Engineering Department, Montana 
State College,



Cost of goods sold, but not Including the selling and administrative expenses•
(6) Hot Profit (Also known as Net Income)

The difference between "revenue11 and the "sura of all 
operating costs" of a commercial or an Industrial enterprise,
(7) Operating Profit (also known as Net Operating Profit)

Ihe degree of economic success "achieved" by a manufacturing enterprise in raising the economic value of Its 
product above the simple sum of the economic values of the 
ingredients (factors of production).
(8) Asset

In the design and operation of a "manufacturing estab
lishment” the Industrial engineer assigns the following meaning to this term,

I. An “asset" is any "owned” physical object 
(tangible) or a "right" (intangible) having 
money value to the owner of the establishment.

If there are several owners, then they must be consid
ered collectively, e.g., a "corporation", a “city", a "state", 
"the government",
(9) Current Asset
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Cash asset, and any other asset which may be converted 
readily into MOKETif or other similarly negotiable assets.
The five basic subdivisions of current assets are: (I)
Cash, (2) Temporary Investments, (3) Receivables, (Ij.) In
ventory, and (5) Prepaid Expenses. To be considered "cur
rent" an asset must usually be convertible into some ne
gotiable form within a year or so.

Tne exact length of time allowed for conversion of a 
"cu rent" asset into CASH depends upon the risk attached 
to the particular form of a "current asset",
(IQ)Cash Asset

Ifoney or any other asset which may be converted immed
iately Into money without disturbing the functioning of the 
manufacturing enterprise.
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(11) Inventory Asset

(1) Raw materials and supplies, good in process of manufacture, finished product, - on hand. In transit, in 
storage elsewhere, on consignment to others.

(2) Their aggregate monetary value, usually at cost or some fraction of cost.
(12) wReceIvablesw Asset

Usually this term refers to the sum total of amounts 
due from customers. (Hot pertinent to the engineering op
eration of a manufacturing enterprise are other minor items 
classed under nReceivablos", e.g., (I) Amounts owing from 
officers and employees, (2) Notes Receivables as disting
uished from Customer1S accounts.) Also, customers installment accounts to be collected within one year are excluded from the ”current-assets* unless the particular Industry 
sanctions such practice.
(13) Fixed Asset

Is a tangible asset which Is relatively difficult to 
convert Into CASH or other readily negotiable asset, (Note: 
Assets impossible to convert Into CASH under pressure, e.g. 
that from creditors, are often referred to as FROZEN ASSETS). 
Capital Is invested Into "fixed assets” to obtain the serv
ices such ”fixed assets” can yield in the production of 
other economic goods or services.
(11*.) Total Liabilities

"Liabilities” of a manufacturing establishment are its 
obligations (commonly expressed in financial terms) to the 
contributors of the "assets” which make the existence and 
operation of the establishment possible.

Contributors of assets to any business unit are divided 
Into two principal grows: (I) OWNERS, (2) CREDITORS
(OUTSIDERS). The legal and economic concept underlying this division Is that a business unit can be considered as a sep
arate entity from its owner or owners; this condition Is 
quite obvious in the case of the CORPORATION which is accept
ed as an "artificial” person” in the eyes of the law,
(15) Fixed Cost

Rate of expenditure (with the year as the common time 
unit) toward some "factor of production", that does not 
vary with the volume of production. Examples: Interest on
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bonds} rent; property tax; depreciation,

(NOTE)t Fixed costs are not fixed in the sense that they never vary; they vary, but from causes Independent of the "volume of oro tuction" during the interval of the '‘time unit" involved in the "rate of expenditure".)
(16) Variable Cost

An "operating cost" or "operating costs" as a class 
that vary directly often proportionately, with production, 
utilization of some other measure of plant output. Typical 
"variable costs" directly proportional to plant output are: direct materials, direct labor, power, factory supplies, 
commissions on sales, depreciation - if computed on pro
duction basis - otherwise it is a fixed cost,
(17) Post of Sales

A term used in accounting practice rnd means the cost 
of manufacturing the goods sold.
(18) Factory Sxaenses

Identifies that portion of overhead costs which is 
pro erly chargeable to manufacturing. (Thus factory expense would include a nart of the general administrative 
expense, but it would not include any of the advertising 
expense.)
(19) The Operating kid pet

Is an economic report which forecasts (attempts to 
predict) the probable volume of sales over a period of time 
(frequently for the year), together with a detailo statement 
of the probable expenditures of manufacturing and marketing the product. Budgets are based on records of pfcst'perform
ances adjusted to the estimates of future requirements.
(20) Therbllgs

/• « • •A general term used to signify any of seventeen ele-
mentory subdivisions of a cycle of motions. The seventeen 
therbligs are: search, select, grasp, transport empty,
transport loaded, hold, release load, position, pre-posi
tion, inspect, assemble, disassemble, use, unavoidable de
lay, avoidable delay, plans, and rest for overcoming fat
igue.
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CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES OF 0? •’RATION }% "-N) 'j: ^  g-;:t ;al sŶ iOLS'"
X equals Variable Annual Production Rate, l.e., Plant Out

put, Units of Product per year.
xIQO eQua^s Annual Production Rate (Plant Output), Units/yr., at IOO^ Plant Capacity. (NOTE: IOO^ plant

capacity is commonly understood to take place at 
2,000 hours of operation per year for one shift. 
Won "overtime0 is employed, or "extra shifts", 
then the 100$ plant capacity may be considered 
as occurring at some greater number of operat
ing hours per year, e.g., 4#000 hours, 6,000 
hours. Obviously, with fixed mechanization 
and fixed labor productivity the maximum plant output is reached at 8?60 hours of annual operation.

x BFP ecIuala Production Rate (Plant Output), Itoits/yr,, at the Break Even Point,
S equals Net Sales, Dollara/yr., corresponding to any point of Plant Output of X unlts/yr., sold at p dollars/ unit.
p equals Sales price per Uhit of Product, Dollars. (NOTE:

°p” Is taken as constant during the fiscal period 
under study, e.g., one year, ^ year, or a month.)

P equals Net Operating Profit, Dollars/yr., at any point of 
Plant Output of X unlts/yr.

T equals Tax Rate on Corporate Income, expressed as a frac
tion of the Net Operating Profit, e.g,, 0.30.

R equals Surplus Retention (e.g., for Reinvestment), Dollars/ 
yr.

equals Surplus Profit, Dollars/yr.
D equals Average Dividends, % per year,
Dc equals Common Dividends, $ per year.
Dp equals Preferred Dividends, $ per year.
Q equals Net Profit Capitalization,
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C equals Total Cost of Operation, Dollars/yr., at any point of Plant output of X units/yr.
C0 equals Total Cost of Operation, Dollars/yr., at Plant 

Outout of Zero Units/yr.
cIOO equals Total Cost of Operation. DoJ-lars/yr., Plant Output of X100 units/yr. at 100#

C9BP equals Total Cost of Operation, Dollars/yr., at theBreak Iihron Point of Plant Output of Xgvp UNITS/

c equals Unit Cost, Dollars/Unlt of Product, at any point of Plant Output of X unlts/yr.
C0 equals IMlt Cost, Dollars/Unit of Product, at Plant Output of Zero Uhlts/yr.
cIOO equals Uhlt Cost, Dollars/Uhlt of Product, at 100#Plant Output of X100 unlts/yr.
cBEP equals Uhlt Cost, Dollars/Ohlt of Product, at the Break Even Point of Plant Output of Xg^p units per yr.
P equals Total Fixed Cost of Operation, Dollars/yr,, at any 

point of Plant Output of X unlts/yr,, (NOTE; "P” 
la a cons ant during the fiscal operating year; 
or If this is too long a time Interval, then it 
can be assumed as a constant during a quarter or one month.)

Pa equals Fixed AilmlnlstratIve Costs, Dollars/yr.
Pq equals Fixed Selling Cost, Dollars/yr.

equals Fixed Depreciation Charges, Dollars/yr.
Pi equals fixed Intere t Charges on Borrowed Capital, Dollars/ 

yr. (NOTE; e.g.. Interest on Bonds, Long Term 
Debts, Notes, etc.)

P^ equals Fixed Tax Charges, Dollars/yr,, (e.g.. Real Estate 
Taxes),

Pm equals Fixed Miscellaneous Manufacturing Costs, Dollars/ 
yr., (e.g.. Insurance, Heat, Light, etc.)

d equals Depreciation, a fraction of the First Cost of a
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given asset which must ha set aside annually to 
provide replacement fun,is. (Straight Line Depre
ciation is sufficient for estimating purposes.)

1 equals Interest Hate (average) on all Borrowed Capital, $
b equ Is Constant Dhitary Cost, Dollars/Uhlt of Product.

(NOTES The value of "b” and its eo ponents bm, 
bi* bf, and ba are considered as constant per
unit of product unless there lias been a change 
in manufacturing methods during the fiscal period.)

bm equals Cost of Materials per Chit of product. Dollars.
bf equals Indirect Labor Costs plus Variable Factory Over- head/Unit product,$
b- equals Constant Dhltary Sales Cost, e.g., consnisslon. Dollars/unit of Product.
V equals (b) times (X) equals Total Variable Operating Cost, Dollars/yr., at any point of Plant Output of X units/yr.
S equals Gross Sales, Dollars/yr., corresponding to any 
^ point of Plant Operation of X units/yr. sold at

p dollars/unit.
^Def, equals Percentage of Defective Tftiits Produced annually 

and which are sold undetected.

SUBSCRIPTS AND SUP RSCRIPTS
0 equals "At Zero Plant Output per Annum, i.e. at Zero annu

al Pro Luetion rate.”
100 equals "At IQO^ of Plant Capacity", i.e., at the Output 

of X10Q units/yr. (See definition of X1QQ.)
BEP equals "At the Break Even Point of Plant Operation",

i.e., at the output of units of product at which 
the Net Operating Profit,?, is Zero,

1 equals At the old design, prior to introduction of any
changes or improvements.

" equals For the New Design, after introduction of changes
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or Iznproveraente.

Delta equals Increment of a Qiven Quantity, denotes an 
algebraic Increase of a given function.

i
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